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A B S T R A C T 
The thesb en^ides identification of virtM isolates affecting 
PorothoMithtiK beliidiformis and VaccarJa pyramidata. A comprehensive 
review of literature germame to poiyhedrai vin»^ affecting ornamental 
plants has been given. The results have been discussed witti particular 
referoice to viruses reported on the s^Ntdfic hosts and an attempt has 
been made to point out the similarities and dissimilarities of vbtn isolates 
under investigation with the »tablWM!d group of pbtnt virusM. 
DorotiieantlKS yellow M^>t virta (DYSV) causif^ yellow wpot symptoms 
on leaves, stem and sepals, distortion of flowers and gtsnenl stitfiting 
of the plant was transmitted through sap inoculation to a wide rai^e 
of experimental plants bekmging to 6 dicotyle<tonous families. The virm 
was transmissible through the seeds of infected plants and by Myzus 
persicae in non-persistent^ ^ The vin» withstand heating at 30*C for 10 
min, a dilutUm of 10~ and a storage of 8 hr »nd t^t hr at room tempov-
tire (26-28*C) and #*C, re^>ectively. Pirlficatlon was achieved by cwnbina-
tion of PEG precipitation two cycles of differential centrifti^ation. The 
piff-ified preparation when examined in an electron microscope an>ear 
isometric of about 21 nm in diameter. Based on U.V. data, RNA in the 
virion af^ iears to be about 15%. The molecular weight of protein subwiit 
has been calculated as ca. 31,500i500 d. No se»-ological relatiorahip 
was found with ten memb«^ of nepovlrus group} one member ^M:h of 
cucutm>-, caulimo- wid liar* virus groiq>si three members of comovirus 
groi^ and an i^ tgro^ped (Dandelion yellow mosaic) virtn. The isolate 
resembles in many of tfte diaracters with tiw cucumovlrtaes except 
for the lack of serolc ;^ical relationship. DYSV has been teft vm^ovped 
pendif^ further investi^tlons on genomic properties. 
The virus isolate infecting Vaccaria pyramidata was found to be 
transmissible tiirough sap inoculation but not via seeite, soil in insects. 
It was ^ansmissible to U species in 7 dicotyledonous families. The 
"1^ 
virus in tap could wittatand an exposure to 10 min at 60*C but was biacti-
vated when diluted to 10 or stored for # days at room temperature 
(20-22*0. Ftowever^  tfte infectivity remained even on fiftti day when 
sap was stored at ^*C Purification 9che<kjle included clarification of 
tap with chloroform and Triton X-KK), sedimontatkm throu|^ 20% sucrose 
pad followed by one cycle of high speed centrifugation. Furttm- purifi-
cation w»B adiieved through dmsity gradimt centrifugation in sucrose. 
The particles when stained in uranyl acetate appear isometric of about 
27 tun diameter. RNA in tins virion has been ertlmated as ca. 12% on 
tfte basis of A260/A2S0 ratio. The protein submit has a motecular weight 
of about 3#,000i500 d. No serological relatiora^ip was found with several 
members of nepo-» teomo-i como-t cauUmo-, cucumo- and ilw-virus 
groi^. Tlw isolate has been tenutlvely named as Vaccaria mosaic vlrta 
(VaMV) and resembles tymoviruMS in particle dtaracteristics e^ecially 
the presence of fair number of empty particles in the {xttparation. 
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S E C T I O N - I 
STUDffiS ON A VIRUS BOLAtZ FROM 0§n/Omaam teH^wmb 
I N T R O D U C T I O N 
I'hMtif^ a stMTvey of virus diseases of cNmamaital plants in the mirseries 
of Natior»l Botanical R«»arc^ bistitute, LudofKnv, a mimber of plants 
of r^otheanthta belltdiformis (Ptym. F.) N.E. Br. arw! Vacxaria pyrantid^ta 
" edic. were found affected by sericws diseases. The disease on j \ belli-
difonnis was characterized by yellow spots and severe stimtir^ of the 
plant whereas the infected plants of J ^ pyrainidfetta were fmmd i^ Kuwing 
Ttosaic syrnptoiT'S <m Vr» leaves^ k ^ curling and sttmting of the whole 
plant. 
In the fH'esent Lnvestipiation, an attempt 1ms been inade to identify 
the cat»al agents affecting J% beUidifw^b and V, pyramidata on the 
basis of trai»mi^on, symptomatolo^ and host range, b io^yska l pro-
perties, {Karific^tion, mOTi^los;ical characteristics, serology and some 
physico-chemical prc^rties. 
Tlie thesis has been divided in to two flirts- (Section- I and lO. 
Section- I fiteals with tfw? studies cairied out to identify the causal agent 
affecting j } . bellidiforrais and Sectioiv U includes the investigaticMis d^Jini; 
with the causal a^ent affecting V, pyramidata. 
Dorotheanthus bellidiformis (Btym. F.) r«.t. iV. 
Ih bellidiformis previously known as ^ i«5embryanthemuj n bellidi-
formis Burm. F. is native of Sc^th Africa and is one of the imp(»tant 
flowering plants belcmgir^ to tlie faiiiily Aizoac^ie. Commwily, it is 
known by different nan»e$ viz., Living stone-daisy, Fig marigold, Ice 
plant or Glass plant and has an aesthetic as vfell as eomomic ^ u e . 
The plant is a sprawling winter arniual 20 to 30 cm cross with greeni^, 
slightly crystalline stem and fleshy, red tinged, ^Mitulate leaves mth 
a fleshy blimt lobed calyx and numerous narrow white, pirtc or crifOKMi 
petals surroimdif^ a da^er (xntral disc. 
JOL* beilidiformb i$ ^owti in Indian gardem for its flowers. It can 
be grown in rock gardens and Harming b«u^ets. bi America, it is grown 
on the Ma coa^ and salty deserts to remove excess salts from the soil. 
It is prcfAgated by seeds or ctittii^s and aicceeds in poor, ^ i i ^ soils 
as well as fertiie, moist o i ^ that are well <^ined. 
Ice plant, besides its aesthetic value Is al«> known to c«italn i^ >pre-
dable amounts of malfa:, oxalic, citric ai^ irfu»phoric acid| it is reported 
to contain a saponin WKI an alkaloid m^emlMrbie. The leaves of plant 
are eaten as splnadi ami saled and tfie seeds are also edible. 
Vacxaria Pyramidata Medic. 
X» pyramidatit (Synonym- Sitfwnaria va<xaria Lirau} commonly knowti 
as soapwort is a member of family the caryof^yllaceae. It is an ornamental 
plant grown in gardens of India* The pknt is rolHist, stm;^ or ^mrir^y 
l»iincNid aiwNial, 30-^ cm tall with many small nof or pMc flowors 
in cwymbose cynnes. V«xaria can be {»t)pagated easUy tivoi^h seeds 
or by diviskm of roo^ 
Besidtt its <»tttm«ital value, the roots and leav» of soapwort 
contain s^xmin and (M^ oduce latter lite soap whldi can be utilized for 
wailing siUc and wool. The root is; expectorant, diaphoretic and diuretic 
and also t»ed tor ctff-if^  scrofula and skbi diseases. The mucilagin(xjs 
sap of tiie pUmt is said to have f^ riirifugal and tonic j^upcrties in cAironic 
fevers and i»ed In the treatment of flauncles and scales. Besides, It 
is used as a «;rib$tintte t&c soap. The toives of soapw<rt art used in 
ascites, dysentry and disease of the liver md kidney. 
3 
R E V I E W O F L I T E R A T U R E 
Dofotheanthus bellidiformis ^Mesembrynthemum bellidiformis) has 
not been reported sufferif^ from virus disease except for a sii^le record 
by Giq>ta ami Stoigh (1979). The causal agent named as Ice plant chlorotic 
spot virus (ICSV) was polyhedral in ^^pe with a diameter (rf 45-50 nm. 
It was transmitted by sap and af^ids, had a dilution end point of li 1,000 
and thermal inactivation point of 55*C, TlKH^ h the particln resembled 
caulimovirus in size, yet no serological relatioraMp was fotflfKl with members 
of caulimovirus groiq>. 
Wellman (1935) for the first time recorded that Mesembryanthemum 
crystallinum c»uld be experimentally infected by southern celery mosaic 
virus producing necrotic local lesions, leaf distortion and stunting of the 
plant. Price (1940) rq>orted U, crystallinum as an experimental host 
of cucumber mosaic virus. Roland and Tahon (1961) have included JA, 
criniflorum in the list of host plants of beet yellov^ virus. Well (1961) 
recorded j ^ . criniflorum as a latent h(»t of tobacco mosaic virus. 
In India, Raizada et aK (198#) reported Dorotheanthta bellidiformis 
as an experimental host of petimia mwtaic virus showing chlorotic !^ts 
followed by reduction in size and number of flowers. The virus was identi-
fied as a nrtember of carlavirus group. 
Durii^ the preliminary investigation, the virus isolate cat»ing yellow 
spots on D» bellidiformis was found to be associated with a polyhedral 
virus. Hence, a review dealii^ with the various polyhedral viruses occurring 
naturally on ornamental plants is presented in t^ w followli^ text. Since 
varioia ornamental plants are grown t<^ether in one area, the virtn 
affecting _D. bellidiformis may be one of the vine isolates affecting 
ornamentals. 
The literature on polyhedral viruses aifecting ornamental plants 
has been compiled In two tables. Table- 1.1 deals with a min^ ber of viruses 
belonging to different vlrm groins describing their original h<»t, tram-
mission characteristics, a ^HMt account of hc»t range and bio-i>hysical 
properties. Table- 1.2 on the otlwr hami deals with morphological chara-
cteristics, serological relatiomhip and molecular characteristics of protein 
and nucleic acid of the virion. 
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Based on available informatiwi on polyhecbal viruses affectii^ 
various omairwntal plants, it is ctear that ornamentals do harixxir 
repr«wntatives frwn several groi4» of plant vkises barring a few namely 
Machl(>>, Sobemo-, Fi}i«>t l4iteo-» Bromo- and Penamo-vinis grot4>s. 
Review dealing with infections on ornamentals caused by alfalfa mosaic 
virus and geminiviruses have not been made as the preliminary investi> 
g t^ion clearly demonstrated the absence of particles charact«ristic 
of these gjroupa in leaf dip preparation of virua infecting JP< bellldifofmis. 
A peneal of the Tables- 1.1 and 1.2 clearly reveals that infections 
<kK» to cucurm>- and nepo-vinises in ornamental plants are much more 
in comparison to oth^* existir^ groups of plant viruses. Since ornamental 
plants are grown in mrseries and ^trdeia, the higher incidence of nepo-
viruses is not surprising. Keeping in view that nepoviruses generally 
have wi(te host rai^e and rotation of various ornamentals In different 
soils in particular ^rden or nursery ifciring the next season mi|^t have 
lead to infection on wide variety of plants susceptible to partkular 
nepovirus during consecutive years. Moreover, multiplication of the 
nematode vectors in the untreated soil may be considered re t^oratible 
for recurrence of diseases chrif^ the next seasora. 
Higher incidence of cucumoviruses, on the other hand, may be 
due to fast ^xead of these virtoes in non-persistent manner by aphids. 
At this point, one may wonder why there are not many records of 
ornamental plants affected by caullmovkiaes which are also transmitted 
by aphids fai a blmodal manner. Though the reasons of lesser frequoKy 
of caullmovlruses as compared to cucumoviruses are unknown. However, 
it can be envisaged tiiat the lesser reports are due to ^le difficulty 
in isolation of caulimoviruses. Moreover, tht literature also reveals 
that tiie majority of caulimovbvses have a restricted host range and 
tiHis do not find ample opportimlty to qwead within different genera. 
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Members of ilavlnis group have been often reported on onuimentaJs 
as evident from the compilation (Tables- 1.1 wid 1^ 2). The infection 
of these viruses in native may be mtjch higho' than those seen in tabl<». 
The reason for only a few reports dealli^ with ilarvirus infection in 
ornamental ptonts may be <kje tot (0 th<»e viruses do not cause diseases 
of economic importancot hem^ overlooked, (ii) the unstabUity of tfte 
vin» poses many problenu in isolation and studies dealing with frfiysico-
chemical characteristics of the vte'ion. 
Recor<b of tomb(»viruses on ornamental plants are also a few 
which include mild to seiwre infections on carnations, Daphnet Cymbidiwn. 
f^largoniwn, Cameni^ gi^ntea and Syrinna vulgaris. In the past, 
this gro^» of plant viruses has been looked upon more as a scientific 
curiosity than as «i economically important paHxigen probably becatae 
of its rare occurrence bi nature till 19€0. Nevertheless, now a number 
of serious diseas«i caused by tombusvinnes are known. Less frequmcy 
of the occurrence of this fstwp of plant viruses on ornamentals may 
be due to inefficient mode of sprmd in nature. It will be seen in the 
tables that idw diseases caiaed by tcmbusvinaes have been reported 
mostly frtmi hosts which are propagated by v^etatlve means. This 
is pn^ bably the most important mode of spread of tombusvinnes in 
nature barring a few scattered reports indicatir^ transmission throi^h 
flea beetles or via soil (MartelU, 1981). 
Tomato ^potted wilt virus (TSWV) has often been isolated from 
several ornamentals mainly Belamcarola chinensis. Dahlia, Gla<ttoli» 
and Hydraiwtea macroirfiylla. Besides, several o^ier cfiseases « i^ich 
have not been includNsd In tables include the ocarrence of TSWV on 
Cateidula officinalis. Zinnia elegans. Aster, Ctoeraria, Chrysanthemum 
and Gerbera (Prancki and Hatta, 1981). 
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Since, TSWV has world wide distribution witi> an extremely wide 
host rai^e, the reports of several more diseases might be envisaged 
in the ownif^ years. However, because of extreme instability of virus 
jn vitro v^ich makes it difficult to purify isolates of TSWV the progre» 
is expected to be slow. 
It is ^>parent from the comi^lation dealing with occurrence of 
polyhe<lral viruses on ornamental plants that virus gro<4» which have 
either wide host range or elfidmt mode of spremd are more prevalent 
on ornamental plants. However, titis is also true for otiier econmnkally 
important plants. 
It is worthwhile to mention that i^oi;^ h occurrence of plant viruses 
on ornamental plants in India has been shown only in a few instances, 
the diseases on titese plants are numeroin. Detailed investigations 
on viruses of ornamental plants have not been carried out in India 
primarily because the floriculture is not a devetoped trade in the coimtry. 
Certainly the diseases of ornamental plants in India will gain importance 
in near future with overall development of ttie florioilture as a trade. 
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M A T E R I A L S A N D M E T H O D S 
RAKING AND MAINTENANCE OF TEST PLANTS 
Potting medium 
The mixttre of sand, soil and farm«yard m«nure in thit ratio of 
l:i«l was prepared for raisir^ of test piiutts. Soii mixtive as weil as pots 
were sterilized by autoclaving for I bow at 18 lb pressure p«- square 
inch. 
Test plants 
Seediir^s of different plants were raised in tiuJlow eartiien pots 
of 22 inch diameter and tnnj^ >iwited into clay pots of 6 ind> diameter 
at 2 to 4 leaf stage. Seeds of some species were sown directly into day 
pots of 6 inch diameter depending ttpon the plant. Healthy seedlii^s raised 
and maintained in an insect proof glass house received the xoMartn normal 
day light aiwf agro-rec^iirenwnts. 
CULTURE OF VIRUS ISOLATE 
Youf% infected leaves Stowing typical symptoms wtre macerated 
to pulp using pestle and mortar with simultaneous addition to pimsphate 
buffer (0.1 hi, pH 7.0) containing 0.1% (w/v) sodium sulphite phis 0.01 M 
(w/v) disodiwn e^ylene diamine tetraacetic acid (EDTA) and 0.01 M (w/v) 
sodium diethyl dithiocarbamate (DIECA). The slurry was squee»Ml throi^h 
dotd>le folds of muslin cloth. The sap was centt-ifuged at 5000 rpm for 
5 minutes. &4)ematant thus obtained has t«en termed as standard inoculum 
(SO in fwther text. Culture of Dorotheanthus yellow spot virus (DYSV) 
was maintained by sap imiailation of a group of healti>y and wdform plants 
of Nicotiana taJacum var. Samsim NN at ^5 leaf stige t»ii% SI prepared 
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as above. Inoculations were matte at a regular interval of 15 to 20 days. 
Periodic checks were made on diagnostic host Vicia faba to mrntre biolo-
gical purity of the virus. 
DISEASE INCIDENCE 
DorotheantfHis bellidif<ymis ^own In nursaries of National Botanical 
Research Institute, Lucknow were swveyed durif^  the year 1984-85 from 
November to March. Disease incidence was calculated by tiie following 
formula) 
Disease incidence t NunU>er of pi«»t» showin|s symptoms , 
i»»»c uiv^ ucfK.^  ^^^j number of plants observed * 
TRANSMISSION 
Varioifi methods of traiamission were tested to ascertain the ^read 
of virus in nature. Standard methods and modifications have be«i detailed 
in the followir^ texts 
^L 
Preparation of buffers 
Differ«it types of buffers were prepared 1^ methods as described 
by Gomori (1955). pH of buff en was diecked by Philips Digital pH meter 
Model pp 90<^ 5. 
Additives taed dwing sap inoculation 
Following re<kicing and chelatir^ agcmts proored from sources 
mentioned below were a<kfed to the inoculum to increase the transmission 
rate. 
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i) Sodium suli^ite AR 
U) Thioglycollk: acid 
iii) 2-mercaptoeth«ioi 
iv) Olsodium ethyJene-
diamine tettvcetk; 
acid (EDTA). 
v) Sodium diethyl 
dithiocarbamate 
(DIECA) 
&DH (btdia) Pvt. Ltd^ India. 
Polyi^rm Pvt. Ltd., Imiia. 
Sigma Chemical Co. Ltd., USA. 
BDH (India) Pvt. Ltd., India 
BDH Chemical L ^ , England. 
Inoculation 
Inoculatimis w«re made by ni>bir^ tfte forefii^a* dipped in the 
standard inoculum (SO on leaves of the test plwits |^e<^ted with carbo-
rundum powder (600 mesh). Alternatively, SI mixed with carborundum 
was n^ U>ed on the leaves. 
INSECT 
Aphl<te 
Eight afMiii used in the tests were txed on appropriate hosts as 
mentioned belows 
Aphid species Host 
1. Myzus persicae Sulz. 
2. Aphis Kossypii Glov. 
3. ^ . cra«xivora Koch. 
*• A* "cM Boyer 
3 . Ji* fafaiw-solanelte Theobald 
6. Brevjoaryne bramkae L. 
Nicotiana tabacum var. White Btarley 
Cucumis sativus 
Vigna sinensis 
Calotropb procera 
Solanum lUgrum 
Brassica oteracea var. capitata 
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7. MeJan^hls sacchari Z^mt Saccharwn officinarum 
8. MacrosiphonicHa aant>ornii Oyvsanthemutn morifoiium 
GiU. 
Single adult apto'ous aptdd starved for 6 to 7 hours was placed <MI 
a healthy leaf kept in a petrldish on a nn^ened filter paper. YOIH^ 
nymi^s fMroduced by such aphids served as the partaits for initiatii^ tN» 
colony on appropriate healthy plants maintained in cages of ^ x 90 x 
90 cm size. Fresh young cokmies of aphids were maintained by traro-
ferring them regularly at every 15 days interval to young healthy plants. 
To ascertain the mode of transmission, i.e., eith«r in mm-persistent 
or in per^tent manner following {Mttcecftires were us^. 
Non-^rsistenti 
i) Pre-acquisition starvation period 2 to 3 houre 
ii) Acquisition access period 1 to 2 minutes 1 to 2 minut» 
ill) Inooilation access period 24 houn 24 hows 
iv) Nwnber of ^Ids per plant 8 to 10 
Transmission tests usii^ afMds were carried out by first starving 
i^ids in a glass vial for 2 to 3 hours before an acc i^siticm access period 
of 1 to 2 minutes on the leaf of the diseased plant placed on moist filter 
paper in a petrldish. After acquisiticm access, 8 to 10 aphids w«'e trans-
ferred to each healthy seedlir^ with a small camel hair iM^ utf) for an 
inoculation access period of 24 hoirs. The aphids after the end of inocula> 
tion access were killed by paying with an insecticide (Monocil). The 
test plants were kept under iraect proof glass house for observation of 
symptoms. 
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Persistent 
i) Acquisition access period 2*^ hmrs 
ii) Inocuiatioii access period 48 hours 
iU) Ntiinni»er oi aphids per plant S to 10 
In this test, aphids without being given any preactpiiidtion stwation 
were given 24 hot£^ acc|ttlsitk>n access on di»»iMd leaves followed by 
an inoculaticm access period of 4S hounrs on test plants. The inoculation 
access was terminated by spraying tfie plant with an iraecticide (Monodl). 
These test pUuits w&t kept wKiar insect proof condition of glass hoioe 
to <^serve for the development of symptoms. 
Whiteflies 
Sowces of non-triruliferous whiteflies 
Whiteflies (Bemi^ t^>aci Genn.) collected from Clltoria tematea 
were caged on a healthy plant of C, twtiatea for egg layifif. Aftar 10 
days the ackilts were removed from the oige. New whltefly adults deve-
lopix% after 7 to 8 days On summer) were further multiplied, bisect colonies 
so rai^d were loed for transmii^on stwfi^* 
Handling of whiteflies 
Procedure as used earlier by Sriiouitava et al. (1977) was followed 
for the handlii^ of whit< l^ies* 
Tranimission test 
Non-viruUferouB whiteflies were allowed aa]uisitlon ar^ Inoculaticm 
Bcceas perio<b of 2h hours each cm diseased and healthy planc^ respectively. 
R<^<Mr (0.1%) was sprayed to kill tiie wJiUtdtUes after the c»id of inoculation 
feedii^. The test plants were kept vender insect proof glai» hot»» for 
one m<mth ior (Enervation of symptoms. 
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Soil 
Soil around the naturally ktlected JD, belUdiformls plants growir^ 
in the field was collected and sieved to remove roote and root del>ris 
etc. Soil was collected in two gunny l>ags. One gunny bag was autodaved 
at 15 lb pi^sstre per scpjare ind> for 30 minutes and other was left as 
mch. Af^rently, healthy seedlli^s susceptible to DYSV were transplanted 
in sterilized and unsterilized soil separately contained in pots. Symptoms 
were (^ Mterved till a period of 2 months after transplantation. Infectivity 
tests were also made from such plants to asc«^in the {X'esence of virus 
in them. 
Seed 
To ascertain the seed transmission on vims the experiments were 
carried out in two ways: 
i) Growir^-on testsi 
See<fe were collected from healthy and virus infected plants and 
were grown separately in an Insect proof screen house in <»ntalners of 
sterilized soil. Plants were sprayed with an insecticide (Monodi) at weekly 
intervals as a precaution against insect transminion. After seedlli^ emer-
gence, the symptoms were observed on tiiese plants till 2 montiis. 
ii) Infectivity assayst 
Leaf tissues of »ich plants were ground in extraction-^^fer (EB) 
and SI was inoculated nuunially tm indicator/diagnostic h(»t of the virus. 
HOST RANGE AND SYMPTOMATOLOGY 
Five to ten plants of test species belcmgb^ to different families 
were assayed for siaceptibility to the virus isolate uncter study by sap 
traiumission using SI. Test plants used dwrii^ hMt rar^e studln were 
young seedlii^s at 3 to # leaf stage. Plants wore obscn'ved till 2 mwiths 
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after incxnilatioD and symptoms^  if any, were recxirded alor^ with the 
incubation period. SI from plants with apparently no sympt<»ns were pre-
pared separately and latent virus infection, if any, was assayed by inocu-
latii^ diagnostic/indicator hosts. 
BIO-PHYSICAL PROPERTIES 
Techniques as detailed by Noordam (1973) were employed for ascertain-
ing dilution end point (DEP), thermal inactlvation point (TIP) and longevity 
is. vitro (LIV). Studies were carried out both In systemic and local lesion 
host. 
MAINTENANCE OF VIRUS IN INFECTED EXPLANT CULTURE 
Preliminary studies showed that the virus causing dis^uw in JD. belli-
dlformls is wotable In s ^ extracted from infected leaves. McMreover, 
tiie infectivity was also lost dt i^r^ the storage of virus infected leaves 
at 4*C. Sinc», Dorotheanthus is a wint^- annual hence, preservation of 
cultt^e of virtB isolate could have posed problems chiring the off-season 
of the plant. Keeping this in view, attempts were made to maintain the 
culture of virus isolate in tissue cul^ire medium. Following are tlH» details 
of method employed for the maintenance of culture in infected e3q>lants. 
GlaMwares, chemicals and general metho<te 
Coming glasswares were used in tiw experimental work. 
The pure grade chemicals 'ANALAR' of ^ i t i ^ Drug House (BDH) 
of E. Merdc were used for the preparation of growth media. 
Dottle glass distilled water was i»ed in the experimenttl work ami 
the growth medium was sterilized by autoclavii^ at 15 lb pressure per 
square inch iw 20 minutes. 
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Preparation of growth mecBum 
Murashiage and Skoog's (MS) medium st^lemented with a few other 
chemicals was used for growii^ tive explants. The detailed constitution 
of the medium is as followss 
Murashjge and Skoog's (MS) Medium (196?) 
Solution Constituents 
A 
B 
C 
D 
E 
NH^NOj 
KNOj 
HjBOj 
KHjPO^ 
KI 
Cone, in 
stocl( soln. 
g/I 
82.5 
95.0 
1.24 
34.0 
0.166 
Na2Mo0 .^2H20 0.05 
C0CI2.6H2O 
CaCl2.2H20 
MgS0 .^7H20 
MnS0 .^*H20 
ZnSO .^THjO 
CuS0^.5H20 
F t^2 ^^'^^ 
FtSO^JH^O 
0.005 
88.0 
72.0 
4.46 
1.72 
0.005 
7.45 
5.57 
Vol. of 
stock soln. 
in final 
medium 
ml/1 
20 
20 
5 
5 
5 
5 
Final 
cone in 
medium 
mg/1 
1650.0 
1900,0 
6.2 
170.0 
0JI3 
0.25 
0.025 
440.0 
370.0 
22.3 
8.6 
0.025 
37.35 
27.85 
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^ l o n Comtituents 
G Thiamine HCl 
Nicotinic Kid 
Pyridoxine HCl 
GlycUfte 
Addendumt 
Sucrose 
m-Inositol 
bxtoie->3-«cetlc acid 
S-Benzyiaminoptvine 
Agar 
Cone in 
Stodc soin. 
g/1 
0.02 
0.1 
0.1 
0.4 
••• 
••• 
••• 
—9 
mm* 
Vol. of 
Stodc soln. 
in final 
me<fium 
ml/1 
5 
30 g/1 
lOOmg/1 
0.5 mg/1 
3.0mg/l 
8.0 g/1 
Final 
Con. in 
medium 
mg/1 
0.1 
0.5 
0.5 
2.0 
The stock solutions A to G were prepared and stored in tfie refrigerator 
(never more than 6 weeks) and mixed Just before preparii^ the final medium. 
FeSO .^ 7H2O and Na2 EDTA were dissolved in 2(» ml distilled wat«»-
sq>arately and mixed with constant stirrir^ and the volume was raised to 
1000 ml. 
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Expiant culture 
Healthy H. tebacum vai*. Sam»jn NN plants were raised from seeds 
and metfianically inoculated at % «> 5 leif stage by the inoculum (SO prepared 
from young l«ives of JD. bellidlformis. Petiole (0.5 to 0.7 cm long) nearer 
to the top of systemically infected JN. tabi^um var. Samsun NN leaves 
was excised, surfa<» steriU^Mf In 3% (v/v) teepol for 2 to 3 minutes, 
immersed in 0.1% (w/v) mercuric dtloride for 3 to 4 mifwtes, washed several 
times with sterile dbtilled water wid kwculated on Murashige and Skoog*s 
(MS) medium supplemented with 6-b«nzylamlno pwine (BAP), 2.0 and 3> 
indole acetic add (lAA) 0.3 mg/1. Cultures were allowed to ffew tot two 
months under ftuw^scmt tubes (3000 lux) for 16/8 hour light/<terfc regimes 
and at a regulated temperature ol 27il*C. 
The plantlets < t^ained wen tested for the presence of virus mkng 
£s *marantka»lor as assay host. The culture of virus maintained followif^ 
the above procedure was renewed at every two months interval on fre^ 
medium. 
EARLY DETECTION OF INFECTIOUS VIRUS AND COAT PROTEIN 
FOLLOWING VIRUS INOCULATION 
Early detectfaw of Infectious virus by farfectivity test 
The experiment was carried out durii^ summer, hence Cucumis sativus 
var. lMa% Green was taed as a test host. Cotyledonary k»ves of C; sativus 
var. Long Green wtrit inoculated witi) SL The inoculated cotyledora were 
harvested at specified period viz., 0, 6, 18, 2#, M, 72 and 120 hours after 
inoculation. The samples were macerated separately in ^ and tfwreafter 
clarified by low q)eed c«i^ifu^ti«) (3000 rpm for 10 minutes). Ckw super-
natant was inoculated on 12 half-leaves of Chenopodium amaranticolor. 
The remaining halves were ruM>ed with SI prepared from young systemtoally 
infected leaves of jC. «tivi» var. Lof^ Green (9 days after inoculation) 
in the same buffer as detailed i^ve. The lesions were counted on fiftfi 
day after inoculation. 
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Early detection of coat protein tfyoui^ swroiogical test 
The cotyJedonary leaves of CuctBnis satlvus var. Lor^ Oeen were 
inoculated witii SI in the identical manner mnd samples were harvested at 
specified period viz, 0, 6, 18, ^, #8, 72 and 120 hotrs td^ inoculation. 
Sap was prepared in eswntially the same manner but for loing 0.1 M phos-
phate buffer, pH 7.5 containing 0.85% <v/v) NaO (PBS) instead of EB. For 
estabii^ing tN» presence of coat protein in the sample. Ouchterlony <totd>le 
diffusion tests were empk>y«f. Tests were p«iermed on plastic petridlshes 
using 1% (w/v) agarose containii^ 0.86% (w/v) NaCl In 0.1 M phMphate 
buffer at pH 7.5. The reaction and bitemUty of prec^itin bands in positive 
cases were noted af tor 24 to ^^8 hours. 
PURIFICATION 
Selection of host for propas^tion of virus 
To select the appropriate plant spet^es for maximum virus concow 
tration, different host species were taken and mechanically Inooilated with 
SL Inoculated plants were bioassayed at different intervals after inoculation. 
Standardisation of extraction proce<tare 
Effect of buf fCTS 
Various buffers loed for extn^rtion of virus were prepared by conven-
tional methods (Gomorl, 1955). 
SI in individwl buffer was prepared s^mvtely by tfie standard f»t>ce-
dure. Each sample was bioassayed on a local lesion host and lesions f^ oduced 
cm tiiem were rea)rded for comparison. 
Effect of molarity 
After finding out suitable buffer for maximum attraction of active 
virus, different molarities 0.001 M, 0.01 M, 0.1 M, OJ? M and 0.5 M of 
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the same buffer h»vii^ neutral pH w«>e tried with a view to astew titeir 
suitability lor extraction. 
Effect of pH 
Solutions of niltable buffer and nmlarlty of varying pH irwn i,5 to 
8.5 were prepared as described by Gomori (1935). SI were prepared scpara* 
tely using buffers havbig different pH. Samples thus obtained w«re assayed 
on a local lesion host and lesions wc»« reoNrded for comparison. 
Clarification of exttact 
Organic solvents OtMitanol, chtoroform and carbon tetradUoride) either 
separately or in combinaticm were used for removal of extraneous material 
from infected tiswe. 
The requisite amount of solvent was mixed with SI followed by incuba-
tion for 30 mbwtes. The inctteted mixture was cMttrifuf^ at 3000 rpm 
for 10 minutes and the a< i^eous layer was sq»arated. The effect oi solvent 
on the infectivity of virus was tested by assayif^ the aqueous layer on 
a local lesion host. 
Concentration of virus 
Preciidtation with polyetfiylCTe glycwi (PEG) 
Polyethylene glycol (MW 8000) was procured from Sigma Qtemical 
Co. Ltd.» USA and precipitation of virus was tried with <>» ^  8 and 10 pa-
cent PEG separately witit or without i per cent sodium dtloride (NaCi). 
After the addition of requisite quantity of PEG and NaO to SI, the 
mixture was stirred till both dissohred and tept in refrigerator at #*C f«r 
2 hoiffs to allow predpitatlcm. Thereaft«>, the mixture was centt'lfti^ ed 
at 10,0(K> rpm for 20 minutes to o^lect the precipitate. 
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The pellets obtained by PEG precipitation were dissolved separately 
in EB and recmtrifuged at low speed (8000 rpm for 10 mintites). Supernatant 
thus obtained was assayed for virus infectivity on local lesion host. 
tXf ferentiai ccnttifugation 
Ultrac^ntiifugatlon of different samples was done in model L5-50 
Beckman prq>arativc ultracentrifuge class H usli^ rotor type 50. Normally 
high spee6 centrlfugation was done at 40»0G0 rpm (97,000 g) or #5t000 rpm 
(1,24,000 g) for 90 or 120 minutes. Tha pellet thus obtained was dissolved 
in EB and centrifuged at low speed (SOOO f|mi for 10 mimites}. Activity 
of different samples was demoftttrated by assayir^ on local lesion host. 
Density gradient centrlfugation 
Gradient columns using %0, 30, 20 and 10 per cent sucrose were prepared 
with the help of a device given by Srivastava et al. (1983) which works 
with the aid of LKB-Vark)p«rpex Pump. The tubes were kept overnight 
in refrigerator at 4*C to obtain a linear gradient. 
Next day, 1.5 to 2 ml freshly prepared partially purified virus sampte 
was loaded on eadi tube by the same device previously used for preparation 
of gradient and centrifuged at 23,000 rpm (56,000 g) in swii^ out rotor 
(SW 25.1 type) for 120 minutes in a Beckman L5-50 ultracentrifuge. Various 
fractiom after the ^>ecified run were collected with ihe help of LKB-2112 
Radirac Fraction Collector. 
The samples thus obtained were examined In SP8-100 Pye Unlearn 
UV/Visibte Spectrqahot<»neter and assayed on local lesion host to determine 
the virus content In them. 
Isopyotic centrifugation 
Appropriate wnoimt of partially pivified virus was mixed witii (»shim 
dtloride (C^Cl) so that the final density was 1.35 g/cm as determined 
from the refractive ind«t with an Abbe-type Refractometer (Szybalski, 1968). 
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The mixture w«s centrilt^ed at *0,000 ipm (97,000 g) for 20 hows 
in a Bedcman L5-50 preparative ultiracentrifuge taing a S.30 rotor. After 
^Mcified run, drop Iractkont were collected by LKB-2112 Radiru: Fraction 
Collector. These fractkmt were exambted spectrof^wtomefricaliy in SP8-
100 Pye Unkam UV/Visttile Specti^ jphotometer and tiie briiavkwr of virus 
fri CsCl was (^nerved. 
The reftactive indices of suspected virus samples were measured wM\ 
an At^-type Refrectom«ter at room temperature and ttm values were 
converted into buoyant density 1^ the e<^tton givm by Szj^ iahdcy (1968). 
UV ABSORPTION SPECTRUM 
I^utially pwified virus preparations < t^ained after differ«itlal centri-
fu^tion were scanned in SPt-100 Pye Unteam UV/Vistt»ie Spectrometer. 
Absorbance (A) of sampksi was recorded in UV range (230 nm to 320 nm). 
Correction for li^t scatterii^ however, was not done* Values of A min/ 
A max, A260/A280 were calculated to know the af^ prcolmate percentage 
of micleic acid by compwb^ the <teta with standard fgrvflh (Gfibbs and Hwrison, 
1976). Spectral curves (absoriMunce y$, wave lef^th) were recorded usii^ 
an automatic reasrder. 
ELECTRON MICROSCOPY 
A small drq> of tfie partially piarifled vfarus sample « ^ pla^d by a 
freshly broken capillary on a Farmvar coated copper grid with a ortxm 
backir^. After two minutes, the excess of sample was soaked out by toudiir^ 
a pieos of pointed filter papa- at the ^id margin. The dried grid was then 
stained wltii 2 p«- cent (w/v) uranyl acetate (pH 4.2) for 90 seconds. The 
samples were alternatively stained with 2 per cent (w/v) pho^>hotungstic 
add (pH 7.0) in idmtical manner as detailed above. Grids thus prqiared 
were examined imder Philip EU-^ZQ Electron Micfoscqpe. 
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SDS.ELECTROPHORESIS OF VIRUS PROTEIN 
The molecular weight of virus protein was estimated bi 10% (w/v) 
polyaa7lamide gels t h r o ^ SDS-Polyacrylamlde gel electrophoresis (SDS-
PAGE) following tt^ method described by Malzel (1971). 
Vina was dissociated by heating lor 2 mlmttes in a boiling water bath 
in the presence of 0.0623 M Tris>HCl buffer (pH 6J) containing 0.3% (w/v) 
SDS and 1% (v/v) 2-mercaptoethMiol. Samples of 10 to 20 microlitres 
containing virus protein were layred on cylkK i^cal polyacrylamide gets 
(120 X 6 mm). H^ e solubilised virus sample were co-electrofrfwresed for 
4 hoiHTs with molecular weight markers in electrode buffer (0.6% (w/v) 
Tris- and 2.SS% (w/v) glycine in water) at 3 mA per tid>e. After electro-
phM-esis, the gels were stained overnight with 0.1% (w/v) Cowaassle brilliant 
blue dissolve in equal volume of methanol «td water contalnir^ 7% (v/v) 
acetic acid. The gels w«re destained In water ODntaining 10% (v/v) methanol 
and 7.3% (v/v) acetic acid. The markers toed to estimate the molecular 
weight of the DYSV protein submit weret 
Trypsin Inhibitor (MW 20,100 daitons)- Sigma Chemical Co., Ltd.,USA. 
Trypsinogen (MW 2 ,^000 daitons)- Sigma Chemical Co. Ltd.,USA. 
Carbonic Af^ y<frase (iMW 29,000 daltcms)-Sigma Chemical Co. Ltd.,USA. 
Glyceraidehyde-3-phosphate dehydro- 5*«"~ Chemical Co. Ltd.,USA. 
genase (MW 36,000 daitons) 
Egg Albumin (MW #3,000 daltom)- Sigma Chemical Co. Ltd.,USA. 
Bovine Serum Albumin Sigma Chemical Co. Ltd.,USA. 
(MW 66,200 daitons) 
CHARACTERISTIC Ot- VIRAL NUCLEIC ACID 
Isolation of viral nucJek add 
The nucleic acid was prq>ared by Phenol-ChlorofMin method. Phenol 
and chloroform solutlortt were prepared as detailed elsewhere (Manlatis 
et^  aL, 19S2). IHienol omtained 8-hydroxyquinoline to a final concentration 
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of 0.1% (w/v) vhUe chloroform solution contained «% (v/v) iso-amyl 
alco^K^ 
Purified solution containfa^ virus was extracted witii a mixture of 
Phenol-Chlwoform (Itl) followed by anotfier extraction with diloroform 
only. 
2 ml virus preparatton 4 2 ml mixture of f i^enol-Chloroform (h i ) 
I 
Phenol phue 
ciscard 
I 
Oil<»roform phase 
<fiscard 
I 
Stqiamatant 
discard 
J ix the asntotts on a Vortex mi«r till 
an «nulsion fonro 
I 
Centrifi^e for 3 mimites at 1600 g 
A i^eous phase 
Add diloroform and mix on a Vortex mixer 
I 
Centrifuge for 3 minutes at 1600 g 
Acpieom ptase 
Add 2.5 votisma of chilled etiianol 
I 
Kept ovenOght at >20*C 
Centrifuge for 30 minutes at 15,000 g 
Pidlet mapenditd in distilled water 
(Viral nucleic add) 
The btfectlvtty of viral nudelc acid prepared by tiie ab€mt metlKKl 
was tested on Chenopodliwn amar«iticolor. 
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Teats for type of nucleic acid 
Type of nuctek acid contained in thie virion was deUMtnined by orcinol 
(Shatldn, 1969) and diplienyiamine (Burtan, 19%) tests for RNA and DNA 
re^>ectively. 
Orcinoi testi (^(^wl reag«tt was prepared by addii^ 100 mg erf orcinol 
and i(X) mg of PeCl,. fiH.O in itW ml of concentrated HCl. I ml df f re^y 
prepared reagmt was added to t ml of nucleic add preparation. The mixture 
was placed in boilif^ wattfbath for 45 mlnutn and obsen^ for the develop-
ment oi colour. 
Djphenylamlne testt Dif^i^iylamine reagent W M fM'qNured by mixing i gm 
of cBphenybkmine in 100 ml of glacial ac»tic acid and 2.73 ml of H^SO .^ 
1 ml of sulti^ly diluted nucleic acid preparation was mixed with 2 ml of 
diph«iylamine reagent and heated at iOO*C for 10 minutes to obsM^e for 
the development of colow. 
SEROLOGY 
Raisimi of antlaera 
Partially purified virus (Hvparation obtained after differ«itlal centri-
fugatlon was used as affitigen for immunizatkm of rabbits. Healthy male 
a&lnoHrabblts, ap|Mt»ciroately 3 fl» In weight and six month old w«re used. 
Three intramuscular Injections 10 days apart were given kite lOtigh of a 
sbigle albino rabbit t»fa% 1 ml partially pwlfied virus. At the time ct first 
and second Infection, the virus preparation (I ml) was emulsified wMi an 
equal vohffne of Freund*s complete adjuvant (DIfco lab., USA). The emul> 
ston was divi(ted Into two parts and bijected In eadi tfiigh of the raUtlt. 
Third Injectkm was given in a similar miama^ except that Preund's inconnplete 
adjuvant (DIfco Lab., USA) was med for emulslfkation. 
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Blood w«s collected from the right marginal ear vein of thte nisblt 
by giving sharp incision after 20, 3K} and ^ dij^ of final injection. About 
2&>25 ml of tfie blood was collects at a time and allowed to dot at room 
tempentmre (2%*C) for 2 hours and kept ovem^^ in a refrigenttx- (4*1*C). 
Next day, tiw sennn was separat«i «id centrifi^ed at 3000 ipm for 5 minutes 
to renH>ve fibrin, blood cells, e tc The straw yelknv cokHved sen»n was 
collected and stored in sterile small ampules by adding equal amount of 
glycerol (v/v). At some occasions, instead of using glycarol as pmerva> 
tive, serum was adjusted to 0*02% (w/v) with sodium azide (NaN J* 
Serologicai tests 
Precipitin test in tiAcs: 
Serial two fold dilutions of both antis«^im and antigen were prepared 
using 0*85% saline as dltoent. Equal ptoporOioi» of antlsera and antigen 
oi different dihitions were mixed together in seroic^ical tukxn (6x1 cm) 
v*d Incubated at 77^ in a water ba^. The formation of precipitate and 
its int«»ity was observed viting a magnifyii% lens. 
ChloroDJast agglutination testt 
Chloropiast agglutination test was performed as described by Van 
Slogteren (1953). In this test, S drops of diluted antiserum was mixed with 
2 drops of crude infected plant si^ on a microscope slide. CXtservation 
for dumpb^ reaction was made under microscope. 
Ouchtertony gel double diffusion testi 
Method deso-lbed by Ouchtwlony (1958) was f«rfIowed in this test. 
The optimum conditions for the formation of immimoprecipitbi band usif^ 
different combinatloM of gel media and viral antigoi prqpared in (ttfferent 
ways was studied. 
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Preoaration of awur gel me<&a 
Agar gel me<fia lor immiino<fiffiision tests were j^epared in three way» 
i) 1 gm agarose (Sisco Lab^ In t^a) was melted in 100 ml piw^rfiate btiffar 
(0.1 M, pH 7.5) contalnb^ O.S5% (w/v) sodium chloride (PBS). 
ii) 1 gm 2^ar(»e was melted tot 100 ml {^ XM^^ te buffer (0.1 M, pH 7tSi 
contalnb^ 0.02% (w/v) sodium azide. 
iU) 1 gm a^srose wu melted in 100 ml watc^ * canttlnii^ 0.5% (w/v) SDS 
phis 1% (w/v) sodium azkfe. 
Preparation of viral wti^ens 
Antigens used in Immuwdiffoslon tests w<s>e p«t^ »ared in tite following 
ways: 
1) DYSV infected U, tabacwn var. Samnvt NN leaf tinues (10-15 days 
after inoculatkn) were '^imrated in pN^ihate txiffer (0.1 M, pH 7.5) 
plt» 0.2*^ ^ (v/v) formaldehyde (111 w/v). 
ii) DYSV toifected ^ . tabaown var. Sanwjn NN leaf ti»ues (10-15 days 
alter inoculation) w^e triturated in {^ ¥>s|^ iate buffer (0.1 M, pH 7^) 
plus 0.85% (w/v) NaCl (hi w/v). 
ill) DYSV Infected H» tabaaim var. Samsim NN leal tissue (10-15 days 
after inoculation) were Mturated in water omtalnlf^ U$% (w/v) SDS 
(hi w/v). 
T^ts were carried out using a scven-^ treUed <kxjbki dlfl^cm pattera 
prepared toi % mm st«riU2»d disposabte pkstk: petridlshes (StM'lwwe L ^ 
India). Fifty miaroUtres of v&hooi test antigens were <EbfWf»ed inte the 
six peripheral wells 9nd an antiserum to qsedfk: vins was pkced in ti« 
cmtral weU. The i^ gar gd plates were tiwn InoilMted in a humki duimbar 
at room temparature and obscarved aftn- 2# aad #8 hours. The time of 
Bpp&iT&ncx of tiie pred^ t^in bands and i ^ int«»ity were recorded. 
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Serial two fold diltitions of both antiserum and antigen were prepwt4 
usii^ 0^5% saifaie and jAtos^te buffer salfaie (PB^, r^>ectiveiy* The 
(fliution erai point of Ntmolc^ous «itiserum and antigen were determined 
in immtmodiffusion test by employfa^ seven-welled Ouchterkmy dodtle diffu-
sion pattern as defiled above. 
Serologtoal relatiof^iip 
Antisera Vs envious polyhedral viruses as detailed below were Obtained 
from different sources to establish the serological relatimu^ if any» wM% 
\awwn viruses. MemiM»^  ol Ncpo-> Cuct»no-, Como.^  Tombua-, Brwno-, 
Catdimo'f and Uar-vlrm group were used durlr^ tht bivestigations* Tlie 
reactiom were ouried out using Oudtterlony double diffusion te$U in plates. 
Hie gel me<fium was prepared by melting 1 gm agar(»e (Slsa> Li^, bidia) 
in 100 ml phosphate buffer (0.1 U, pH 7.5) phs 0.85% NaCl (PBS). The 
antigen was prepared by tt't^xatii^ yomg DYSV Infected l«ives oi JN. 
tabacum var. Samsim NN in equal vohvne oi PBS (w/v)« 
The source of antisera to different vbnfies belor^br^ to varkM» i^ ro^ >s 
^3^ined are given belowt 
Virus Virus goup Source 
1. AT b^is mosaic virus N'epo 
2. 
3. 
^. 
5. 
& 
7. 
3. 
f. 
C3ierry leaf roll virus 
Cherry rasp leaf virus 
Pe«:h rosette mosaic virus 
Ras^ ribarry rii^qiot virus 
Sttawberry latent rir^^pot 
v^us 
T^ MKrco ring^>ot virus 
Tomato bladk rii^ vinis 
Tonuito rii^x>t vkm 
-do-
-do-
-do-
-do-
-do-
-do-
-do-
-do-
Dr. R. StM»-Smi^, 
Agriculture Caowda, 
Rtteardi Statton, 
Vancouver, Carada. 
4B 
10. 
i l . 
12. 
13. 
1«. 
15. 
16. 
17. 
IS. 
Broftd baui mottle vkrus 
Carnation mottle vtrusf} 
Broad bean stain vims 
BroJMl bean true mosak: 
virus 
Cowpea mosaic virus 
Squa^ mosaic virus 
CauUllower nnnaic vkus 
Cucundier nmsaic virus 
(Dtype) 
Cucivnber imwak: virus 
(To type) 
Bromo 
Como 
Como 
-do-
-do-
-do-
CauUmo 
Oucumo 
-do-
Dr. Lene Lai^t DwiM 
Inst. Seed Patfiok^, 
Hellerupt Demnark. 
Dr. G. Ldbcurier, IBMC, 
Strasbourg* France. 
Dr. M.H.V. mn Regen-
mortel, IBMC, Strasbourg, 
France. 
19. Dandelion yellow mosaic 
virus 
20. Lilac ring mottle vins 
Ungroi^ted 
nar 
Dr. D.2^ Maat, Researd> 
Institute lor Plant Protec-
tioi^ WageNngen, 
The Netherkmte. 
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NATURAL SYMPTOMS 
Naturally infected plants of Dorotheanthus showed yellow spot symp-
toms on the leaves, stem and sq>als. At advanced stage, the infected 
leaves were reduced in size and plant remained dwarf (Fig. 1.1). Only 
a few distorted flowers of small size and faint colour were produced on 
infected plants. 
INCIDENCE OF THE DISEASE 
Survey for recording the inciden<^ of disease during the winter of 
19S^85 revealed that the disease incidence at flowering stage of the 
plant is above 40 per cent. A perusal of Table- 1.3 reveals a gradual 
increase in incidence of disease from Mtedling stage to flowering of plants. 
This indicates that the plants at all stages of growth are aisceptible to 
infection. 
Table- 1.3. Incidence of DYSV at different stages of plant growth during 
the season 1984-S5. 
Date of 
observation 
01 Nov, 198<J 
15 Nov, 198<» 
01 Dec, 198<> 
15 Dec, 1985 
01 Jan, 1985 
15 3an, 1985 
01 Feb, 1985 
15 Feb, 1985 
01 Mar, 1985 
Number of 
plants examined 
750 
620 
595 
550 
502 
500 
*94 
#75 
300 
Number of 
diseased plants* 
11 
U 
*2 
55 
65 
97 
158 
193 
106 
Percentage of 
diseased plants 
1 
2 
7 
10 
13 
19 
32 
41 
35 
•Observations based on apparent symptoms on new emerging leaves 
ng* IJUu r t^tH«Uy inl«rted plant <rf Dorothe>ntt»« bellkflformlt 
dwwing seven stimtb^ and distortiim oi fkwers. 
1 ^ l«Ilk Yellow i|>o1» on l«av« of DorotheantNis beUlittfWTnfai 
i Induced by DYSV. 
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TRANSMISSION 
Sap 
The disease could be transmitted ^isily by sap using inoculufn prepared 
in extraction-buffer (EB) from Dorotheanthiw to Dorotheanthtg and ottwr 
susceptible hosts. 
bisect 
Aphids 
Eight aphid species viz., Myzus t>ersicae, Aphb Rossypii, ^ craccivcya, 
A* »^ riJ'« A* fabae-«)lanella, Brevicoryne brassicae, Melanaphis sacchart 
and macrosiphcffUelia sanbomii served for 2 to 3 hmirs were given an 
acquisition access to infected leaves; of JN. tabacum var. Samsun NN for 
1 to 2 minutes. Such aphids were» thereafter, placed on yoimg healthy 
seedlings of N, tabacum var. Samsun NN for 24» hours inoculaticm access. 
The mimber of each aphid species per test plant varied from S to 10. 
Table- 1.^, Transmission of DYSV from N. tabacum var. Samsim NN to 
N. tabacum var. Samsun NN in non-perslstmit 
Aphids 
Myzus persicae 
Ai^iis eossypii 
A. craccivora 
A. iMsrii 
A. fabae-soianella 
Brevicwyne brassicae 
Melanaphis sacchari 
^acrosiphoniella 
sai'd>ormi 
Number of 
plants exposed 
30 
2S 
2S 
20 
2* 
22 
26 
22 
Numter of 
plants infected 
1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
manner. 
Per cent 
tansmission 
3 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
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As evident from Table- 1.^ ttve virus was transmitted to a very iow 
percentage of plants (3%) in non-persistent mamer by Myzus persicae. 
The other 7 afi^id species could not transmit the virus. 
In another experiment, different donor/recipient host combinations 
employing P. hybrida, t4, gluttnosa, D. stramonium and JN* rustica were 
tried using M, persicae as a vector but rK> traramission multed in these 
<ases. 
Thus, it appears, that transmission percentage can not be ehnanoed 
using different donor-recipient host combination. 
Whiteflies 
Whiteflies (Bemisia tabaci Cerm.) did not transmit the virus even 
after increasing the number of insects Mr plant t^ to 20. In this experi-
ment, JN. tabacum var. Samnm NN was used as a donor host while fi* 
tabacum var. Samstm NN, JX stramonium and Lycqpersicon esculentum 
were employed as recipient hosts. 
Soil 
Thirty seedlings each of f4, tabactim var. Samstm NN, B, bellidiformis, 
N» glutinosa and Cucumis satJvus were transplanted in soil collected from 
and around the DYSV infected plants.. These plants did not show any appa-
rent symptom even after 2 montlo. Back inoculation tests using the sap 
prepared from randomly selected 5 plants of each grmip indicated the 
abseiKe of virus in these plants. Thus, it appears that DYSV is not trans-
mitted ttvough soil. 
Seed 
jN, tabacum var. Samsun NN, N, rustica and ^ . tabacum var. White 
BtM-ley plants raised using seeds obtained from DYSV infected plants of 
tte same species did not show any symptom when grown tmder insect 
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proof condition in containers of sterilized soil. However, D. beUidiformis 
plants raised from seeds of infected plants were foimd dKwing typical 
symptoms of DYSV. 
Table- 1.5. Seed transmission of DYSV 
Host Number of Number of seedlings Number of 
seecte sown nrvived plants 
infected 
N. tabacum var. 
Samsun NN 
N. tabacum var. 
White Btrley 
D. beUidiformis 
N. rustica 
480 
375 
455 
502 
2*7 
204 
290 
3U 
0 
0 
16 
0 
Results fNresented in Table- 1.5 indicate that DYSV is transmissible 
tiuxHigh see<te of infected tk)rotheanthttt pl«its to the extent of 6 per 
cent. Random selection of 10 plants of ^ch ^lecies, H, tabacum var. 
Samsnm NN, JN. tabacum var. White Burley and H, rustica not showing 
^^>arent symptom was made and SI prepared from them was tested for 
the pres(»Ke of virus on assay host but the virus could not be recovered 
in any of the above plants grown from infected see<b. 
Effect of additives on infectivity of DYSV 
To evaluate the effect of different additives on the infectivity of 
DYSV, sodium sul|:^te, thiogiycollic acid, 2-mercaptoethanol, sodium dietiiyl 
dithiocarbamate (DIECA) and disodlum ethylene diamine " tetraacetiite 
(EDTA) were added s^tarately or in different combinations in phosfrfiate 
iHtffer (0.1 M, pH 7). Such buff»^ was then used ckiring maasration of 
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infected H. tabacum var. Samswi NN leal tis»ies (ls2 w/v). Exti'act prepared 
in (Phosphate Ixtffer (0.1 M, pH 7) without any additive Mrved as control. 
Assaying of virus was carried out using half-leaf method. 
Table- 1.6. Effect of additives on the; infectivity of DYSV. 
Additives used 
in buffer 
A 
B 
C 
D 
E 
A+B 
A+C 
B+C 
A+B+C 
Average number of lesions/half/leaf* 
Control 
•Based on 18 half-leaves of _C 
A Sodium sulfate (0.1%) 
B EDTA (0.01 M) 
C DIECA (0.01 M) 
D 2-Mercaptoethanol (0.1%) 
E Thioglycollic acid {0A%) 
129 
91 
65 
107 
109 
76 
113 
81 
79 
:. amaranticol(»-. 
Treated 
151 
118 
87 
lU 
120 
92 
138 
108 
122 
Percent 
tocrease in 
infectivity 
17 
30 
n 
7 
10 
21 
22 
33 
5* 
Results presented in Table- 1.6 indicate that combination of 0.1% 
sodium sulfsliite plus 0.01 M EDTA and 0.01 M DIECA increase the infecti-
vity of DYSV to the extcmt of 5# per c%nt when mixed with pho^i^te 
buffer (0.1 M, pH 7) for the extratctiwt of virus. Hence these additives 
were always mixed with {rfwj^ >hate buffer (0.1 M, pH 7) aiMl extraction-
buffer (EB) was used for (Mreparation of standard inoculum (SI) in all stri>se-
quent studies. 
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HOST RANGE AND SYMPTOMATOLOGY 
H<»t range of DYSV was investigated by sap inoculation of the test 
plants. Reacticm of the following plants as a respwise to virus infection 
is described belowt 
Dorotheanthus bellidiformis (BirmJ^ .^) N.E. Br.s Inoculated leaves i^ 'oduced 
yellow spots 7 to 8 days after virus itnoculation. Lateri the infected l^ves 
showed slight curling and plant remained stunted. Most of the plants died 
before blooniing and those which escaped death produced only a few dis-
torted flowers with faint colow. 
Nicotiana tabacum L. var. Samsun NNt Vein-clearing and bright yellow 
spoU developedi on inoculated leaves followed by dark green mosaic <Mfi 
light green back ground of the leaves after 8 to 9 days of inoculation 
(Fig. 1.2). 
H* tabacum L. var. White Btvleyt Plants developed systemic symptoms 
consbting of light and dark green mosaic v i ^ a few yellow patches on 
the leaves after 10 to 11 days of virus inoculation. The infected leaves 
were smaller in s l ^ as compared to hoUthy ones. Symptoms persisted 
till death of the plant. However, frequency of the yellow spots greatly 
decreased after 3 months of virus inoculation. 
N, glutimwa L.( Vein-clearing developed after 5 days of inoculati<m followed 
by diffused mottling, appearance of bright yellow spots and fmally yellowing 
of the leaves after 9 days of inoculation. 
Physalis minima L.t After 6 to 8 days of inoculation, vein-yellowing was 
apparent cm the new coming leaves. Later on, a light and dark gre«i m(»aic 
appeared with interspersed bright yellow spots. 
^§i 1 ^ Sjrstemicalfy infected l i ^ of Nicottma tataaim var. 
I Sam»»i NN ^Mwing yellcm t^ts and nH>Mk: s^j^oms. 
f|||^ 13. Systemb: monk: symptcmis induced t^ DYSV on 
Cucutnis sativus vmr. Lor^ Green. 
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S«»lanMm nigrum La Inoculated plants devel<^ >ed systemk symptoms con-
sistif^ of light and daiic gr«en m<tfaic and yellow spots on the leaves 
within 7 to 8 days of inoculatton. 
h mtiongfin L.) bHxrulated leaves exhibited blade rbig ^wts aoKf line 
patterns aft«r 6 to 7 days of inoculatifm. In ktcs* stages, the plants deve-
loped symptOTfis consistiiHg o^ mottling with characterlstk: yellow spots, 
Datira metel La Chlorotic ringiqwts develc^ >ed on inoculated leaves 
after 10 to 12 days of vina inoculation. No systemic symptoms were 
observed in new emerging leaves. 
JL* rtramonium La Qtlorotic local lesions developed on inoculated leaves 
after 6 to 7 days of inooilation. Hie leaves gradually developed systemic 
mild mottle symptoms after 11 to 13 days of vina inoculati<m. 
Cucumis sativt» L. var. Long Cman Chlorotic rings and line pattern 
developed on inoculated cotyledons after ^ to 5 da^ of vina inoculaticm. 
Newly emei^ing leaves exhibited N'ight yellow i^ »ots followed by yellow-
green mosaic within 8 to 9 (kys. The infected plMitt remained dwarf 
(Fig. 1.3). 
Citrullus vulgaris var. fistulosuB ScNrad.s Inoculated a>tyledonary leaves 
developed small dilcrotic local lesions within 3 to 4 days of inoculation. 
Plants develi^d systemic mosaic accompanied with stimting of the whote 
plant. 
Cwaimis melo var. cantalupensis La IbKxnilated cotyledonary l^vi» did 
not fM x^hice any symptoms tnit the yoimg emerging leaves showed yellow 
mcMoic after 7 to 8 <foys of inoculation. The infected plants were re<Jhtced 
in size. 
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I 
Chenopcwftwn tmaaranticoter Coste and Reyiua Aft^- S to 5 ekys of ino-
culatk»), chkHvtk local ieskx^ develqf>ed whkh later on beaime plf4d^ 
kt colwMr. 1>ie iiwcuiated teaves were ^ ^ alter S to 9 days of virus 
inooiktkm (Fig. !.#}. 
C* myr%kt L^ Nearotk tocai l^ikim ^ v e l ^ ^ wt iiwodated lea¥es withfat 
< to 5 d i jn of inoculattoi loffanved by ^loUatlon after S days. tYie IeshM» 
ware larger as cor^^red to ^ O M produced on C, aroatm^tito^tor <Pig. 1 ^ . 
I 
jC* atettw L^ bioculated leaves ^mdi&tlM small ^saretti piiridsh ioad 
ktskNM wtikh beca»ne ncKS'otk: wltfifai 6 to 7 ^ y s ot Inooilatim). 
J& qttooa WiUd t^ Small disci«te necrotic looil ]esi<ms developed on teo» 
aliased teaives af ^  « to 5 days of vfana iiwoilatton. Ttm testcms were 
smaller as compared to those pro&^ed on C, amarantkytor a i ^ C. murale* 
Pettmta M^rlcb HcM-t^  Sympfcmu stsrted a$ i^bi-ctearii^ witftln 3 to 
^ days f<^lowed by tff'iglit yettow ^pots on the dvk gre^t t»d« i^rowid 
I of the kmvm after 7 to S days of bwculattofi. Vm iitfected plants remabied 
' dwarf s^ pnnkKxd flow^v of reduced ^sa with faint c^tetr (Fig. l^h 
f 
Lyc^sefsiam <aculentig« MUU Symptoms star ts as ^ g h t yeltow spote 
within 5 to 6 days foltowed by ^rstemlc Inright ftXkm mMalc on the leavat. 
bi twmt cases, ti% imvei exhfoited i^hoe-strb^k^ i^xompankMl with stmt-
fa^ of tiitt «4iote plant. Oco^lonaUy, necrosis td the ieaves s ^ r ^ f rm i 
^ e top of pknt and AiaUy tiie pimt ^Uid (Fig. 1.7). 
H* rustfca L4 bioctilated l^ves flowed a light and dark green mosak 
afXQinpan^ witii yeUow patches <m the l^tves aft»' 6 to 7 days mi vina 
Inoculation (F%. i.S>. 
fey DYSV. 
ng* i«& fn@aila^d kaf of jC. mmAtt i^ QwIr^ fwanotlc 
I f ^ i c ^ 1^ DYSV. 
itficpiv^ l«ilow ^Gfii and fi^sik; syirqitoms. 
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Vklat frtto La I!Hfft»ed bi^dk necrotic le^tMts and fii^^>ott itevelofM^d 
alter 3 «$ 4 days of inoculation. Tl« lesioi» a»les(% to give gemn-al 
necroj^ of the bioculated teaiws and then ^stemic necroas devek^ted 
teft^ng to tfw (tSi&aiih of pkant (F%. 13). 
X* Mtttya ha Itewnward oarllt^ ol the new emergb^ l4»ves beoime evident 
alter 7 ^ y s o l virus inoaitetl<m« The Infected plants remakied dwaurf. 
Vigna tw^idoiiato (X.^ Wa!^ i^ ur* Im^ov«l Bk^dtt Blade necrotic ^ t s 
developed OR bwculated teaves within 3 to ^ (^ys (A inocttlatltm. Lower 
tenH><!fattre, howewr, delayed tiie appearaiK:» of i^mptoms by 2 to 3 
dlays. The lesions wore snalk»' as cmRf»rc^ to tiKtse produced tm Vk:ia 
laba (Fte> lao). 
} 
Trlf^onella foenum-fgraceum L.S Blade nKrrotic rif^s ttevelqped on IIKJCU* 
kted l^ives alter 4 to 5 <liys o l bwculatiwb Tim new am^ k^ves 
tfwwed vebw:tearb% foU^K^ed by l%ht and ^ak f n»n m o » ^ altar 8 
to 9 dsys (Fig. 1.1 !>. 
polidK» fa^ta^ L. w, Slhitem MIxedt Sfmpttstm stiurtod as necrotic Itedis 
alor^ th« veins followed by rb^ i^^ pots and ttot patterns aft<»- 6 days of 
vims kiCKrulation. In adwuic^ stege« velral neo'osb develt^ed &fttf 15 
to 17 days. The infected plants remaimd dwarf. 
TrifoUum atoamdrteum ta l r»e^ ted pkmts deiNsk i^ed dUtua^ m&ttUs^ 
ol the i^tvm aita 10 days oi inoculation. 
Lupintg p^yrttyiiui La EbKJc n^a'ottc rii^i|X3^ developed CHI inooilatod 
I leaves within ? to 6 days. Tfm rww comii^ l^ves i^ Nowed diffuMd iiKitti-
I i i ^ ami yellowir^. 
Vigia ra#i ta (L.) Wikzekt Altar 3 to 4 cteys, ^xsrotic local le^nm dev«* 
toped on inocuiyited kmrm followed by deldtetMrn after 7 days of virus 
inocuktiem. 
F%. 1 3 . Necrotic lesiofis on Vtek faba induced by DYSV. 
i 
^ BkuA itfiowif^ ne<7otk: dots. 
F%» 1*11. SjrstemkaUy infected teaires ^ Trig<welfa foenum-
graCTuro ihowlflK n i««k sjrmptoms* 
1.9 
l-IO 
^ ^ 
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Melilotus alba L.s New emerging leaves exhibited slight veirwJearing 
after 7 to 8 days of virus inoculation. Infected leavn were reduced in 
size and very often showed curlit^. 
Trianthema monogyna L.t After 5 to 6 (toys, chlorotic ^>ots developed 
on inoculated leaves. The infected plants developed systemic mosaic 
followed by stunting of the whole plant. 
Spinacea olwacea L.s Chlorotic local lesions develq>ed on inoailated 
leaves after 4 to 3 days of inoculation. The inions were, however, ckcular 
to ov(^ d in ^ape. 
The virus did not evckc any symptom on the following plants till 
two numtha after inoculation. Moreover, back inoculation tests on Vicia 
faba or JN. tabacwn var. Sam»m NN failed to demonstrate tiie presence 
of virus in them. 
Family s AMARANTHACEAE 
Amaranthus caudatig L. 
A. virtdis L. 
Celosia cristata L. 
Comphrena globosa L. 
Family : APIACEAE 
Ammi malm L. 
Anethus graveolens L. 
Apium graveolens L. var. White Gem 
Coriandrum sativum L. 
Daucus carota L. var. Pusa Kesar 
Foeniculum vulgare Mill. 
Petroselimnn crispum (Mill.) Nym. var. Imperkl Curled 
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Family : APOCYANACEAE 
Catharanthus roseta (L.) G. Don 
Family t A5TEFACEAE 
Ageratuni conyarides L. 
Aster amellus L. 
Calencfcila offkdnalis U 
Cwitaurea c^ma L. 
Chrysanthemum m» 
Cosniwi bipireiatus Cav» 
jC. sulphttfeus Cav. 
C^iia pirawte Cav. 
Dimofphotheca so. 
EcUpta alba L. 
Hellanthus awHWS L. 
Lactuca satJva L. 
Sonchtg oleracet» L. (Scc^.) 
TaRctes wecta L, 
Zinnia e l^am 3acq. 
Family t 
Family t 
BALSAMINACEAE 
Impatiens balsamina L. 
BRAJSICACEAE 
Bfassica campestris L» 
a« caulorapa L. 
J . napus L. 
J^ » oigrac*^ var. botrytis L. 
^* oicfac^ var. capltata L. 
B» rapa L» 
B)efi5amara L. var. ^hite Spiral 
Raphamia sativia L. 
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Family t 
Family : 
Family i 
Family t 
CARICACEAE 
Carica papaya L. 
CARYOPHYLLACEAE 
Dianthus caryoirftyllus L. 
Stellaria media (L.) Cyr. 
Vaccafia pyramidata Medic. 
CHENOPODIACEAE 
Beta vul/tarb L. var. Suttons Globe 
CUCURBITACEAE 
Benincasa hbpida OHHU 
Citrullus vulgaris Schrad. 
Cucumis melo L. 
Cucurbita maxima Ouch. 
JC. pepo L. 
L^enaria leucantha Rusby 
L, siceraria Standi. 
Luffa acutangula Roxb. 
L^ cylindrica Roem. 
Momordica charantia L. 
Family t 
Family : 
EUPHORBIACEAE 
Acalyt^ indica L. 
FABACEAE 
Caiarws calan (L.) Dnxre 
a c e r ariethinum L. 
Clitoria ternatea L. 
Crotalaria juncea L. 
Cyamopsi» tetragonaldba loub* 
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Glycine max (L.) 'vcrr. 
Lablab pwpwens L« 
Lathyna o<toraUB L. 
L«« escuienturn Mocnch 
Bmseoim vulgaris L. var. The Prinas 
Pisum sativum L. var. BoivievUle 
Pst^hooitrpus tetragofiolcrfHa DC 
Vigna mungo (L.) Hepper 
V, Wja;uicuteta (L.) ^^aip. var. Chitla 
X* ut^uiculata (L.) l^aip, vaur. Red 
1* wguicuiata (L.) Walp. var. White 
Family s LAMIACEAE 
Salvia officinalis L. 
Family x MALVACEAE 
Abelm<»cht» esculentus (L.) Moench 
Altlaea rosea Cav. 
Family s 
Family x 
PAPAVERACEAE 
Papavcr rho«« L. 
P. somnif erum L. 
POACEAE 
Sorghum bicolor L. 
Triticum a»tivum L. 
Zea mays L. 
Family s POLEMONIACEAE 
Phlox Avmmondii Hock. 
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Family t PORTULACACEA 
Portulaca ol«rac(» L. 
Fan lily « 
Family : 
SCROPHULARIACEAE 
Antifrhtftwst majus L. 
SOLANACEAE 
Capsicum aimuum L« 
Nicotiana benthamiaitia Domn. 
ii» plumbaglnifolia Viv. 
^ tabacum L. var. Harriscm Special 
N. tabacum L. var. Xa^thi 
Family » VIOLACEAE 
Viola trlcoiw L. 
Dtnrif^  liost rau^e test it was (^served that some plants developed 
rnoi%' yellow spots while others developed ordy a few. Besides those yellow 
spots the infected leaf showed a mild light «id dark ^een m<»aic. Black 
necrotic lesions pnxKiced cm _V, faba, yellow spots procfciced on tlvee diffe-
r«it hosts and a portion of leaf of H, tabacum var. Samsun NN showing 
mosaic were ^ocessed in conventi<mal way am! inocula were prepared 
i^parately. These were inoculated on N, tabacum var. Samsun NN. Symptonis 
were <rfiserved on these plants particularly with regard to number of plants 
devek^ing yeUow spot symptoms and freciwsncy of yellow ! ^ t an leaves. 
{Results liave been pre^ted in Table- 1.7. 
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Table- 1.7. Development of yellow spots on J)}, tabacum var. Samstm NN 
inf ItmKed by soterce of vkus. 
Source of 
virus 
Number of 
plants 
inoculated 
Number of 
plants 
developed 
yellow spots 
Per cent 
development 
of yellow 
^pots 
Black ncurrotlc lesions on 20 
V. faba 
Yellow ^x>ts on 24 
D. bellidiformis 
Yellow ^x>ts on 20 
P. hybrida 
Yellow spots on 20 
H' tabacum var. Samstm NN 
Light and dark green mosaic on 26 
N. tabacum var. Samsun NN 
3 
10 
20 
1 
15 
41 
25 
100 
BIO-PHYSICAL PROPERTIES 
Studies <x% blo-ph)rsical properties were carried out usii% ^1* tabacum 
var. Samsun NN as donor host of the virus. Tests were made both on 
s]^emic (Cucumis sativus) and local lesion host {C, a.maranticolor). Sap 
itl (w/v) was prepared from infected K, tabacum var. Sanmm NN leaf 
tissues trittffated in phos{^te buffer (G.1 M, pH 7) containii^ 0.1% (w/v) 
sodium sulphite, 0.01 M EDTA (w/v) and 0.01 M (w/v) DIECA (EB). The 
infectlottt sap was nntrifuged for 5 minutes at 5000 rpnu Si4>ematant, 
tl%» obtained was used tor the following studies; 
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Dilution End Point (PEP) 
Several dilutions using EB were prq>ared from it I clarified sap. Each 
dilution was tested on bo^ systemic and local lesiMi host. 
Table- 1.8. Effect of dilution of sap on tiie infectlvity of inoculum of 
DY5V. 
Dilution Test-host 
i t l 
1:10 
itlOO 
1:1,000 
1:10,000 
1:100,000 
1:100,00,00 
Cucumis sativus 
(20/20) 
(20/20) 
( «/20) 
( 0/20) 
( 0/20) 
(0/20) 
( 0/20) 
C. amaranticolor* 
161 
90 
18 
0 
0 
0 
0 
•Average number of lesions/leaf based «i 30 leaves. 
Data in parenthesis denote the number of plants inoculated/number of 
plant infected. 
DEP was fouid to be in betwe«) 1:100 to 1:1000 as evident from the 
tests made on systemic and local lesion host (Table- 1.8). 
B3 
Thermal Inactivation Point (TIP) 
Ten alicpjots of standard sap (Isl) of 2 ml each were exposed separately 
in thin walled test tnjbet at specific temperatwe for 10 minutes. The samples, 
after treatment were cooled immediately and tested on systemk and local 
lesion hosts for infectlvity. 
Table- 1.9. Effect of temperature on stabUity of DYSV. 
Temperature 
i n *f-
Room temperature 
(26-28) 
•0 
•5 
50 
55 
60 
65 
70 
75 
go 
Test-host 
Cucumis sativus 
(20/20) 
(13/20) 
( 3/20) 
( 0/20) 
( 0/20) 
(0/20) 
( 0/20) 
( 0/20) 
( 0/20) 
( 0/20) 
C. amarantia>lor 
1»9 
67 
23 
10 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
^Average number of lesions/leaf based on 30 leaves. 
Data in parenthesis denote the numba- of plants inoculated/infected. 
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Results in Table- 1.9 indicate that the TIP varied dep«)ding i^ xm 
the test plant. It was foiRid to be in between 45 to 50*C and ^ to 35*C 
when Cucumis sativus and jC. amaranticolw were used as test plants* 
re^jectively. 
Longevity In vitro (LIV) 
Stanckrd sap (hi) of 20 ml ^ h were kept in sqsarate sterili2»d glass 
vials either at ro<Mn temperature (26-28*C) or in refrigerator (ttK^h Each 
sample was assayed on C* amaranticolcw after a specific period of storage. 
Table- 1.10. Effect of storage of infectious sap at 26«28*C and 4*C. 
Time of Average number of lesions/leaf* 
0 177 220 
8 84 159 
24 0 52 
48 0 9 
72 0 0 
96 0 0 
120 0 0 
144 0 0 
*Based on 32 leavai of C, amaranticol<y. 
Data included in Table- 1.10 stowed that virus in sap remained infectious 
till 48 hows when stored at 4*C. No infectivity was, however, observed 
in sap stored for 24 hours at room temperatu'e (26-28*C)* 
Fig. 1.12. DYSV tniected Nicotiaivi tabacum v«r. Samsun NN 
explant ctilure. 
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M/MNTF.NAf4CE OF VIRUS IN EXPLANT CULTURE 
The expJant culture <Flg. 1.12) provided an efficient meam of preserv-
ing the isolate infecting r% belUdiformis dwir^ its off season. However, 
it was oS>scrved that the concentration of vine in the explants was much 
iess than tt«t obtained in Rkss house pro^'n plants of K, tabacuro var. 
Samsjn NN. 
EARLY nETECTlON OF INFECTIOUS VIRUS AND COAT PHOTEI*v/ 
FOLLo^iNC VIRUS INOCULATION: 
Kartv detecttwt of infectious vims by infectivity test 
Cotyledc»iary of Cucumis sativus var. Lor^ Green were ifKsculated 
with SU Sap (isl w/v) was ^epared in EB from ttw inoculated ostyiectoos 
at different periods after inoculation. The sap alter preliminary clarifi-
cation thrwgh low speed omtrifugatim (5000 rprr, for iti namttes) waw 
im>culated cm 12 half-leaves of CheiwwKfium amarantioolor. The other 
halv^ were inoculated with SI {wepared from yotmg infected leaves of 
il» ^tivus var. L«MII» Green i^ iowing severe symptoms to serve as control. 
Table- I.Il. Farly detecticm of virus followlm' inocuiatitm by infectivity 
test. 
Time after 
inoculaticm 
(hows) 
0 
l? 
2t> 
48 
72 
120 
Average number of lesions/half-kaf* 
Control 
37 
39 
47 
31 
3» 
Treated 
0 
0 
0 
0 
€ 
32 
39 
•Based on 12 half-i^ves oiC, aniaramicoior. 
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A perusal of data inciufted in Table- 1,11 rev^ils that the inf«K:tious 
virus is produced between #S to 72 hours after inoculation. The min»ber 
of lesions prodiK:e<f tm the inoculated leaves are resarly equal to these 
produced by the yming leaves of systemically infected plants. 
Carly «tetecti<Mi of coat protein thrtwssh serolopjcal test 
It is well known that iMToIt^ical reaction is due to t t ^ proteins and 
moreover i t is also established that multiplication of ntx:leic acid and pro-
dict ion of the proteins are two independent processes. Keepif^ this in 
viev-, i t was thought to work out tN^ first appearaw:^ of serolot icelly 
active proteins following virus inoculatiem. 
In this experiii^nt the cotyledcMiai'y leaves of Cucutnis ^ t i vus var. 
I on": Green ^ere irexwlated as entailed in rrevious estperinent, the sap 
C li2) in PBS was fwepared from them at different intervals after inoculatitm. 
Aliquots of sap thus <*tained were tested lor hen ologous serological reaction 
in V uchteriwiy dwihte diffusion test. 
fable- 1.12. fmly detecticm of cost protein follow-inf virus inocutetion 
trsrous'h serological cloufrJe oitJusion test. 
Tisr.e after intensity of precipitin band 
inoculation vfith rtomolo^mis antiseruro 
Chews) , __>«__ 
0 
6 
r • • 
72 •+++ 
!2n •+•+ 
- = '• o prpcj^itin '-•anti; • * = od^rat'^ • + • = Strun i 
++++ a Very strmw. 
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T ^ data included in Table* 1.12 revt^ iled that serol^k»Uy active 
proteim appeared somewhere between 6 to 18 hotan after bioculation. 
However, in sampl«( collected alter 2h tours after inocuiatten no reaction 
was oNe^^ed. Test with mmpies pre^r^ 72 howts alter Inoculatim} and 
<»iwards i^ iowed very s^ong serological reaction indicatlf^ the app&aancx 
of virus {HtJteins in the mmples. 
PURIFICATION 
Seiectiw of host for propagation of ylrm 
Fotff hosu of the viri» Isola^ infectif^ JO^  bellidiformte viz., JP. hytyid^, 
lir rttttka, H. tal»cum var. Samswi HH and H. tabacwn var* White Burley 
were compai^ d with regard to virus omc&itration at difla'cnt times after 
virttt inoculatimu The plants wi»re sap ifwcylat«l and asnyed for vine 
ccmcentratiim at diflerant Inten^yb after inoculation iMiing C, amarantia>lor 
as a local i<»ion host. 
Table- 1.13. Ccnomtration of DYSV in differ«»it h<»ts at different days 
af t«r inoculation. 
Host 
Petunia 
hybrida 
Nitotiana 
tustka 
5 
8 
5 
N. tabacum 17 
var. Samsun NN 
H. tidMtcum 7 
w . White Burley 
1 
10 
65 
$4 
S9 
5* 
*BaMd on 18 lea^^ oiC, 
Average mimber of lesioiWleaf* 
(cfaiys after vfarus irwailatiofi) 
15 
92 
120 
ISS 
95 
20 
31 
137 
79 
140 
amaranticol<»'. 
25 
26 
65 
37 
«7 
30 
18 
54 
32 
#1 
35 
21 
23 
26 
25 
Fig. 1.13. Cwtcentratlon of Dorotheanthus yellow spot 
virus in different hosts at varied days after 
inoculation. 
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It is j^ >|Mirent from Table- 1.13 that the vin» attained maximum concen-
tration in about 20 cfays loliowii^ inoculation in N* aatica ami H, tabacum 
var. White Buriey. However, in P. hybrida and N, tdaacum var. Samsim 
NN, the maximimt conc«f)tration was readied alter 15 days of inoculation 
The concentration of virus in J|; hybrida was found to be less titan ^ * tabacum 
var. Samsim NN (Fig. 1.13). As such, during subsequent experim«its N. 
tabacum var. Samswi NN was used as a host for propagation of DYSV. 
Standardisation of extraction procedure 
Effect of buffers 
Varkxa buffers at specific pH values were ined tor extraction of 
DYSV from infected Ieav<» of JN« tabacum var. Samsw NN. Partially dari-
fled extinct obtained after low speed centrifugati(m was asnyed on C, 
amaranticolor. 
Table- l .U. Relative infectivity of DYSV vsin§ difforent buffi^ systems 
for extracti<x). 
Buffer 
Water 
Tris-HCl 
ni{»phate 
Boric add-Borax 
Sodium dtrate 
Glycine- NaOH 
Citrate- NaOH 
pH 
. 
7.0 
7.0 
7JS 
6,5 
8.6 
7.0 
Molarity 
«» 
0.1 
0.1 
0.i 
0.1 
0.1 
0.1 
*Based on 2k leaves of C« amaranticdor. 
Average number 
of le^onV 
leaf* 
89 
50 
124 
106 
117 
68 
32 
( 
Per cent 
relative 
infectivity 
72 
«0 
100 
85 
9» 
55 
26 
60 
Results presented in Table- 1,1* imlicate that tf« maximum infectivity 
was c^tained with f^iosphate iniffer followed by sodium citt'ate, tKH'ic SKdld-
boraxt water, glycine- NaOH, trls-HCl and citrate- NaOH. 
Effect ol moiarity 
Infected leaves of N* t i ^o im var. Samsun NN w&re triturated in 
pN^sp^^c buffer (pH 7.0) of different molarities, separately. The samples 
after low s^td centrift^atlon were assayed on C, amarantkolor tor com|»i-
ris<m of tt^ virus infectivity. 
Table- 1.15. Relative infectivity of DYSV at different molarities erf phos-
phate buffer (pH 7.0). 
'/olaritv Average mirrAer of Per cent relative 
^ lesicms/l^f* infectivity 
0.001 131 % 
0.01 132 65 
0,1 233 100 
0.2 lU 6» 
0.5 m 3* 
•Based an 12 leaves of jC, amaranticolor. 
it is evident from Table- 1.15 that extnctimi of infected leaves in 
0.1 '* phosphate gave the highest infectivity. Iksttt high and low moiarity 
affected tNs inlectivlty adv^^ely. 
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Effect of pH 
Virus infected l€«f tissues of H, tabacum vm. Samsun NN wwe macerated 
sefmrately in 0.1 M ph<» r^tiate iMiffer at s|>ecilic f>H values. Samples alter 
low ^}eed centri{ij^ati<m were assayed cwi C, amaranticolw to a»^rtain 
tNs effect of different pH of 0.1 U ph<»{ i^ate t^i&r on the infectlvlty 
of vin». 
Ti^le- 1.16. Relative Infectivity of DYSV at different pH of pho^>hate 
buffer (0.1 v.). 
pH 
%5, 
6.0 
6.5 
7.0 
7.5 
$,0 
8.5 
Average nuiwbe*' of 
l&l&n&flis&i* 
21 
65 
137 
172 
152 
132 
120 
Per cent rek-
tive infectivity 
12 
3S 
80 
100 
^* 
77 
70 
*Based on 12 leaves of C^ amarantia>l^. 
E^ta compiled in TaWe- 1.16 irelicate that {naximum infectivity is 
retained in 0.1 M ptos^^te buffer at pH 7.0, 
During n^ed^nk^ trammisston of DYSV, sodium sulpltlte (0.1%), EHTA 
(O.OI M) and DIECA (0.01 M) wh^ mixed with inoculuo' were reowded 
t© increase the infectivity. Hence, tNss«j additives were alwa^ mixed with 
buffer during actracti<m of virus. 
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Clarif kation of extract 
Sap extracted from M* tabacum ymf, Samsun NN in EB (0.1 M jAw^ 
fihAte buffer pH 7.0 contain^ 0.1% sodium sulphite, 0.01 M EDTA and 
0.01 M DIECA) was mi i^ with different organic Mhrents eitho* el<»w 
or in differait combinatitms ami incdbated for 30 mimitat at 4i*C Samples 
were centrlf^ed for 10 mtoutes at 3000 rpm. The aqtMmn layer was 
separated and assayed on C, amarantlcoior. Sap eactracted from JNU tabacum 
var. Sam i^n NN to ^ only was used as control during half-leaf assay 
method. 
Table- 1.17. Effect of some orgMiic solv«its on clarification of infectious 
sap containing OYSV. 
Final 
Solvent percentage 
of solvent 
<v/v> 
^tt t fK>l S 
Carbcm tetrachlc»ride 20 
ChJorofc»-m 20 
£c{ual mixtere of 20 
bittaiwl-Krhloroform 
Equal mixttire €tt 20 
carbon tetrachlori<^ 
chlorofcwro 
*Based on 20 half-l<Hives of C. amaranti<»!or. 
Avtwage number of 
lesionsAtalf-lei#» 
Control Treated 
57 
74 
62 
81 
79 
31 
10« 
U 
66 
n 
R^ults presented in Table- 1.17 indicate that butanol and i^^aai 
mixture of but»ioUdtloroform have deleterious effect on virus. However, 
carbon tetrachloride, chloroform and a Itl mixture of carbon tett'achioridet-
diloroform were found to be effidbent for clarification of ];i, tabacum 
var. Samsun NN extract ccmtainii^ DYSV. 
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Prexripttation of vins with polyethelene glycol (PEG) 
To pr«:ipitate the virus from clarified preparation c4>tained through 
low speed centrifugdtl<m (SOOO rpns for 10 minutes), PEG (MW gOOO) at 
different concentraticms (4» 6, & and 10 per cent) was used with tx withwjt 
1 per cent ^'aCl. The precipitate obtair»d in each case was suJi^ ierKted 
in EB and centrifuged at SOOO rpm for 10 minutes. The supemat^mt after 
diluting it with EB to bring it to the CNriginal volume was inoculated cm 
fialf-leaves of C, an^aranticolor, tiw other halves were inoculated with 
clarified pn^>arati<xi (Stained after low s|>eed (»ntrifugation for compari-
sicMi of virt£S infectivity. 
Table- I.IR. Effect of PEC and NaCl on the precipiteti<m of DYSV froin 
clarified extr^rt. 
PF.G 
(^ w/v) 
k 
4 
6 
6 
£ 
H 
10 
10 
•isased tm 
K&Cl 
(ft w/v) 
1 
-
1 
-
1 
-
1 
-
IS hJ«-leaves of C. 
Average mjn*it»r of 
tesions/half-l^f* 
Control 
I OS 
98 
121 
IfiA 
115 
% 
105 
13i 
Treated 
8 
14 
2U 
H 
32 
3S 
52 
72 
arnaranticolor. 
L<»s of 
infectivity 
(percentage) 
93 
S6 
m 
71 
69 
60 
52 
45 
The results er*tboided in Table- 1.1 S shows that all the virus is mt 
precipitated by 4, 6, 8 or 10 per cent PEG. The maximum reojvery was 
with 10 per cent PEG without usir^ NaCI (Fig. 1.14). H&Cl seems to have 
deleterious effect on virus infectivity and did not facilitate the precipitation 
of PYSV. 
F^. 1.1%. Effect of PEG and NaCl on the {x^ecipition 
of DYSV. 
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Purification proce<Hjres 
Several procedures were evaluated for the purification of DYSV. 
Procedure- I 
Macerate 100 g infected^, t^ bacum var. Satnsun NN leaves in 100 ml 
squeeze thrcNffih muslin doth 
I 
Cmtrlft^ for 10 min at 6000 rpm 
Sta>ernatant* 
I 
Add 20% (v/v) carbon tetrachloride and 
stir for 15 min at *•€ 
I 
Centrift^e for 10 min at 8000 rpm 
I 
Pellet discard 
J 
Pellet discard 
Supernatant discard 
I 
Supernatant discard 
Pellet discard 
I 
S(q)ematant discard 
Add 10% (w/v) PEG (MW 8000>»1% (w/v) 
NaCl while stirring and dissolve 
I 
Keep for 2 hr at «•€ 
I 
Cmtrift^e fcH' 20 min at 12000 rpm 
Pellet 
I 
S4M^ )end in 0.1 M EB 
(10 ml/100 ml of initial extract) 
J 
Centrifug for 10 min at 10,000 rpm 
Supernatant* 
Add 10% PEG (MW 8000)41% NaCi while 
stirrir^ and dissolve 
I 
Keep for 2 hr at *•€ 
Centrifuge for 20 min at 12000 rpm 
Pellet 
I 
Contd. 
I ^i>ematant** 
relict discard j 
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I 
Suspend in 0.01 EB (1 ml/100 ml of initial 
extract) 
I W 
Ccntrige for 10 min at 10000 rpm 
Dlalyse in $ chaises against 0.01 hA EB 
Sample* 
(Suspected virus for EM and assay) 
•Assayed f<M" vin» infectivity <» C^ ansaranticolor. 
Relative infectivity of samples (Stained at different st^>s of ptrifi-
cati<m was detennined by assayii^ the sarriples on C. amaranticolor. Data 
Mve been incorporated in Table- 1.19. 
Table- 1.19. Restive infectivity of DYSV at different stqps of purifi-
cation by Procediare- 1. 
Steps of Average number of lesions/teaf* Rsr cent relative 
purification infectivity 
SI 
100 
33 
20 
U 
•aased on S l«ives of C, amaranticolor. 
••Precipitate susp«Kted in EB and diluted to original vohime for vin» 
assay. 
Clarificaticm 
CClf^ treatn>ent 
PEG precipitatim- 1** 
PEC {n>edpitati(m- 2»* 
After dialysis 
15? 
19€ 
6it 
«^ 0 
22 
75 'V 
Pellet discard 
Proce<faffe- !l 
lactate 100 g infected N» tabacum var* Samsun NN leaves in 
100 ml EB 
I 
sqt]^ze tfH-oiffih muslin cloth 
I 
Centrifuge for 10 min at SOOO rpm 
Supernatant 
{ 
Pellet discard 
1 
^pematant discard 
Add 20% carbon tetrachloride ami stir 
fCM" 30 min at ^*C 
I 
Centrifuge for 15 min at 10000 rpm 
Supamatant* 
Centrifuge for 120 min at #0,000 rpm 
(97,000 P.) 
I 
Pellet I 
Suspend in 0.01 M EB (0.5 ml/100 mi 
initial extract) 
I 
Centrifuge icr 10 iirdn at 10,000 rpm 
j &ipematant* 
Pellet disc£U'd (Suspetctec vins for E\n and assay) 
•Assay for vine infectivity &% C, amarantlcolor. 
r^ta presented in Table- 1.20 sho^ the relative iitfectivity of samples 
at different steps ol piO'ificatitm by Procedure- U. 
Table- 1.20. Relative infectivity of DYSV at different ste{:» of pwificatlon 
by Procetftire- n. 
Steps of 
purification 
Average number of lesicms/leaf* Per cent relative 
infectivity 
Clarificati^ 7t 
CCl^ 109 
Differential <%n«rifugati(m 15 
72 
100 
16 
*Based on S l^ives of JC. amaranticolisy. 
^^*Sedinient st^sended in EB and ciluted to origlned vohime for vine assay. 
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Procc<^e- III 
*-*acerate 100 g Infected N. tebacum var. Samstm NN leaves In 
100 ml EB 
I 
Squee:^ through musiln clo^ 
Centrifuge f«r 10 min at 8000 rpin 
Pellet discard 
I 
Pellet discard 
I 
Supernatant discard 
Pellet discard 
I 
Supernatant discard 
I 
Pellet discard 
SuperT»tant* 
Add 20% caf1>on tetrachloride and stir 
for 30 min at *•€ 
I 
Centrift^e for 15 min at 10,000 rpm 
Superra t^fit* 
Add 8% PEG (MW 6000) while stirring 
and dissolve 
I 
Keep fw 2 hr at H'C 
I 
Centrifuge tot 20 min at 12,000 rpm 
Pellet 
I 
Su j^end in EB (10 ml/100 ml of initial 
extract) 
I 
Centrifuge for 15 min at 8000 rpm J 
St»>ematant* 
r 
C«itrifuged for 90 min at #5,000 rpm 
(1,24,000 g) 
PeUet 
I 
Si»pend in 0.01 M EB 
(0.5 ml/100 ml of initial extinct) 
I 
Centrifuge for 10 min at 8000 rpm 
Supernatant* 
(Suspected virus for EM and Assay) 
^assayed fcMr viri» infectlvity cm C* amaranticolcw. 
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Relative infectivity of virus at different steps of purificaticm by Proce-
dure- HI have been inc^porated in Table- 1.21. 
Table- 1,21. Relative infectivity of DYSV at different $t«^s of {Marification 
by Procedure- HL 
Stef» of 
purifiaiti<m 
Average number of leiiwis/leaf• Pw cent relative 
infectivity 
ClarificaticM) 
CCI^ treatment 
PEG precipititic»i*» 
Differential centrift^aticm 
103 
37 
21 
71 
100 
26 
1* 
*Based on 10 leaves of Cm anraranticolm-. 
••Precipitate and sediments su^p«i<M in EB diluted to «riginal volume 
i&t virus assay. 
Proce<fcire- IV 
Pacerate 100 g infected N. tatacum var. Samstm N^ f in 100 ml EB 
Pellet discard 
Pellet di^ard 
Supernatant diKard 
Squeeze throt^h mitflln cloth 
Centrifuge for 10 min at 10,000 rpm 
'supernatant* 
Add 20% carbmi tetrachlcNride and 
stir fw 30 min at ^•C 
I 
Centrifi^e fiw 15 min at 10,000 rpro 
SufNsrnatant* 
Centrift^e fw W min at «6,d60-<n>m 
(97,000 g ) , ' . - A , 
\' 
Pellet ^ . ' - - ^ — ' C ? > ^ . 
***%€ontd. 
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( 
Pellet discard 
I 
Supernatant discard 
I 
Peiiet discard 
I 
Supernatant discard 
I 
PeUet discard 
I Suspend in 0.01 M phosphate buffer pH 7.0 
(20 ml/100 ml of initial extract) 
I 
Centrifuge for 10 min at 10,000 rpm 
Supernatant* 
I 
Centrifuge for 90 min at # ,^000 rpm 
(1,24,000 g) 
Pellet 
I 
Suspend in f4K>^ >hate buffer 
(0.01 M, pH 7.0) 10 ml/100 ml of initial 
extract) 
I 
Centrifuge for 10 min at 10,000 rpm 
Supernatant* 
I 
Centrlft^e for 90 min at #5,000 rpm 
(1,2*,000 g) 
Pellet 
I 
Suspend in friiosphate buffer 
(0.01 M, pH 7.0) 0.5 ml/100 ml of initial 
extract 
I 
Centrifuge for 10 min at 8000 rpm J 
Supernatant* 
(subjected virus for EM assay) 
*Assay for virus infectivity on C. amaranticolor. 
Data presented in Table- 1,21 show the relative infectivity of virus 
at different steps of purification by Procedure- IV. 
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Table- 1.2J, Relative inlectivity of DYSV at different steps of pwifi-
CMthon by f¥«:edifl'e- IV. 
Ste|» of Average mjmber of lesi<ms/ieaf* Per c«»it relatiws 
purificati<») inlectivity 
ClarificatiM 87 75 
CCI^ treatment 116 100 
Differential centrifugation- 1»* 2B 24 
Differottial centrlfii^atbm- 2** 23 20 
Differential centrift^ation- 3** 12 10 
*Based « i 10 leaves of C, amaranticelor. 
**5ediments siB^^ ernkKf in buffer and diluted to CHriginal volume for vine 
assay. 
Procedare- V 
ti<laci»rate 100 g tnfect«l N. tabacum var. Samsw NN leaves in 
100 ml EB 
I 
Sque€ize through muslin cloth 
Centrifuge for 10 min at 8000 rpm 
j ^qjematant* 
Pellet discard { 
I ^pernatant* 
Pellet discard 
Add 2^ (v/v) Triton X-100 and stir for 
15 min at *•€ 
I 
Centrifi^e for 15 min at 10,000 rpm 
Contd^M, 
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I 
Supernatant discard 
I 
Centrifuge for 120 min at #5,000 rpm 
(1,2«,000 g) 
Pellet 
I 
Suspend in 0.0! M EB 
(10 ml/100 ml of initial extract) 
Pellet disourd 
I 
Supernatant discard 
1 
Pellet diKard 
Centrifuge for 10 min at SOOQ rpm 
Supernatant* 
Centrifuge for 90 min at <S^ 5,000 rpnr» 
(1,2*,000 g) 
Pellet 
I 
^ispend in 0.01 .\4 EB 
(0.5 ml/100 ml of initial extract) 
I 
Centrift^ for 10 min at 8000 rpm 
Supernatant* 
(Susp«ct«i virus for EM and assay) 
•Assay for virus infectivlty wi C. amaranticolw. 
Rebuts presented in Table- l.?3 shot?/ tt« relative inlectivity of 
virus at different steps of pwification by Procetkire- V. 
Table- 1.23. Relative infectivity of DYSV at differ«\t steps of ^riftcation 
by Procedure- V. 
Steps of Average number of lesicnWl^f* 
purificaticm 
Clarification 
Triton X-100 treatment 
Differential centrifugation- 1* 
Differential omtrifugatim- 2* 
112 
5* 
IS 
7 
•Ba»d (m 1^ leaves o C. amaranticoior. 
Per cait relative 
infectivity 
100 
«» S 
16 
6 
••Sedintents sti^ >ended in buffer and diluted to original voitKne l<w virus 
assay. 
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Procetftire» VI 
h^&c&nte 100 g infected jN. t i^cum var. Samsun NN leaves in 
100 ml 0.05 M sodium citrate (pH 6.5) containing 0.005 M- EDATA and 
0.05*5^  thi<^lycoJlic acid + 100 ml chilled chlcroform 
I 
Pellet discard 
J 
Supernatant ^Osc^ j'd 
Pellet discard 
I 
&i|!ematant dhsa^d 
Sc uee2% through muslin cloth 
Centrifuge for 15 min at SOOO rpm 
St^iematuit 
Superi»tent* 
Add 10«^  <w/v) PEG (MW 6000> 
while stirrir^ and dissdve 
Keep tor 1 hr at *•€ 
Centrifuge i^ 20 mbi at 12,000 rpm 
PeUet 
SiK^nd in 20 ml 0.005 ¥ Kxiium bat&te 
butter (pH 9) ccmtainii^ 0JJ05 M EDTA 
Add 2% (v/v) Triton X-100 and stir for 
30 min at #*C 
I 
Centt-ifi^e for 10 min at 12,000 rpm 
Pellet disourd 
•Assay for virus infectivity o n ^ . amarantiariw 
Supematemt* 
Centrifti^e for 90 min at 45,000 ipm 
(1.2«,000 g) 
Pellet 
I 
Suspend in 1 ml O.CK}5 i^-^'j tocfiurn b«^te 
buffer (pH 9) containing 0J0O5 M EDTA 
Centrifuge for 10 min at %QOQ f|Mm 
Supernatant* 
(Sui^cted virus for EM aiKi »»ay) 
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Relative Infectlvity of vlna at different steps of purificatitvi have 
been given in Table- 1.24. 
Table- 1.2%. Relative infectlvity of OYSV at different steps of ptrification 
by Procetfcjre- VI. 
Steps of Average raimber of lesicms/leaf* Per CMit relative 
ixirification infectlvity 
Clarification €6 100 
PEG ^Mrecipitatimi • *1 62 
Triton X-100 treatment** 
i differential centrifi^ation** 32 «8 
•Based on 10 leaves of C, amaranticolor. 
**Precipitate and seditnents si»perKied in buffer and diluted to original 
voluipe for virus a^ay. 
Proce<^e- Vll 
(Fif»lly a<k^ted procedure} 
Macerate 150 g infected JN. teiiacum var. Samstm i^^ l leaves in 75 ml 
0.5 .^^ so&mn citrate (pH 6.5) a>ntaining 0.005 f: EDTA and 0.5% 
thloglycoiUc acid • 50 ml chilled chloroform. 
I 
ScNjeese thrcHigh muslin cloth 
Centrifuge fcM* 15 min at SOOO rpm 
J Sup^tiatant* 
Pellet discard | 
Add low (w/v) PEG (^'« 6000) while 
stirring and dissolve 
Contd. 
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Sup^im^mt discard 
I 
Pellet discard 
^qsematant discard 
Pellet discaurd 
I 
Siqierfwtaynt discard 
Pellet discard 
I 
Keep for 1 hr at 4*C 
C«itt-lf«ge for 20 n^n at 12,(^0 rpm 
Pellet 
I 
Su^iend in 20 nil 0.005 V. sodiinn borate 
buitm' (pH 9) c»n^dnif^ 0 ^ 5 W EDTA. 
Add 2^. ivM Tritcm X-iOO and stir for 
30 min at ^•C 
I 
Centrifi^c iof 10 niaii at 12,000 rpro 
Supematent* 
Caitrifif^e ttx W min at #5,000 rpra 
(1,2«,000 g) 
I 
Pellet 
I 
Susfsend in 10 ml 0.005 *1 soditfin tnx^te 
buffer (pH 9) containif^, 0.005 W EniA 
Centrifuge for 10 min at EOOO rpm 
Supernatant* 
I 
Centrlft^e for 120 min at *5,000 rpm 
(1,2^,000 g) 
Pellet 
I 
^jspend in 1 ml 0.005 \1 socfium borate 
buffer CpH 9) containir^ 
0.0005 l'^ EDTA 
I 
Ccfltt-ifi^e fw 10 min at SOOO rpm J 
^jpematant* 
(Purifi^ virtffi f&t E?., UV absorpticm 
spectrum ami assay) 
•Assay f«" virus Infectivity <m C aroaranticotor. 
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Relative infectivity ot DYSV at different s tq» of |wriflcati«i by 
Procedure- VU viras assayed using JC. afriarantlcoior as assay host. Results 
have been incorporated in Table- 1.25. 
Table- 1.25. Relative infectivity of DYSV at different st^ Mi of purifkatlon 
by Procedure- VIL 
Steps of Average fwmbcH* of leskuis/leaf* Per cent relative 
purificatitm infectivity 
Clarification 133 100 
PEG + Triton X-100 72 54 
treatment** 
Differential centrifugatlwi- !*• 54 41 
Differential cwitrifugatiwi- 2«* 42 32 
•liased on 10 leaves of C, amarantlcolor. 
••Precipitete and pellets sie^jended in Iniffer and diluted to original vofeme 
for vine assay. 
*hen DYSV was purified by Procedures- I, 0, HI, IV and V, t*^^ 
was consitkirable loss of Infectivity. All the samples showed c»ily a few 
particles when ejtan>ined in ^he electron nticroscope. mgh infectivity 
was fotmd only when infected tissue was sufe^cted to Procetto-es* VI and 
VII. Though comparable iftfectlvity was fotmd associated with saniples 
(Stained by these two |x>oce(kires but the number of particles seen in 
the electron niicr<»cope was always hi^ fwr when ProceAffe-Vn was used. 
The pellet obtained atter second cycle of high ^>eed seditnaitation In 
Proce<Hjre- VII was cleai%r showing no greail^ a>lotar as com|»red to 
Procedure- VI where oily one cycle of differential osn«-ifugati<m was 
used. Procedtjre- VU was finally adq}ted for the ptrificatlon of DYSV 
as samples c^tauied by tiiis ptocedkxe ^ere infectious, opatesc»nt, largely 
free of host contaminants, gave a spectium t^ical of mjclec^oteins, 
ami contained fiarly high number of oairticl^u 
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Partiality pwified pre|^ratk»» of DYSV were loa^ad on s u c n ^ ctensity 
gradients and centrift^ed it» 120 minutes at 23,000 ^ m in a Beckman 
SI 25,1 r&t&r. When the t i ^ s were examiiMMi in a <feurk r<»m by projefrting 
a strof^ beam of light from the top, no U^t scatto'in^ bamJ cmild be 
viiHiaUzed. Therefore, fracticms of 2 ml each were taken oat from the 
bottoiTi of the tvbe by a metiKid described earlier using a Fractitm Collector. 
A pellet was €rt>served which was su^^nded in extracti«v-l»iffer (EB) 
dluted t^ifold. Each fractimi was inoculated on assay N^t for ascertaining 
the presefK:e of virus in ti% sample. Simultaneously, 1^ san^les were 
scanned fM" UV abSM-banc^  at 260 nm. 
Table- 1.26. bifectlvity mnd UV abs<»i»uice of the fractic»» obtain^ from 
density gradiont columns. 
SAmples iwml^r from 
tottotn to t(^ 
PeUet** 
1 
2 
3 
t^ 
5 
6 
7 
B 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
I<* 
*Sased on 
Av&r&ge numBer of 
lesiw»/leaf« 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
2 
2t^ 
31 
W 
7 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
6 leaves of C amaranticolor. 
UV ab!»}rbafice at 260 nm 
(optical demity) 
0.03 
0.01 
0.02 
0.0* 
0.05 
0.07 
1.1 
1.3 
1.5 
0.0f 
0.03 
0.01 
0.02 
0,02 
0.01 
•^ •Suspencted in extraction-buffer (EB) eilut^ tenfold. 
A perusal of data Imrlut^ in Table- 1.26 indicate that samples 6,7 and 8 
C(xitain virus as evic^t both by UV absorb^Ke of the different sample 
(Fig. 1.15) and Infectivlty tests. 
Fl^. 1.15. Ultraviolet absorpti<» profile at 260 nm 
after centrifugation of a partially purified 
preparati<m in a i(MO% sucrose density 
gradient column for 120 minutes at 23,000 rpm 
in a SW 25.1 rotor. 
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UV ABSORBANCE SPECTRUM 
Informatiw) about the UV abMrption spectrum of «iitably diluted 
purified virus samples so as to have UV absorttance below 2.0 at 260 nm 
has been Incorporated in Table- 1.27. 
Table- 1.27. !nformati«i derimsd frmn UV/i^ >c^ trtim cinrve. 
A maximum 260 nm 
A minimum 2M nm 
A at 260 nm 1.20 
A at 2S0 nm 0.10 
A260/A280 1.50 
A280/A260 0.66 
Nucleic add per cent ca. 15% 
(Gibbs and Harrison 1976) 
Purified preparations gave a UV ^^ctrum (230 to 320 nm) typical 
of nudec^oteiftf (Fig. 1.16). Maximum and minimum ai^srbance was reoirded 
at 260 and 2#0 nm, reipectlvely. AnMxmt of nucleic M:id in tfie vina has 
been estimated to be about 15 per <»nt by lnt«|K>ktifln of # « €4>s«^ red 
data <m A260/A2S0 ratio in tiw ^aph (GiU)s and Harrbon 1976) Ulustratbig 
the relation between micleic acid p«t^ita^ of purified virt» preparation 
and their A260/A280 ratios. 
ELECTRON MICROSCOPY 
Pwified vlrta preparations were «camiried in a Philips EM-420 electron 
microscope* Pre^ arati(His n^atively stained witii 2% (w/v) uranyl acetate 
(pH 4.2) revealed the fK'^ iaKe of polyhedral particle (Fig. 1.17} with 
a diameter of about 21 nm (Fig. I.IS). All the virus partkles were nega-
tively stained similarly ami pemrtrated by stain as evident by xim fM*esence 
Fig. 1.16. UV spectrum of purified preparation of 
Dorotheanthus yeiiow spot virus. 
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F%. 1.17. Electron micrograph of a partially pisrilied 
preparation of DorotheantfRis yellow spot 
virus negatively stained with uranyl acetate. 
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of dark stained centres. The virus particle profiles appear roimded and 
capsomere arrangement could be seen. Preparations stained with 2% (w/v) 
ph(»photungstic acid (pH 7.0) gave a poor contrast and showed disinte-
grati<Mi of virus particles. 
MOLECULAR WEIGHT OF COAT PROTEIN SUBUNIT 
SDS-electrophoresis of purified virus degraded by SDS and 2«mercapto-
ethanol u^>wed one ma|or band indicating a single type of protein subunit 
in the virus particles. The molecular weight of the fM'otebt subunit was 
^timated by interpolating Rf value of the viral protein into a graph pre-
pared by simultaneous run of tiie known molecular weight markers (Fig. 1.19). 
The molecular weight of protein subunit has been calculated as ca. 31,500'»-
500 daltons. The data is based on average of three separate determinations. 
BUOYANT DENSITY 
Virus particles in purified preparations banded as a single component 
3 
with buoyant density of 1.34 g/cm when centrifuged to equilibrium in 
cesium chloride (CsCi) solution. Buoyant density of tobacco m<»aic (TMV) 
3 
estimated in tiw sister tubes was calculated as 1.32 g/cm . 
CHARACTERISTIC OF VIRAL NUCLEIC AQD 
Isolatiwt of viral nucleic acid 
Nucleic acid from intact virus particles was isolated following the 
method detailed in ^^aterials and Methods at three separate occasions. 
Infectivity of such preparations was compared with SI prepared from young 
infected leaves of JN. tabacum var. Samsun NN by half-leaf assay method. 
Fig* 1.19. Estimation of moleculw weight of coat 
proti^ submit of DYSV by SDS-PAGE. 
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Table- 1.29. Inlectivity of isolated nucleic acid. 
Average number of lesions/half leaf* 
Replicate | j Isolated nucleic add 
I 50 11 
11 ^^l^ 7 
III «g 13 
*Based on 6 half-leaves of C. amaranticolor. 
The remits embodied in Table- 1*28 show that the isolated nucleic 
acid was about 21 per cent infectious as compared to the infectivity of 
SI. UV ab$orpti<Hi spectrum of the isolated nucleic acid is ja-esented in 
Fig. 1.20. The maximum and minimum absorption was at 258 and 236, 
respectively. A260/A280 (uncorrected for lig^t scattering) ratio of 2.2 
show that tlMS nucleic acid is alm<»t in fxjre form. 
TYPE OF NUCLEIC ACID 
The results showed a positive ordnol test as evident by the deve-
lopment of intense green COIOIM* in a mixtuK containing orcinol reagmit 
and viral nucleic acid. Diphenylamine test which indicates the presence 
of DNA in sample was negative. 
The positive (x-cinoi test indicates the presence of RNA in the virion. 
SEROLOGY 
Homologow reaction 
Tube predpitin test 
Tube precipitin tests with combinations of antigen and antiserum 
f»'o<fcjced granular precipitate. 
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Chloroplast agglutination test 
Chlorq>last agglutination tests were performed on glass slides* A 
drop of antigen and antiserum was mixed on a glass slide and incubated 
for 13 minutes at room temperature (23t2*C). The chloroplast UKI cell 
particle became readily and completely enmeshed in the net-work of 
precipitate. 
Ouchterlony gel double diffusion test 
Tests were carried out usin^ different combinations of viral antigens 
and gel media in immunodiffusion test in plates to determine the optimum 
condition for the f<N'mation of immum^recipitin band of the virus isolate 
imder investigation. 
Data regardir^ the type of reaction and intensity of precipitin band 
produced have been embodied in Table- 1.29. 
Table- 1.29. Effect of different combinations of gel media and viral 
antigens on the intensity of i^ecipitin band of DYSV. 
Viral Intensity of precipitin band in different gel media 
antigen 
A B C 
a +• • • • 
b • • + + • • • 
c - . 
•f-f^ -fs Very strong) •++» Strong! +•= Moderate 
3 No precipitin band. 
a= Infected H, tabacum var. Samsun NN leaf tissues tritwated in phosphate 
buffer (0.1 M, pH 7.5) containing 0.2% (v/v) formaldehyde (ill w/v). 
bs bifected H, tabacum var. Samsim NN leaf tissues triturated in pN»phate 
buffer (0.1 M, pH 7.5) containing 0.85% (w/v) NaCl (1:1 w/v). 
cs Infected j ^ . tabacum var. Samsun NN leaf tismes triturated in water 
containing 1.5% (w/v) SDS (1»1 w/v). 
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Table- 1.29 contd... 
Aa 1% agarose (w/v) in phoq>hate buffer (0.1 M, pH 7.3) containing 0.02% 
(w/v) sodium azide. 
B= i% agarose (w/v) in phosphau buffer (0.1 M pH 7.5) containing O.S5% 
(w/v) Naa. 
Ca 1% agarose (w/v) in water containing 0.5% SDS (w/v) and 1% (w/v) 
sodium azide. 
A perusal of data included in Table- 1.29 reveals that the virus reacts 
pmitively in gel diffusion tests. However, no precipitin bands were observed 
in the presence of sodium dodecyl sulphate (SOS) either in viral witlgen 
or in gel medium. It is, therefore, evident that the optimum condition 
for the fM^nation of immunoprecipitin band tfiing DYSV and its antiserum 
depends on the gel medium (}riK}^^te buffer 0.1 M, pH 7.5 containing 
O.S5% NaCI) and ^ e use of imdegraded virus as viral antigen. 
Ouchterlony gel double diffusion tests with varied combinations of 
twofold dilutions of antigen and antiserum (obtained after first, second 
and third bleeding from immunized rabbit) revealed the antigen end point 
as 1:32 and antiserum end point as ItS in first bleeding (Fig. 1.21) and 
h2 in second bleeding (30 days after final infection). Howeiwr, no positive 
reaction was obtained with the serum collected after third bleedii^ (60 
days after final injection). 
Data regardif^ the intensity of precipitin bands based on four scales 
have been compiled in Tables- 1.30, 1.31 and 1.32. 
Fig. IJtU Det«rmination of dilutkm end point of antij^ and 
antiserum to OorotheuittHis jreilow spot virus (DYSV) 
in immunodllfusion test using agarose media |Mr^ »~ 
red in 0.1 M f^K»i^te buffer (pH 7.5) osntainir^ 
0.85% NaCl. Undiluted antiserum (lO or antisera 
diluted to Iti (b), it2 (c)» M i6), hS (e), lti6 (f)» 
ls32 Cg), 1:64 (h) and 1:128 (i) were dispensed into 
the central wells. Wells A, B, C, D, E and F were 
the antigen diluted hi , li2, M, hS, 1:16 and 
1:32, res^sectiveiy. 
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Fig. 1.22. Anti^rum and antigen titre at different days 
after injection. 
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As se«n in Fig. 1.22» the tltre of antiserum is maximum whm blood 
was collected 20 days after the final injection. However» no reaction was 
found with tfie senun tested 60 dajrs ait» the final injection. 
The virus seems to be a poor immunog«n as evident by tlw antiserum 
tltre obtabied in gel diffusion torts. Moreoviv, it is also evident tiiat tiie 
antisertan titre decreases sharply after reaching the optimum. 
HetCToloKOw reaction 
DYSV failed to react with antisera to the following polyhedral viruses 
in gel diffusion tests} an^to mmak broad bean mottiOt broad bean true 
mosak* carnation mottle, cauliflower mosaic, dierry leaf roll, cherry rasp 
leaf, cowpai mosaic, squash mosaic, broad b^m stain, cucun^>er mosaic 
(D and To types), dandelion yellow mosaic, lilac rii^ mottle, pmvdh rosette 
mosaic, nu|ri>erry rlngspot, strawberry latent rbtgipot, teim^o rii^ ^^wt, 
tomato blMrk ring and tomato rifq(spot viruses. 
Thus the virus isolate infectlr^ D. bellidiformis Is serologically distkict 
from viruses inducted In present investigation. 
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D I S C U S S I O N 
Dorotheantftus yellow spot virus (DYSV) is widely spretd 
in Porotheanthus bellidilormis in gardens of Ludcnow. Survey 
rec<vds show that the disease appears on a few plants at seedling 
stage and later on spreads to other plants. The severely Infected 
plants show characteristic symptoms inclwling yellow ^x>ts 
on leaves, sepals and stem followed by se^ wre stunting of the 
plants. Infected plants produce only a few smaU distorcd blooms 
of faded colotn-. 
DYSV is fairly easily transmissible by mechanical m«uw 
but transmission by Myzus persicae is quite inefficient. Seed 
transrrfission appears to provide primary inoculum for recurrence 
of disease on J^ . bellidiformis. The isolate has a wide host 
range and infects several plants distributed in the families; 
Aizoaceae, Solanaceae, Chenopodiaceae, Fabaceae, Cucurbitaceae 
and Amaranthaceae. Characteristic symptoms on many of the 
hosts include bright yellow spots tapeclaily on the members 
of the fanUly Solanaceae whidi are infected systemically with 
the vina. 
DYSV has a dilution end point between 10"^  to 10'^, with-
stan<b heating for 10 minutes till 50*C and survives after storage 
for less than 24 and 72 hotrs when kept at room temperature 
(26-2S»C) and ••C, respectively. 
DYSV particles are purified from systemically infected 
Nicotiana tabacum var. Samsim NN leaf tissue extracts in 0.5 M 
sodium citrate (pH 6.5) containing 0.005 M EDTA and 0.5% 
thioglycollic acid plus chloroform by precipitating the virus 
with 10% polyethylene glycol, treated with 2% Triton X-100 
followed by two cycles of differential cmtrifugation resi^ >ending 
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the virus pellets in 0.005 M sodium borate buffer ^H 9) containing 
0.005 EDtA. 
Purifted preparations contained 8|4>erical particli» of 21 nm diameter 
and have a iNKtyant density of 1.34 g/cm in cesium chloride (CsCl). 
Preparations show a characterbtic UV spectrum of nucleoprotein with 
A260/A280 ratio of 1.5 indicatif^ approxbnately ca. 15% nucleic acid 
bi the virion. Particles are disrupted in phoq)hotungstic acid (PTA) and 
are best stained with uranyl acetate. Viral capsid contains only one type 
of protein sidHmit havii^ a molecular weight of ca. 3M00t500 daltons. 
DYSV is poorly immunogenic «Ki antiserum raised in raU>it ^wwed 
a titre of ls8 in Ouditerlony gel doid>le diffusion test. The antigen in 
crude sap of the infected leaves ONiid react upto the dilution of li32. 
Reactions in CHichterlony dotd>le diffusion tests were c^erved when gels 
w«»'e prepared in PBS and PBF. However, no reactions were observed 
when gel contained 0.5% SDS and crude antigen was prepared in distilled 
water containii^ 1.5% SDS. 
Keeping the above properttes in view it Is clear that DYSV differs 
in several characteristics from o-^ ier groups of polyhe^b^ viruses (Boswell 
and GiM^ 1983). Some important properties in which it differs from 
several established gro^» arei 
Biytoreoviruses t In particle size, vectcK- t ] ^ and molecular 
weight of protein mbunit. 
Tomato spotted wilt virus: bi particle size, absence of envelope around 
particle, type of vector and only one type 
of iN'otein mbifflit. 
Caulimoviruses t In particle size, havii^ RNA k\ the virions, 
nwleoilar weight of protein subunit and serologi-
cal dinimilarity. 
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Bromovirusest 
Std>emovlruses: 
Tombusvirusest 
Tymovinaess 
Nepovirusm 
Luteovirusest 
Comovinisest 
Tobacco necrosis virust 
Pea enation mosaic vinm 
IJarviruses: 
Madiiovirusess 
Cucumovinisess 
bi being stable at pH 7, havfar^  aphids as vectors 
and in molecular wei^t of protein strinmit. 
In havb^ low dilution, thermal fawctivation 
points and in being less stadble in s i ^ 
In havir^ low dilution and thermal inactivation 
points, less steble in sap and presence of only 
one type of protein sitfHmit. 
In transmission by aphids, molecular weight 
of protein subunit and serolc^ical dissimilarity. 
In tramminion by af^ids and molecular weight 
of protein sid>unit. 
In transmission through sap and molecular 
weight of protein sdtMmlt. 
fn transmisslMi by af^da, molecular weight 
of protein subunit ai^ serological dissimilarity. 
In tiansmission by a|M<to and las stability 
in vitro. 
In traiwnission by aphids in non-persistent 
manner and molecular weight of protein sirf>tmit. 
bi transmission by a;Mcto, having one type 
of particles Mid molecular weii^t of protein 
subunit. 
In transmission by aphids aiMl havbig single 
type of protein std)ttnit. 
In molecular weif^t of protein subunit and 
serolt^cal dissimilarity. 
Thus, it is clear from the loregoir^ accoimt that the isolate under 
investigation does not exactly fit In any of tite established grov|> of poly-
hedral viruses. 
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There Appe»n to be & sii^le record of a naturally occurring vkus 
(ICSV) on JD. bellidlformto (Gupta and Sto^ 1979). DYSV resembles ICSV 
in bio-physical properties and association of polyhedral particles with 
the disease. However, it differs from ICSV in being inefficiently trans-
mitted by aphids and having particles 21 run in diameter. Moreover, 
DYSV is also dissimilu' in having a wide host rar^e with characteristic 
yellow spot symptoms on many systemic hosts. 
DYSV did not show any serological relationship with wrabis mcaadc, 
dierry leaf roll, cherry ra^ leaf, peadi rosette mosaic, raj^ 4>erry rir^^wt, 
strawberry latent ringspot, tdbacco blad< ring, tomato rlngspot, broad 
beu) mottle, carnation mottle, broad bean stain, broad bean true mosaic, 
<x>wpea mosaic, s^iash mosaic, cauliflow<Mr mosaic, cucumber mosaic 
(D and To types), dendelion yellow m<»aic and lilac ring mottle virusM. 
Thot^ DYSV appMirs to be dissimtlM' witti cucumoviruses on the 
basis of so'ological relation^p and a few oth«^ chM-acteristics desarU>ed 
above, some similarities do exist between DYSV and ojcumber mosaic 
virus (Francki et al.^  1979} Kaper and Waterworth, 1981) in the following 
characteristics! 
i) Transmission by aphi<fo in non-persistent mw^r. 
ii) Trammission through seeds. 
iil) Wide host range 
iv) Purification by identical procecHare 
v) Isometric particles witii a central dimple n i^en stained in uranyl 
acetate and disruption in PTA. 
vi) ^tor immunogen. 
DYSV is a poor immunogen which is true for cuovnoviruses also 
(Van Regenmortel, 1978). However, antisera of high titre <»uld be raiMd 
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i^ainst some strains of CMV t^ using virions fixed in formaiddtyde as 
antigm (Dewrg^ and Cardin, 197^ Devergne and Cardin, 1975). No 
such atten^t was made in present investigstion «td the witiserum was 
raisaed agair»t unfixed virions, heni^ the poor immunogenecity. 
DeviK^ne et |U. (19Si) reported a strain of CMV-Co which was 
very distantly related to ToRSV and DTL grou|» of CMV. in present 
investigation, no serological relationship could be established with ToRSV 
and DTL groups of CMV. However, the relationship of DYSV with CMV-Co 
was not tested In the present Investigatim). 
Cucumovirtoes have be«i n^orted to have a protein «M>unit of 
ca. 2«,600 d. DYSV seems to differ wl^ aforesaid group of virus«i 
in having protein nibtmits of ca. 31,500 d. Nevntheles's, Van Regenmortel 
(1967) reported that CMV has a protein subunit of ca. 32,000 d as deter-
mined by ecpiilitxrium sedimentation of calcium chloride degnuled particles. 
Thus, if molecular weight of protefa> si^unit of DYSV and cucwnovlruses 
is considered to be similar, tiie virus affectii^ J^ belll<flf<ymto may be 
considered as a member of cucumovirus srmip* However, at present DYSV 
is left la^ srot^ ped till further informations about genomic {MXjperties accumu-
late to decide its posctt>le taxwwmic positton. 
DYSV Bpptan to be a potent threat in cultivation of many econo-
mically important plants indudii^ vegetebles, legumes and ornamental 
plants. The disease proiMl>ly has not spread due to absence of some 
efficient vector. The experimental host rai^e also indicate a few weed 
hosts of DYSV. Thus DYSV does rwt face a problem for survival as it 
has a wide host range, transmitted tlwomh see<to and can be haitoured 
by a few weeds. In futoire, introduction of potent mplhld vectors in the 
area may be threaten propagation of several economiadly importent 
plants. Alternatively, i^ ipearance of wtr^m of DYSV which could be 
traramltted efficiently by im»hids may also pose problems in futiffe. 
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S E C T I O N - I I 
STUDflES ON A VIR1B ISOLATE FROM Yaoqtffa vmmMatm 
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R E V I E V OF L I T E R A T U R E 
Scwmtaig (d tfie It^^nture for virm infections in V«ccirta t>yramidata 
(SapwiegJa vmxmrUd revealed (miy a few diKases which oasat na^raliy 
on this piuit. However, S. wtcagja has found tae in detecti<m of several 
vinises ei^ >eciall)r ttwse tofectif^ rm»nben$ of family Cw7«^ phyllaaMM». 
Sometimes, it has be«i ponlhie to dlff«H%ntiate various vhtises affectbig 
camatiora on tiw basis of r<»cti«» inAtced on S. vaccaria w . Pink 6«»itJty 
(Haidcaart and Van Olplwn, i971| F^kkaart, 197«). 
b) the foUowir^ text, an attempt has be«) made to presofit a detailed 
aiq>ect of natwmlly occurring vinoes on S. yacau'ia followed by reactimis 
of this plant to several vir%^ especially wi^ regard to ti^iir specific 
symptoms and its w» as ui iiKik»tor plMit. 
NATURALLY OCCURRING VIRUS DSEASES 
Aaad (19^) for ^tvt fbvt time reported a naturally oocurrb^ virus 
<^ <^ !!i®*^  ®' S^wnaria vaccaria whidi oMild be ttammitted by graftli^ 
but not by sap inocuktion. The symptoms inchide l«if curling ami stunting 
of the plMit. The veins on undernnface b«ir profuse, im^ular, granular 
oui^powt^ Flowers are scanty or al»«tt. When infected bi the seedlii^ 
stage, the piants stop growing at a height of 5 to 6 indi with a few large 
leaves and numinous small ones crowdtMl on the stcnu Ourii^ later sttges, 
the k»ves sometimes twti pmple, 
Verma (I97#) recorded a vfatis disoise of SaponarJa WKxaria diwac-
tarized by twisted aiKi curM leaves followed by stunting of lite pb»it. 
Tht aiusai ^ent could be trammitted by graftii^ and whitefUes iHit 
not by medianioU inoculatton. 
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Srivastava et ah (1981) reported a natural occurrence of a vfarus on 
Vaccarla pyramldata* Natural symptoms included severe mosaic, arllrg 
and <TumpUT^  of leaf lamina followed by stimting and failure of flower 
formation. The vina is tap transmissible and by aphkte in non-persistent 
maimer. It has a narrow host ny^e and Infects members of family Caryc^hy-
llaceae and Chenopodiaceae. The vinn remained inf«ctioi» in sap it^ ien 
diluted hlOO, heated at 35*C for 10 minutes and stored at room tempera-
ture for <^8 hours. In leaf <Sp preparations, 50 nm ^erical particles 
wc»« c^served. On the basis of trafomission (mechanical and aphid^ host 
rar^e, biophysical properties and particle morphol<^, the virus isolate 
has been claimed to be very close to carnation etched ring virus (CERV), 
a member of Caulimovirus sroup, 
SUSCEPTIBILITY OF VACCARIA TO DIFFERENT VIRUSES DURING 
EXPERIMENTAL INOCULATION 
Vaccaria pyramidata (Saponaria vaccarla) has beoi recorded as a 
stKceptible host of many viruses belongii^ to different gro^ Mt, durir^ 
experimental host rai^e studies by sevival workers. 
Carnation Mottle Vin» (Tombusvirus Group) 
Holiir^s and Stone (196#) recorded that Saponwia offjcinails could 
be infected experimentally showing incfefinlte syn^itoms by camatkm 
mottle virus (CaMV) from inarch bottle grafts of mottle infected *3oker* 
carnations. 
Kemp (1964) reported Saponaria as a systemic host of CaMV but 
no details on symptom, inaction period or sensitivity were given. 
Hakkaart and Van Olphen (1971) recorded S. vaccaria *Pifd< Beauty* 
as a test plant for CaMV which reacted 8 to 10 days afto" inoculation 
with vein dtlorosis, followed by systemic mottling and deformation of 
the new leaves. Sometimes local chlorotic ^lots developed on the leaves 
as a first sign of infection, but tiMSse local symptoms were not always 
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pres«it. At a later stage the mottUf^ became more distinct and swne* 
times dark ^een patches of tissue l^ >peared among tfie mottied areas. 
Gronirtfi of the plant WM sttmted. S. vaccarJa *Pifdc Beauty* was compared 
wi^ that of awnopo<fium amatfanticolor for indexing for itie virus, and 
tills bioauay was con^ MUvd witii a serological diji^ nosls. Infectivity tests 
^ 1* y»ccaria *PWk Beauty* mppeared to be tiw most sentitive metinxf 
for detection of carnation nwttle virus (CaMV). 
Haidtaart (197M reported tiwt CaMV OMises vein diiorosis 8 to 10 
days after inoculation followed by stuntii^, systemic mottling, and leaf 
malformation In S. vaccarla var. Pink Beauty. By a>mparison, plants 
of Saponaria are more sensitive to CaMV than C, amaranticoior. 
Galiardo and Alvarez (1979) recorded S. vaccarla as an ex{M»'imentaI 
host of CaMV in Chile. 
Carnation Rimspot Virus (Dlanthovirus Group) 
Kemp (1964) reoMrded S. vaccarla as a local lesion host of carnation 
rir i^qwt vinn (CaRSV). The ktfection, however, remained restricted to 
inoculated leaves. 
Hakkaart (1970) reported that CaRSV is infectious to S. vaccaria 
*Pink Beauty* but no details on symptoms, ino^tion period vtd s«tti-
tivity were recorded. 
Hakkaart (1974) studied an isolate of CaRSV which caused local 
greyish flecks and rings 2 days after inoculation on S. vaccaria. The tissue 
surrounding these flecks became necrotic and, about a we^ after inocula-
tion, severe systemic veinbandir ,^ mosaic, necrosis and toaf distortion 
developed. Plant was considendbly stunted. Electron micrMCopy of d^ 
preparations from Saponaria leaves witii thoe syn^toms tfiowed isometric 
particles of about 29 nm, many of them <»npty. In dotd>le-diffwdon tests, 
sap tnm infected Saponaria reacted ^)ecifically with CaRSV-antiserum, 
but not with CaMV-antiserum. It was concluded that Saponaria OKIM 
severe as an indicate '^ plant for CaRSV. 
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Carnation Vdn Mcttte Virus (Potyvina Group) 
Halckaart (1974) found Saponaria plants to be susceptible to carnation 
vein mottle virus (CaViWV). The symptoms resembled tiKwe catned by 
CaMV about t# days after Inoculation. However, the symptoms ONoistif^ 
of vein chlorosiSt leaf malf<X'mation and grcrr^ stimtit^ were much mtxe 
severe. The flowers were smaller, of untidy appearmxre and ctrved down-
ward. Serolc^kal dcwdsle-dlffusltm tests with CaMV antiserum gave no 
reactions, but electron micrcacc^y of leaf-dip prepwatlMis from Saponaria 
showed flexuots roc^ wltit a peak I<mgth of 775 nm. Sap traramission 
from S. viMxaMria to plants of C, quinoa ax^ C, amaranticolor remitted 
in many and few local lesions in 7 and 14 days, respectively. Ehxrtt'on 
mifToscq}/ "it leaf«dip preparation <frcun local lesions) from both Oienwxi-
dlum ^)eci«i demonstrated the presence of similar particles. Transmission 
witi) sap from teaves of both species with local lesions cained symptoms 
^ h ya<xaria similar to thi»e c^ iserved previoialy. Also, tite flexuous 
ro<h could be (temonstrated in leaf-dip ptepantiant. It was coiKlwted 
that the symptoms described above are cwjsed by CaVMV. 
Carnation Latwit Virus ^Cariainlnis Grotg>) 
Hakkaaurt (1970) r^K^t^ S. v«:caria as an e)q>erlm«ital host of a 
rod stiatr^ d vtatis, pre»jmably camaticm latent virus (CLV), to which C, 
amarantic^or is iwt susa;pttt>le. No details (x\ s^ /tnptoms, lna^ti«i 
p«Hiod and sensitivity w«re recorded. 
Carnation Neorotic Fleck Vims (CIcgterovirus Group) 
IiKKiye (197*) r^ KM-ted S. vaccaria as a lK»t of CNFV following ino-
culation tiwot^h aphi(fo. The symptoms included veimtl chk^rosis, qpinasty 
of apkses, ce»atkm of growti) «id finally <toath after 2 to 3 we^cs. Tiw 
virus was difficult to transmit by sap inoculation but easily by My2t» 
peraicae in semi-persistent maimer. The tost range was restricted to family 
Caryop^yUaceae. Flexuot» rod d^iaped pwticles 1400-1500 nm lor^ were 
ol)se»^^ in electirw) micn^Mspy. 
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carnation Streak Vin» (Clostefovinn Group) 
Poupet et, ah (1975) recorded S. vaccaria var. *PMc B«ufty* as an 
indicator host of camatikm streak virus (CSV) whid) resembles CNFV 
in transmission (mechanical and aphid) c^Kuracteristics, heat rai^e and 
{nurticle mtxnplhology. 
Camatiwt Yellow Fieck Vims (aosterovlrus Group) 
Lawson et, ai. (1977) reported that S* vaccaria is siacqptfi>te to cama* 
tion yellow Felck virus (CYFV) which has similarities with CNFV and 
CSV in transmission, host rar^e and morphological properties. 
Carr»tion ^hite RiMg Virus (IMgrouped) 
Hakkaart (1974) tested some carnation plants of the cultivar *Orai^ 
Triumph' on S. vaccaria. The t « t plants did not develop symptoms typical 
of CERV, CaMV, CaRSV or CaVMV infection. The inoculated leaves 
developed whiti^ non-concentric rir^s and line patterns about 1 to 2 
we^cs after inoculation. Systemic symptoms cfid not deveic^ Electron 
micr<»copy of leaf-^ preparations showed isometrk particles about 
29 nm that differed in appearance from CaMV partictes. The virus, which 
did not infect plants of C. amarantJcoler may be identicai with the 29 mn 
^herkal virus of Hoilii^s et al. (196S). For tills isolate, tiie name carna-
tion white ring virus (CaWRV) was si^g<»ted. 
Carnation Etched Ring Virus (Caulimovin» Group) 
Rollings and Stone (1961) described sympimns of carnation etched 
ring disease in carnation plants also infected witit CarMV as <Morotic 
and necrotic i^ts , flecks and rings, leaf blotch and sometimes stem 
symptoms* A 50 nm isomeric particle was found associated with these 
symptoms. The isolate was later named as carnation 3-239 virus (H<^ngs 
and S^me, 1967). 
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HolUi^ s et al. (1968) suggested that the OMnplete syndtoam of caumaticm 
etched rif^ depemfs %ipon a complex of two to three iswnetiric viruses 
of 25f 29 and 50 run. Eadi virus alone would cause mild sfmptwns, imt 
together they produce severe etdied rif^. 
Fifusawa et^ &U (1971) cxmsider a 47 nm particle, presumably identical 
to the 50 niD partide of Hotlii^ and Stone (1%7} as the Incitwit of etched 
ring. Horvat and VeriK>yen (1973) sttKtied an imidentified vin» (50 nm 
j ^ diameter) of carnation with yellow and necrotic blotch symptwns. The 
isolate could foe sap tranwnitted to S, vaccaria 'Pink Beauty' Inekicir^  
piflplish iwarotic rii^s on the leaves. 
Ha^kaart (1974) used the raume csutiatlon e t d ^ ring virus (CERV) 
f»r the 50 nm virus {»rticte «^ch is the causal Agent of etdwd ring 
bi carnation. After inoculation oi S. vaoaria *Pif^  Beiwty* with sap from 
carraitiofi, tt^ foUowbig symptwns ifevelo^tds 
(a) €UMnce«ttrlc red rings about 2 to 5 mm in {fiamet«»- toualiy develop 
on the i^por sitk; of the inoculated le»^^», but «HTietimi» they develop 
<m the wider side. The incid>ation period vari«» from 10 to % diys. 
Cb) Blotches, Uit», pate fawn flecks of irr^ular shape, are sometimes 
foisKl at tiw leaf base ami may aaae a>liapse of the leaf. On a single 
inoculated plant one or several bk>tdM»i may be presvmt. Hie inatf>ation 
period of thh systemic reaction is 2 to 4 weeks. 
(c) Yellowish necrotic dots, lines and rii^s may ooor <MI tfie midkUe 
or top leavi», witfi w withmjt leaf bendb^ after liwatlatkm. 
(d) Sh(»tening of the inteamodes occurs makdy in ttie low«r or middle 
regi«i of the infected plant i^ jproximately 2 to 4 wee^ ^iUr inoculation. 
Leaf bendii^ s in t}« same r^ion of th« infected plant fray acxompamry 
the idiortened interiKKte symptoms. 
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Electttwi mkrMO^y of ioif-dip |Mref)«nitions from material with ead) 
of four synqjtom types ^wwed iow c(mcentrati(M» of 50 nm particles. 
The fmn' symptom typ» may ccaa separate^ as well as bi any osirOslna* 
tion. Transmission acpo'iments with sap from Saponaria to Saponarla tiH>wed 
that mati^kl with any of ihe four symptom types could produce the same 
type as well as any of the O^ KH* ttvee types and coti^lnatlofn tfi«reof. 
It is assumed that all fow symptom types are anodated with one type 
of vifvs particle (isometric wi^ 50 nm diameter) and that varbition in 
symptom eiq^ c^ssion is due to gmetic variation fai tiie Swwiaria plants. 
The most reliable mettiod for detection of CERV fai Diantiws caryo-
phyllus has been reportiKi to be tn^dianical inoculation oi S. vaccaria 
var. Pink B^iuty. However, to c^tain imlfomi symptom expression, light 
and temperature cwiditions nmst be i»racisely omtrolled. Also, the sein»« 
symptoms incfciced by CaMV may ma!^ tiw symptoms of GERV infection 
and the iHW of Saawnaria as a diagmutlc fM»t may be Umittxf to tttunmission 
of CERV from tiK»e va«-ieti» of carnation tint also contain a high concen-
tration of CaMV. 
La<«^ »n »n6 Clv«^lo (1976) ised & vaccMla as a pr^>a^ting host 
for CERV purificaticm ami f(Hoid that tlw yield of CERV from S. va«xaria 
was 5 to 6 times as gr«it as the yield from Silwie armerla based on ultta« 
violet abs(Hlbance of itt« material* 
Heorwi and Lawson (1981) have studied the effect of light intemlty, 
I^toperiod wid temfMS»ti«« on symptom e3q>ression in S. va<xaria ifdfected 
with CERV. Conc^ mtt-ic red rli^s wui ted lines develi^ on plants grown 
at 27*C wil^ 2000-2100 foot-CMidles fluorescent Ulumination with a 16 hr 
light pcA'iod. This is tlw c t^lmum "^owing condition U» npk4 k)cal lesion 
ex{»ression with symptmns ^F j^cwing in 8 to 10 days. On plants grown 
at 2I*C with 2K}^ 2^1(K) foot-candles fluorewrent ilhimination, red rii^ 
local lesions de^lq>ed m«« slowly a ^ noi^^ecif ic redd«iii% on ttm leaves 
tended to ma^ the lesimis. Chlinrotic sqwts (Mten showliq; red bcM^ denO 
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were the predominant l^on type formed at 32*C with 2000-2100 foot-
candles fluorescent UltHnination and 16 hour photoperiod. With n ^ i e -
m«ntal inauidescent illuminaticm, a 12-14 hour photoperiod was needed 
to prevent flowerli^ whidi r^ulted in delayed and erratic symptom 
expressim. 
Camati<m Italian Rlr>iBB»t Vina (Tombosvirus Grow) 
Hollii^ et, al. (1970) recorded S. vaccaria as an experimental host 
of camatton Italian rir^^nyt vintt (CIRSV). 
Dasheen Mosaic Virus (Potyvirta Groty) 
Abo El-Nil SL ll? (1977) Isolated cfaisheen mosaic virus (DMV) from 
naturally infected calla Uly plants (Rldiarctta africana). S. vaccaria was 
infected wh«m iiwculated with triturated ^dermal strips bom infected 
^* *^ricana plants. Symptom on ^  saccaria biduded poorly defined diloro-
tic local lesions but attempu to recover the virus from thi% host by back 
inoculation to PhilodenA-on selloum seedlimis were unsu(X«»ful. 
Rana et, aU (19S3) also successfully transmitted DMV from R, africana 
(Zantedeschia aethiopica) to S. vaccaria with triturated epidermal strips. 
INCOMPLETELY STUDIED VIRUSES INFECTING SAPONARIA 
Haklouirt (197#) tested carnation *3ok«r* jAwnU tret from CaMV and 
CERV and cA>served a faint diffi^ mottlii^ of t^ iper Imves on ttw inocu-
lated Saponaria plants. The mottling was le» apparent ttwn those caused 
by CaMV aHnd did not occur on the lower leaves of the plant. Neither, 
was th«« any l«if malformation. The incubation period of 3 we^s also 
makes the reaction 6Uftrent from that of CaMV. The agent associated 
with the mottling symptom c«ild be transmitted by sap inoculation to 
other Saponaria plants, wher«is tminoculated control plants remained 
normaL No specific particle has been anodated with this disease. When 
CaMV or CERV we present, this infectious agent can be easily overlocrfced. 
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It is evident from tiw above discussion timt ^ vaccarJa 'Fink Beauty* 
a^>«u^ to have potential as an ii^ Jkatcur host for camatkm viruses. The 
extreme wmltivlty of S. vaccMria to CaMV may be a disadvantage when 
testify stoda In whidi QiMV attains hi^ amasttntimu 
PJante of S. vaccaria 'Pink Beauty* can riww symj^ms for a range 
of carnation v^use^ but becaine S(Mne symptoms mask those earned by 
otl^r vinaes, it is «»S(Hitkd to sftidy ti'wse viruses s ^ by s t i^ TN» 
for the stiKfy of CERV it is e»«9tial to have CaMV free plants. It was 
anmzbi^  that ire^ite td tiie SMuitivity of S. vaccarfat 'Pfadc B<»iuty' to 
carnation viruses, th^e oHiid even be totmd sonw camattoia whidi did 
not give any virus reactiwis at all. 
It is omdudfK] that Sm>onaria vaoaria Is a valuabte assay plant, 
ej^ pedaliy in the sUtdy of the lesser known carnation vbttses, wid may 
ptey an lr^ >ortetnt part In their c(mm»i e^»eciaUy dining < »^vel< n^g effi« 
cient detection procedures* 
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M A T E R I A L S A N D M E T H O D S 
RAISING AND MAINTENANCE OF TEST PLANTS 
Potting medium 
Sand, soil and farm-yard manure in the ratio of Isltl was prepared 
for raisii^ the test plants. Soil mixtwe as well as the pots were sterilized 
by autoclaving for 1 hour at 120*C arKi 18 lb/ in pressure. 
Test plants 
Seedlings were rai^d U% shallow earthen pots of 30 cm diameter 
and transplanted into day pots of 13 cm diameter at 3 to 4 leaf stage. 
Plants of family Cucurbitaceae and Legumimnae were, however, raised 
directly in clay pots. Seedlings were raised and rnaintiiined in insect proof 
conditi<ms receivir^ normal day light and moisttve. 
VIRUS CULTURE 
YcHmg infected leaves of Vaccaria pyramidate Stowing prominant 
symptoms were macerated to ]Hilp with simultaneous addition of requiute 
(h3 w/v) amoimt of 0.1 M phc^ >hate buffer at pH 7.0 containing 0.1% 
(w/v) sodium sulphate and 0.01 M (w/v) dlsodium ethylemi diamine tetra-
acetic acid (extractic»v-buffer or EB). Tht slurry was squeezed thr<H|gh 
dotjA>le folds of muslin cloth. Sap was centrlfuged at 5000 rpm for 5 minutes 
and ttw supernatant thus < t^ained has been t«rmed as standard inoculum (SI). 
Cuitwe of vin» isolate was maintained by inoculating a grm )^ of healthy 
and uniform plants of Nicotiana n»tica at $ to 5 leaf stage loing SI pre-
pared as above. Inoculations were made at a regular intervals of 15 to 
20 days. Periodic checks were made on diagn<»tic host Spinacea oieracea 
to enstre biolc^ical pirity of the isolate. 
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DISEASE INCIDENCE 
V u^xarte pyramidata plants r^own In the nurseries of Natkmal Botanical 
Research bistitute, Lucknow w«re sarveyed cha'ing the winters of 19S^85. 
disease incidence was calculated by the following formulas 
Disease incidence^ Number of piwits showing infection ^ loo 
_Total raimbar of plants <±aerved 
TRANSMISSION 
Sap 
Methods for preparation of different buffers, additives used to er^nce 
rate of transmis^m and routbte method of transmission were e»entialiy 
the same as described in Materials and Methods (Section 0* 
tosect 
Aphids 
Aphids were handled accordii^ to the standard methods (Noordam, 
1973). Six ai^id a|>ecies wore used in the test ware bred cm appro{>riate 
hosts mentioned belowt 
Aphid ^»ecies Host 
1. K^ yzus persicae Sulz. Nicotiana tabacwrt we. White Bur ley 
2. Aphis Rossypii Glov. Cucumis satlvus 
3. A. craccivora Kodh Vlgra tmguiculata 
.^ A. fabae»solanella TNK^Id Solanum nigrom 
5, Brevicwyne brassicae L. Brassica oleracea var. Capitata 
6. Melaawii^ us sacchari Zdmt Sa«:crfiarum officinarum 
To ascertain the mode of tninsmls^cm i.e., dither non-persistent 
or persistent, following mettods were used* 
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i) Pre-acqui^tiwi starvation 
ii) Acqtiisitifm access 
iU) Inoculation access 
iv) Number of aphids/plant 
2 to 3 hou» 
1 to 2 minutes 
2% hwirs 
5 to 10 
Persistent 
i) Acquisition access 
ii) Inoculation access 
iii) Nwnber of aphl<fe/plant 
8 to 4S hows 
t^% hours 
5 to 10 
WhitefUes 
Breeding of vina-free whitefiies 
WhitefUes (Bemisia tabaci G«m.} o>llected from Nicotiana tabacum 
plants growir^ in field were multiplied <m series of plant s|M»cies consistbtg 
of Nicotiana tabacum, t^wseolus vulRaris» Althaea r<M«i, Lycopcysicon 
escul<wtum, Zitwia elt^ans, Abelmosclwis esculent«», Ecliyta alba and 
Clitoria tematea. 
Transfer of gerMsrations of whitefiies to wdi a 9eri«s of host plants 
made them vine-free. None of the tests done with whitefUes grown on 
Clitwia t«tiatea produced any symptoms on the aforesaid test plants. 
WhitefUes, thus multipUed were used for transmisswn studies. 
HandUng of whitefiies 
f^ roceAire given by Srivastava eljU. (1977) was followed fw the hand-
Ui^ of whitefUes. 
i) Starvation period 2 to ^ hours 
U) Acquisition access 2^ hcHirs 
iU) bmculation access #8 houra 
iv) Number of whitefUes/plant 10 to 20 
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Soil 
Soil arwjnd the naturally infected y, pyramidata plants growing in 
tiie field was collected and sieved to remove roots and root dd>ris etc. 
Half of it was sterilized in an autoclave at 120*C and 18 Ibfbr and the 
other half was left as sudu Apparmtly healthy seedlings susceptible to 
VaMV were transplanted in sterilized and unsterilized soil separately con-
tained in pots. Symptoms were <^ Merved till a p^lod of 2 months after 
transplanution. Leaf tissue of sudt plants were triturated in extraction-
buffer (EB) and SI was inoculated manwdly on indlcator/diagnwtic hoat 
to ascertain tiw presence of virus in them. 
Seed 
To ascertain the seed transmission of the virus, the experiments 
were carried out in two wayss 
Growifu;«on tests 
Seeds were collected from healthy and virus infected plants and wen 
grown separately in an insect proof screcm hoi»e in ccmtainers ci sterilized 
soil. Plants w«re sprayed wi^ an Insecticide (Monocil) at weekly intervals 
as a precaution against vector transmission. Aft«- seedling emergence, 
^te symptoms were (rtiserved cm these plants till 2 monttn. 
tofectivity as»ys 
Leaf tissues of such plants were grotmd in extraction-buffer (EB) 
and SI was inoculated mamially on indicator/diagnoatic host of the virus 
isolate. 
HOST RANGE AND SYMPTOMATOLOGY 
Five to ten plants of ti»t species beiongir^ to different families 
were inoculated by the virtn throti^ h sap inoculation usir^ SI prepared 
in extraction-buffer (EB). Plants were c^ bserved till two months after 
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inoculation and symptoms, if any, were recorded along with the inari>ation 
period. Plants with apparently no symptoms were dtedced for iatmt virus 
infection by back imxrulation on Chenopodium amaranticolor or Spinacea 
oleracea* 
BIO-PHYSICAL PROPERTIES 
Tect^<^ies as detailed by Noordam (1973) w«re employed for ascer-
taining dilution end point (DEP), th«-mai inactivation point (TIP) and 
longevity jn vitro (LIV). 
VIRUS PRESERVATION 
Leaves of VaMV infected Vaccaria pvramidata« Nicotiana rustica 
and ^ . ^utlnosa were prestfved by the following methods: 
L Infected leaves were diced into small pieces and wrapped in a muslin 
cloth were kept over a wire gauze in a dissicator containing anhy<frous 
calcium chloride at 4*C. 
II. Infected leaves were stored inside polythene bags at -10*C 
III. Small pieces of infected leaf tissues were lyophilized in To^ hniwal 
Lyophillzer. After complete drying of the leaf tissues, the leaf powdw 
was prepared and stored in air sealed glass vials at 4*C. 
Preserved leaf tissues were assayed for virus infectivity on Chenopo-
dium amaranticolor with inoculum (h20 (w/v) for 1 and 3; li5 (w/v) for 2) 
prepared In extraction-iHiffer (EB) at an Interval of one, three, fotar and 
six mcmths. 
PURIFICATION 
Selection of host for propagatlwi of virus 
To select tiie apfvopriate h<»t species for maximum virus concen-
tration, Nicotiana ghitinosa, H, rt»tica and ti, tabacum VM*. Samstm NN 
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plants were used for cmnparison. Ten plants of each ^>ecies were n^bed 
with standard inoculum (M) aloi^ with carborojndum (600 nmsh). Inoculated 
plants were assayed for active virus after 5, S, 10* 1 ,^ 30, 5^ and 60 (iays 
of inoculation, j ^ amaranticolor was used as assay host and lesions were 
coiffited 3 days after inoculati<m. 
Standardization of extraction procediare 
Effect of buffer 
Various buffers used f«r extraction of VaMV were prepared by con-
ventional methods (Gomori, 1955). 
SI In individual buffer was prepared separately by ttw» standard proce-
diff-e. Each sample was assayed on C^ amaranticolor and lesiora produced 
were oHinted for comparison. 
Effect of molarity 
After finding out suitable buffer for maximum extracticm of virus, 
different molarities 0.001 M, 0,01 M, 0.1 M, 0,2 and 0,5 M of same buffer 
havif^ neutral pH were tried with a view to assess their sidtabiUty for 
extraction. 
Effect of pH 
SI were pref^red separately using suitable buffer and molarity of 
varying pH from 5.5 to S.5. Samples tlws obtained were assayed on a 
local lesion host. 
Clarification of extract 
Organic solvents (butanol, chlorofm-m and carbon tetrachloride) either 
separately or in combination were used tor removal of extraneous material 
from infected tissue. 
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The requisite amount of solvmit was mixed with standard inoculum 
followed by inctrisation for 30 minutes. The incu^ted mixture was centri-
fuged at 6000 rpm for 10 minutes and the aqueous lafor was separated. 
The effect of solvent on the irrfectivity of virus was tested by assayit^ 
the aqueous layer on a local lesion h^t. 
Concentration of virus 
Dif ferCTtial centrifugation 
Ultracentrifugatlon was done in a L5-50 Beckman preparative ultea-
centrlft^e. Normally high speed centrlfugation was done at 40,000 rpm 
(97,000 g) imless stated otherwise. Time and speed of low speed centrl-
fugation has been mentioned at approfxiate places in the futw^ text. 
Polyethylene glycol (PEG) pr«Apitation 
Polyethylene glycol (MW S,000) was procured from S^ma Chemical 
Co. Ltd., USA. Predpltatimi of virus was tried usii^ 4, 6, S and 10 per 
cent with or without 1 per cent NaCl. Precq>itation was carried out at 
# to S*C f«- 2 hoiM-s. 
Density-wadlent centrlf ugatlMi 
Step gradient of 10, 20, 30 and 40 per cent sucrose was prepared 
In f^ KM^ t^ate buffer (0.1, pH 7) with the help of a device described else-
where (Srivastava et al. 1983) whidi works with the aid of LKB-Varioperpex 
Pump. Gradi«nt ti^ bes were k«|>t overnight at 4*C to c^taln a linear gradient. 
I^utially purified virus sample (1.5 to 2.0 ml) was loaded in each 
tiifee by the same device {previously loed for preparation of gradi«it. Density-
gradient centrifti^ation was c«Tled out in Beckman ultracentrifu^e usii^ 
SW 25.1 rotor. The samples were run for 90 to 120 mlmitos at 23,000 rpm 
(56,000 g). The fractions of the sample were collected with the help of 
LKB-21I2 Radirac Fraction OMlector. 
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The samples thus obtained were examined ^lectiro^iotometriailiy 
and assayed on local lesion host _C. amaranticolcy to determine the virus 
content in them. 
Piyiiication procedwe 
Several piflrificsttion trials including modificaticm in the clarification 
and concentration of vin» were made in present investigatkm. Infectlvity 
of VaMV was chedced at different steps of purification usii^ C. amarantl-
color M an assay plant. Suspected virus samples were examined by electron 
micrcacopy. 
UV ABSORPTION SPECTRUM 
Purificaticm virus preparation were scaimed in SP8-100 Pye Unicam 
UV/Visible !^ >ectrophotometer. Absorbance of samples was studied in UV 
rai^e (230 nm to 320 nm) and a graph was plotted. Correctkm for light 
scatterir^, however, was not done. Valwes of A max / A roin, A 280 / 
A 260 and A 260 / A 2S0 were calculated to know the approximate pc»'cen-
tage of nucleic acid. 
ELECTRON MlCROSCX)PY 
Samples for electron miat>saipy were stained separately with 2 per 
amt uranyl acetate (pH 4.0). A small dr<^ Jet of the stained virus sus-
peraion was placed on a farmvar coated copper grid with a airbon backing. 
After waitii^ for two minutes, the excess of virus st»pension was suclced 
off with the telp of a piece of filter paptr from the grid. Gri(^ tlnis 
prepared, were examined in ^ili{»<410 electron miaroscope. 
SDS ELECTROPHORESIS OF VIRUS PROTEIN 
The methods for estimatii^ Xtm molecular weight of protein sidwnit 
of virus isolate infecting J^ . pyramidata were essentially tite same as 
described in KUiterials and Methods (Secticm 0. 
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CHARACTERISTICS OF VIRAL NUCLEIC ACID 
The methods for isolation of nucleic acid and details of orcinol and 
difrftenylamine tests \ae6 for type of mideic mcki in virus isolate infectii^ 
Y. pyramidata ware essentially the same as described in Materials and 
Methods (Section 0. 
SEROLOGICAL RELATK>NSHIP 
Ouchterlony dot4>le-diffuslon tests in plates were empktyed to ascer-
tain the serological relationsh^ of the isolate under investigation with 
other known and well defined polyhedral virum. 
Agar gel media was i^ epared by meltif^ 1 gm agarose (Sisco Lab., 
Bombay) in 100 mi {^^>hate buffet' (0.1 M, pH 7.5) omtalning 0.85% (w/v) 
sodium chloride (PBS). Gel was pow«d into 90 mm sterilized dlsponble 
plastic petridi^ies (Steriware LM^ bKlia). After the gel solidified, a seven-
welled Oudtterkmy doubte diffinion pattern was made in the agar i»ir^ 
a cork borer. 
Anthem used in immtmodif^ ision tests were prepared by trituratii^ 
VaMV infected and healthy Niotiana rustica leaf tissues in phosphate 
tHiffer saline (PBS). Besides, partially (xrified virus was also used as mtigen 
dwif% the tests. 
Fifty microlitres of the various test antigens were <H^ >ensed into 
the six peripheral wells and «i antiserum to specific virus was placed 
in the omtral well. The agar gel plates were ttien incubated in a humid 
diambo- at room temperature and observed after 24 hours for the apptxt' 
ance of precipitin band, if any. 
The sources of antisera to different polyhe<fral viruses obtained are 
giv«i belowt 
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virus Virus Grow Source 
1. Arabis mosak: virus Nepo 
2. 
3. 
*. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
11. 
12. 
13. 
U. 
15. 
16. 
17. 
18. 
19. 
20. 
21. 
Cherry iMf roll virus 
Chary r«^ leaf virus 
Ra )^berry rir^spot virus 
Stra«4)erry latent 
ringspot virus 
Peadi rosette mosaic vfarus 
Tomato black ring vina 
Tobaco rii^spot virus 
Tomato rif^ ^>ot vins 
Carnation mottle virus 
Broad bean mottle virus 
Cucumber mosaic virrn 
(Dtype) 
Cucumber mosaic vinn 
(To type) 
Cowpea mosaic vina 
Sq^ jash m<»aic virus 
Broad bean stain virus 
Broad bean true mosak virus 
Cauliflower mosaic virts 
Lilac ring mottle virva 
Dandelion yellow mosaic 
virus 
Doroth(»nthus yellow ^Kst 
virus 
-do« 
-do-
-do-
•do-
-<fc>-
-<k>-
-do-
-do-
Tombtn 
Bromo 
Cucumo 
-do-
Cwno 
-do-
-do-
-do-
Caulimo 
liar 
Unfroii^ >ed 
-do-
Dr. R. Stace*Smith, Agri-
Culture Canada, Ri»earch 
Station,Vancouver, Caiada. 
CHr. M.H.V. van Regen-
mmteiy IBMC, Stra^botrg, 
France 
Dr. Lene Lange, Danish 
btst. of Seed Pathology, 
Hellerup, Oenmaii<. 
Dr. G. Lebeurier, IBMC, 
Stni^ txHff^ , France. 
Dr. D.Z. Maat, Research 
bist. Plant Protection, 
Wagenin^en, 
The Netherlands. 
Author 
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E S U L T S 
ATL'f'AL 5Y* PTOv.S 
NaturaJiy diseased plants of Vaccaria ^K»wed dask green mosaic 
symptoms <x% light green bade grcMind cm the leaves (Fig. 2.1). At later 
stages, the syniptorits becorue severe with re<fciction in size erf l«if lamina. 
The infected plants rea^ain dwarf and proAice distorted flowers having 
foint colour. 
irvCingi^CE OF THE niSEASH 
Swveys were made to record the incidence of disease at different 
nfurseries in NBRl garden during the season 198^85. Hata have been compiled 
in Table- ?.l. 
Table- 2A, Incidence of Va'^ V^ at different stai^es of plant gromfth dtring 
the winter of l98<i-85. 
Hate of 
dbservatifwi 
Number of 
plants evan,ined 
f'umber of 
diseased 
plants* 
Perc<mtage of 
diseased plants 
20 Oct. to 
30 Nov, 1984 
5 ilcc, l9Sft 
20 Dec, ma 
5 San, 19S5 
?0 3an, 19^5 
5 Feb, 1985 
20 Feb, 19^5 
ft95 
*80 
ti2n 
*00 
3'>2 
370 
350 
0 
62 
(>7 
36 
13 
0 
13 
15 
19 
9 
4 
•Observations tased on aii^ ^arent syrnpton^s on new cominf leaves. Frequent 
assays frotn tf^ recovered plants always revealed the f^^ence of virus 
but in a very low concentration (2 to 3 lesicms leaf of C. amaranticolor). 
Fig. 2.1. Naturally infects plant of Vaccaria piramidata itfxwii^ 
daric green mosaic syrTq>t^ ns on Ught green bade 
^^ Mmd of tlw leaves. 
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It is evidofit from the data given in Table- 2.1 that the disease started 
afH>earii^  from the month of December and the incidence contiriued to 
increase till January. The symptoms started disappearing or became mild 
from the month of February. 
TRANSMISSION 
Sap 
Preliminary experiments carried out on traramissimi of disease from 
Vaccaria to Vaccaria yietcted negative remits when the inoculum WM prepared 
in ekntble distilled water. 
Subsecpjent trials were made using {^lo^^te buffer (0.1 M, pH 7) 
with different dilutions of sap for transmission (Tab]e~ 2.2). 
Tabte- 2.2. Effect of different dilutions of sap on mechanical transmission 
of VaMV from Vaccaria to Vaccaria. 
Dilution 
of sap 
Number of 
plants 
inoculated 
Number of 
plants 
infected 
Per cent 
transmission 
1 : 1 
1 t 2 
I J 3 
1 X 4 
1 t 5 
1 t 10 
1 t 20 
15 
12 
12 
10 
10 
10 
10 
0 
2 
3 
3 
0 
17 
25 
30 
«0 
W 
40 
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It is appar^t that by varying the dilution of sap* the disease €»uld 
«ily be transmitted to a iT»aximum of *0 per cent from Vaccaria to Vaccaria* 
Lower dilutions of sap re^nilted in less i^rcentage of trsunntissiwi (1:2 -
li*) while higher dilutions rfwwed an irrproved rate of transmlssicm. The 
disease, however, OKild tx>t he transniittcd when ir»culunt was pr<^red 
by grindinf 1 g leaf tissue with 1 ml of buffer. 
Effect of retfticu^ and chelating aewits 
The evaluate the effect of reducing and chelating agents on the infec-
tivity of VaA>W, sodium milphite, thic^lycolJic acid, 2>nriercaptoethanol, 
sodium diethyl dithiocarbanmte (DIECA) and disodium ethykmt diamine 
tetraacetic acid (EDTA) were added sef^rately or in cnmbinatiwi bt tl« 
pfKWfjijate buffer (0.1 M, pi^ 7). Such buff«r was then used dwing macaration 
of Vav V infected N. natica l«if tissues in the ratio of h2 (w/v). 
Table- 2.3. Effect of re<^ing and chelating agenc» an the infectivity of 
vayv. 
Additives Average number of It^ofus/haif-leaf • 
used in 
buffer 
n.I» S£Niium »!lphite 
fi.V' thit^lycolUc acid 
0,1 2-tnercaptoethanoi 
0.01 ' ' sodium diethyl 
dithiocarbamate (DIECA) 
n,01 *-. ethylene; diamine 
tetraacetic acid (EDTA) 
^s.l" s<xliu!T^ sulphite + 
0.1 f EDTA 
Cwitrol** 
71 
H3 
169 
2'JO 
107 
132 
Additive used 
120 
lh6 
202 
232 
203 
24S 
* i^sed on IB half "-leaves of C. amaranticolor. 
Per cent 
inor^ise in 
infectivity 
69 
16 
19 
16 
m 
87 
^rxtract ftmde in j^tosphate Sniffer (f*.l 'S o^ ? 7). 
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^%ta compiled in Table- 2,3 indicate that 0,1^ sodium s u l ^ t e plus 
0.01 hi F.DTA increase the infectivity of Vai'V to the extent of 87 pea-
cent l^i'hen mixed with ph<»phate Iniffer (O.I a\ pH 7) fix the extraction 
of virus, flence, tt^se additives were always mixed with phosf^te bu£f«r 
(O.I f't p'r^ 7J)) and extraction-4Hiffer (E^> thus prei^ed was us«fd for {^ •<^ jara-
tion of stendard inoculum (SI), in all subsequent studies. 
Insect 
Aphids 
Six a^id species viz., Myzus persicae. Aphis ^ossypii, J^^ cracclvora» 
jA. fabae-solanetta, ftrevlc<yyne brassicae and ^^eknaphis sacchari starved 
for 2 to 3 iviurs, were giwm an acquisiti«i access to infected leaves of 
Mootiana rustica for 1 to 2 mimites. Such aphids were, tfier^fter, placed 
for 24 iKHjrs for inoculation access on ywa^ hi^lthy N, rtgtica test plants 
at seedling stage of growth for determining the percenta^ transmission. 
The number of each a{Md species per plant varied frmn 5 to 10. 
Table- 2.^ Transmission of Va¥V fron; J^. rustiot to K, rustica by aphi(h. 
Aphids 
i'^ yzus persicae 
Aphis gessypii 
A. cracciviMra 
A. fabae-solanetla 
Brevicoryne brassiere 
Melanai^is sacdhari 
Mumber of plants 
exposed 
2H 
22 
20 
IS 
16 
20 
Number of pkmts 
infected 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
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Table* 2.# clearly indicate that the virus was not Orammitted in a 
non>persi$tent manner by any of the aphids t«ted. 
bi another experiment, Myztis persicae and Aphis gossypii were placed 
cm diseased plants of JN. rustica. After specified periods viz., S, 12 and 
4S hourst the requisite number of aphids were transfnred to healthy test 
plants of N» glutinosa fw 48 hows. The results have been compiled in 
Table- 2.5. 
Table> 2.3. Effect of increase in acquisition access periods ci aphids on 
traf»mission of VaMV from N, rustica t o ^ . glutinoM. 
Aphids Acquisition access p<N'iod 
S hours 12 hovrs 
a 
48 hours 
M. persicae 10 0 
12 0 
14 0 
12 0 
14 0 
15 0 
13 0 
12 0 
15 0 
A. MDSsypii 10 0 
10 0 
12 0 
10 0 
15 0 
12 0 
12 0 
12 0 
10 0 
a» Number of plaits exposed 
bs Number of plants infected. 
The data in Table- 2.5 reveal that the virus is not transmitted by 
increasing the acquisition access i^riod of ^^ }hids. 
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Whiteflies 
Whiteiilies (Bemisia tabaci Genn.) did not transmit the virus even 
atttsr incr^sing the nufrtber of insects per piant upto 20. In this experiment* 
Vaccaria pyramidata was tscd as a d<»ior h<wt whiJe V, pyramidata, f;i, 
giutin<»a and H, tabacum var. Sam^n NN were employed as recipient hosts. 
Soli 
Tests of soil trammissicm with regard to VaMV yiei(kKi negative results 
when 50 seedlings ea<± of Vm pyramidata, H, rustica, H, Riutin<«a and J .^ 
tabacum var. Samsm NN w^e tran^lanted in soil collected from and around 
the infected plants. Ramtom selectiiMi of 10 plants of each type was made 
after 30 days of tran^iantotions. SI prepared from each plant was invigilated 
&n indicator hc»ts tnit no virus ccKiid be detected in them. 
Seed 
An attempt was made to ascertain trar^mission of the virus through 
the seeds of infected plants employing susceptible hosts viz., _V. pyramidata, 
H* rustica and _N. tabacum var. Samsun NN. Plants were kept few observaticm 
till 2 m<mths from the date of emergence of the seedlings. Results have 
been presented in Table- 2.6. 
Table- 2.6. Seed transmissimi of VaMV. 
Host* 
V. pyramidata 
N. rustica 
N. tabacum var. 
Samswi NN 
Numb«^ of 
seeds sown 
435 
510 
524 
Number of seedling 
Emerged SuH i^ved 
329 202 
284 166 
207 l^H 
Number of 
infected 
plants 
0 
0 
0 
•VaMV infected plants from which the seeds were collected. 
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'^ata Incorporated in Tabic- 2.6 indicate timt Va.MV b iwt transmissible 
through seeds ol infected plants. The vine could not be recovered from 
surviving plants wfien infectivity tests were uade on C» aniaranticolor. 
HOST RANGE AND SYMPTOM A TOLr^GY 
To determirw the experiniental host ramje of Va 'V, 116 plant species 
distributed in 22 families were inoculated ; •>amjally using sap from infected 
f'icotiana rustica plants. The virus was readily transuJtted ?iiecbanically 
to the foiiowinf plant species in whicii it CiJused syrnotor.;s described below: 
ii* fslutinosa L: The symptoms started appearing after 1*^  to 12 days of 
virus inoculation. The growth of the plant was checked and the newly corninp, 
leaves ^owed various degees ol deformation, ^nations developed on lovi^ er 
surface of leaves accor^nanied by reductiwi in lau4na on both the sides 
of the mid-rib which sonrietimes resulted into thread like leaves. A »?vere 
mosaic was invariably associated with the disease. Dark ©reen blisters 
were often present. Infected plants were extremely stunted. 
ii* tabacui. L. var. Santsun NN: inoculated leaves did not show any apparent 
svn>ptoms. Systemic infection consisted of faint mosaic of light and dark 
preen colour after ' to V days of virus inoculation (^i^. 2.2). 
Cucun'is meio L,j Vein-yello '^ins- rind systf^  ic r.mosaic of light and dark 
screen areas devek^ M d^ (m newly emerging leaves after 5 to 6 days of inocu-
lation. The infected plants rentained dwarf (Fif. 2.3). 
Spinacea oleracea L.x Rcxindish chlorotic local lesions with necrotic oinkisn 
boundary developed on inoculated leaves after 5 to 6 days of virus inoculatimi 
(Fig. 2A), 
Fig. Z2m SystemiaiUy infected plant of Nia»tfcw» tabacum w . 
Samsun NN i^ Mwing faint mosaic of U^t and dark 
green colour on tiw leaves. 
F%. 23 . SjrstMnic mosaic sjfmptoms i n d u ^ by VaMV on 
Cucumis meio. 
Fig. 2A» bK)cuiated leaf of Spinacea oieracea shovii% roundii^ 
chiorotic local lesions. 
4 r-
22 
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Nicotiana nistka L.s After 9 to 10 days of inocuiati<m, a mosaic of light 
afMf darit green col<Mr was observed on the newly emerging leaves (Fig. 
2.5), 
Datura metel L.s Otkfotto spots deve lop on the inoculated leaves after 
6 to 7 days of im}culaticm. 
JD. stramonium LA Inoculated Ii»ves did not tlhsow any a|^ |»ar«nt symptoms. 
1\^ systemic infecticm ccxnsisted of faint mosaic mottling on leaves after 
10 to 12 days of virus inoculation. Sometime, ^ « symptoms disappear 
giving heaitity apfK^urance to plants. 
Vaccaria pyramidate Medico The sjrmptoms staurted af^»earir^ afti^ 3 to 
9 days of virus IfwculatliMi. Light and dark gre^ri mosaic accompanied with 
cwl i^ ami rechx t^ion in size of leaf lamina af^ Mmred cm newly emerging 
leaves, btfected plants remaii^ w^k am! sl^mted. Flowers in the diseased 
plants were deformed, faint in cetUmt, and smaller in mimbor as compared 
to N^lthy plants. 
Antirrhinum majw L.t Th«« was no symptom on inoculated leaf but slight 
vein«ciearing followed by mosak mottlii^ mas ol»$erved within 7 to S days 
en the leaves em«rgi% aft«r Inoculaticm. Yellow ^tdves with ^rec»i islan<& 
beoune {Mr<mito«it i% to 15 days aftor inoculatton. 
Ctwn^>odium afeum L.t Small pinkish iooil lesiiims developed on faraculated 
teaves after # to 5 days of vir^ bioculation. 
jC. amaranticolcy 0)ste and B.efn,i After 4 to 5 days of inocubitiM) chlorotk: 
lo(3l lesions develc^^ on inocufaited leaves whidi beoime r^crotic follovM^ 
by defoliation (Fl^. 2.^). 
jC. murale LA Large chlorotk local leslcMvi ctevelqped &n Inooulated leaves 
after 5 to 6 ifoys of viri» inocutati«i. 
F%» 2Ji. Sytt^mic nrasaic symptwvis OR teal of 
Nk^iana natica* 
F%» 2J6m Cfttorotk local Imions oa Chwweodhim 
amaraittlcelor. 
Fig. 2 J . Necrotic Itott cm the inundated leaf of Vhtna ttnqulculata 
var. Cbitia (right), healthy leaf (leaf). 
2.5 
2 7 
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jC. guinea WUld^  Local necrotic lesions appears! on inoculated leaves 
after 3 days of virus inoculatiwu The lesions were smaller as compared 
to those f^oduced on C, mtgaie or C. amaranticolor. 
Vigna vmguiculata (L.) Walp. var. Improved Blacks Blade necrotic local 
lesicms developed on Inoculatml leaves after 4 to 5 days of virus inoculation. 
y, unquiculatai (L.) var. Chitla: Necrotic dots developed on the inoculated 
leaves after 3 to 4 days of virus inoculation (Fig. 2.7). 
The virus failed to Infect the following plants which neither evoked 
any Apparent symptoms nor the virus was carried by them latently as evident 
by back inoculatim test on C* amaranticolor or Spfaiacea olcr&cea. 
Family : 
Family i 
AlZOACEAE 
DorotheanthtB bellidiformis (Bwm. F.) NE. Br. 
Trianthema monogyna L. 
T. portulacastrum L. 
AMARANTHACEAE 
Amaranthitf caudatus L. 
A. viridis L. 
Celosia cristata L. 
Gomphrena globosa L. 
Family r APIACEAE 
Ammi majus L. 
Anethus graveol«» L. 
Apium graveolens var. «fhite Gem. 
Qyiandrum sativum L. 
Cucumis cymirwim L. 
Daucus carota L. var. Pusa Kesar 
Foeniculwn vuii^ are ^ 1^11. 
Petroselium critptgn (Mill.) Nym. var. Imperial Cwled 
PImpinella anjtum L. 
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Family » APOCYANACEAE 
Oitharanthus roseus (L.) C. Don 
Family i ASTERACEAE 
Ageratom cxnyzoldes L. 
Aster amellia L» 
Calendula officinalis L. 
Centaurea cyareis L. 
Chrysanthemum sp» 
Cosmos biplnnatus Cav. 
C, sulphuretg Cav. 
Dahlia pinnata Cav. 
Dimorphothcca sp, 
Eciipta alba L. 
Helianttws arowus L. 
HelicN-ysum bracteatum Andr. 
Lactuca satlva L. 
Sondws oleraceus L. (Scop.) 
Tagetes erecta L. 
Ziwaa eicgans Jacq. 
Family 
Family 
BALSAMINACEA 
Impattens balsamina L. 
BRASSICACEAE 
Brassica campestris L. 
B. caulorapa L* 
B. napus L. 
J^ * o i « ^ o » var. botrytis L. 
JB. oleracea var. capltata L. 
B. rapa L. 
Iberis amara L. var. White ^Iral 
Raphamis sativus L. 
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Family i 
Family t 
Family : 
Family j 
Family » 
Family t 
CARICACEAE 
Carica i>apaya L* 
CARYOPHYLLACEAE 
Dlanttws bartatut L« 
P« carycyhyllts L» 
Steiiafia media (L.) Cyr. 
CHENOPODIACEAE 
Buta vulgaris L. war. Suttons Gl<^e 
CUCURBITACEAE 
Benincasa hispida Cogn. 
Citfullus vulgaris Sdwad* 
C. vulgaris var. flstulost« Schrad. 
Cucumis sativus L. vsu-. Lor^ Green 
Cucuit>ita maxima Dudi. 
C. moschata Duch. 
C» petx) L* 
Lei^ enaria leucantha Rusby 
JL, siceraria Standi. 
JL. vulgaris Ser. 
Luffa acutangula Roxb. 
L* cylindrica Roem. 
Momordica charantia L. 
Trichosanthes amuina L. 
EUPHORBIACEAE 
Acalypha iraflca L. 
FABACEAE 
Cajanus cajan (L.) Druce 
Cicer arietinum L. 
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CHtoria tumatea L. 
Crotalaria fumr^ a L. 
CyamoiMis tetragonaloba Toub. 
Dolichos lablab L. var. Sieem ^iixed 
Clycimt nrtax CtO '-^ eiT. 
Lablab pitrpurens L« 
Lathyrus odoratta L. 
L « « i^cttlentum Mo«ich. 
Lupinus poiyphyilus Lindl. 
^<elilotij» alba L. 
Phaseolw vulgaris L. var. Tte Prince 
Pisum sativum L. var. Bonneville 
Psophocarput tetragwioiobig DC 
Trifolium alexamfrimim L. 
Trlgonella focnum-graccum L. 
Vigna munRO (L.) Hepper 
I r radiata (L.) Wllaek 
y, unguiculata (L.) Walp. var. Red 
V, tg^uiculata (L.) ^'alp. var. 1 hite 
Family » LAMIACEAE 
Salvia officinalis L. 
Family t 
Family t 
MALVACEAE 
Abelmcachtc escul«itus (L.) Mo«»di. 
Althaea rosea Cav. 
PAPAVERACEAE 
Papaver rho^is L. 
P. K)mniferum L, 
Family j POACrAE 
Hofcteum v u l ^ e L. 
Sorghum bicolor L. 
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Triticum aestivtim L. 
Zea mays L. 
Family s POLEMONIACEAE 
Phlox drummondii Hook 
Family s PORTULACEAE 
Portulaca oleracea L. 
Family j 50LANACEAE 
Cai»icum aiynRim L. 
Nlcotiana benthamiana Domn. 
hr Plumbaginifolla VIv. 
N. tabacum L. var. Harrison Special 
a* tabacum L. var. White Burley 
HT tai»cum L. var. Xanthi 
Petunia hybrida Hort. 
Physalis minima L. 
Solanum melongertt L. 
S. nigrum L. 
Family t VIOLACEAE 
Viola tricolor L. 
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BK>-PHYSICAL PROPERTIES 
Studies on bio-f^ysicil pn^>ertte$ ware carried out usif^ S. rt»tic» 
as a donor host of the vin». Both systemic {N. glutinosa) and local lesion 
(& an^tranticolw) hosts were used lor the tests, h i (w/v) sap obtained 
from infected H» rustica leaf ttosues triturated in (rfKN^ tfiate buffer (0.1 M, 
pH 7) containing 0.1% sodium sulphite and 04)1 M EOTA (EB) was clarified 
by centrifugif^ at 5000 rpm for 5 minutes. Supcmatiuntt thus obtained 
was used for the followir^ studies except where mentioned otiierwise. 
DUuticOT Bnd Point (DEPh 
Several dilutions with EB were prepared from hi clarified sap. Each 
dilution was tested on both systemic and local lesion host. Oata have 
been incoi^ KNrated in Table- 2.7. 
Table- 2.7. Effect of dilution of sap on tiw infectlvity of VaMV. 
Dilution Test4KMt 
N. KJutinosa C. amaranticolor* 
1 t I 
1 t 10 
1 t 100 
i t 1000 
1 f 10,000 
1 t 10,00,00 
1 { 10,00,000 
• 
1S3 
15* 
65 
16 
0 
0 
0 
• P<»itlve| - Negative 
•Average number of lesions/leaf based on 36 ^ v e s . 
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Results in Table* 2.7 bK&»te tiet the dUtitkm end fx^t vauried 
depoKilng upon the test plant. DEP was fotmd to be betweei 1:100 to 
hlOOO and lilO,00 to hlO,(X}0 whoi H, glutJnosa ami JC. amarwrtka>lor 
were teed as test plant, re^>ectiveiy. 
Thernrai &»ctivation P<dnt (TIP) 
El^t aUqi»ts of stendard sap (hi) of 2 ml eadi were eiqpo«»i i^pa-
rately in tfih» walled test tirt>es to specific temj«*ature f«r 10 mliMjUts. 
The samples, after treatment, were cooled immediately and test<Ki on 
systetpk: and local ksion hosts for infectivity. 
Table- 2Jf. Effect of temperature (wide range) on stability of VaMV. 
Temperature 
in "C 
Room temperatwe 
(20-22) 
90 
50 
60 
70 
SO 
90 
BoUif^ point 
N. Rlutinosa 
• 
• 
• 
• 
« i 
-
•» 
« K 
Test-host 
C* amaranticolor* 
21S 
179 
51 
20 
0 
0 
0 
0 
4- Fmitivei • Negative 
•Average number of le^onsfi&kt based on 36 i^ves. 
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Table- 2.3. Effect of temperatire (narrow range) on stabitity of ValW 
Temperatt«% 
in*C 
Roam temporature 
(20-22) 
60 
62 
64 
66 
6S 
70 
M: Rlutinosa 
• 
• 
+ 
-
-
-
"* 
Twt-Nwt 
C« am«rantio>lor 
202 
•5 
19 
0 
0 
0 
0 
• Positive; - Negative 
^Average number of ledons/leaf based m 36 leaves. 
TIP, as eviilmt from tests mailNs <m systemic and local lesion tK»ts 
(Table- 2.8 and 2.9) raided between 62 to 6«*C. 
Longevity in vitro 
Standard sap (hi) of 20 ml each, were kept in separate sterilized 
glass vials eititer at rocrni temperature (20-22*C) or in refrigerat<r (#*C). 
The active vine was a»ayed frtrnt both the ailquots at 1 day interval 
lot 10 days on C. amaranticol<«r. 
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Table- 2.10. Effect of storage of infectious sap at 20-22*C and 4*C. 
Time of storage Averse number of lesions/leaf* 
ttoys 20-22»C *•€ 
0 209 180 
1 91 124 
2 <^ 2 g l 
3 7 53 
# 0 % 
5 0 21 
6 0 0 
7 0 0 
8 0 0 
9 0 0 
10 0 0 
*Based on 36 leaves of C, amanOTticolor. 
Data Included in Tabie> 2.10 stw»wed that virm In sap stwed at room 
temp<»ature (20>22*C) remained infectious till 3 days. Tht fatfectivity 
was, however, (^ nerved in sap stewed till 5 days at <^ *C. 
VIRUS PRESERVATK)N 
An experiment was conAicted to see Ute infectivity of samples stored 
in different ways so as to develop an efficient storage procedure for 
virus during off-4eason of ti>e plant and subsequent use as an inoculum. 
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The l^ives w«»-e eitiier ki^t as such in polyth<»ie t^s in tktepy^at 
>10*C or dried ov«r ai^yt^oia caidum dtlorlde in desskator stored at 
fy*C, In a third procxdire, small pheces of infected ii^ves were <toied 
in a lyo{^ ili3%r and leaf pow<fer was kept at 4*C Inooila went prepared 
from stored iirfected materia} as descrtt^ ed in Matn'ials and Methods. 
The rei%iits obtainiMl ^»ve been a>fnpUed in Table- 2.U. 
Table- 2.11. Pr^ervation of Va^ W bt irvlMrted tisRNSs of three ^peci«s. 
Infected 
host 
tissje 
Vaccartai 
pyfamidata 
NIcotlana 
rustica 
N. ^^hitinosa 
-10 
-10 
-10 
Storage 
Tempera 
ture(»C) 
# 
H 
% 
# 
H 
4 
^iethod 
LOC 
F 
L 
Lrc 
F 
t 
LDC 
F 
L 
SfDimge tinH» Ctnontht) 
NtJBinb4i»> of pbunts infected/ 
inocufaited* 
1 
10/10 
3/10 
10/10 
10/10 
5/10 
10/10 
10/10 
:^io 
10/10 
3 
8/10 
0/10 
10/10 
10/10 
0/10 
9/10 
^/lO 
0/10 
7/10 
t 
0/10 
ND 
4/10 
2/10 
ND 
5/10 
0/10 
ND 
I/IO 
6 
ND 
ND 
0/10 
0/10 
0/10 
ND 
wn 
0/10 
LDCa Leaves < l^ed Gver aitfijrdrous calcium c^loridei 
Fs Freezii^ Ls Lyophllizattorq NDa Not doi», 
•Chenopodium aroManticahy. 
bifected Imvm of JV. pyrawldauw H, rtatica and n» glutlncaa retained 
the infectivity mhm stored at -IO*C till I monttu Infected Iraves of 
X* pyran^ ldaiML «id JN. glutimisa dried ©¥«• wihy<frotis caldum chk»ride 
and i^ Mred in # « similar maimer retained the iirfectiirtty HU # nwjnths. 
Lyophilization of the infected materlai and its storage at #*C was found 
to be tt« best m^ns of preservif^ the vino, as In this aum, the mitivity 
was noticed in sampl«i e^^n lUfter # months. 
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Pi:RtFI€A,TK'i\' 
SeJecticwi of h<»t few tyopagatJon of ving 
Three ^Mjsts of the virtK isoiate infectir^ _V, pyrawidata were compared 
with regard to virus concentration at different times after virm iroocula-
tion. !nocMiated pimits of H, gjutinosa, ^ . rustica and £_. tahacuin var. 
Sarnsun HH were assayed fw virm «> a io<3l lesion Njst (C. atriaranttcoior) 
at dill«i?nt intervals after virus inoculation. 
Tl>e data have been pres^ited in the Tatsle- 2.12. 
Table- 2.12. Concentration of Va '^V in different hosts at different days 
after in(x:ulati€m* 
^^ost 
^'icotiana 
glutinosa 
*", rustica 
Incu^ticsn 
period 
(days) 
10-12 
^ 1 0 
^ . tabacuH! ?-9 
var. Sam^m Nti 
•Based en 12 leaves of £ . 
Average numter of lesiom/leaf* 
(days after virus inooilation) 
5 ? 
^ 19 
6 30 
l# 29 
10 15 
31 51 
10'' 1*6 
47 65 
amaranticolor. 
30 
10 
120 
39 
'*5 
7 
2« 
17 
m 
fi 
c* 
b 
It is stpparent froii> Tat>le-2.12 that in all the three hosts tJw vinjs 
attained otaximum concentf^tion 15 cteiys alter inoculatiai. Mcotkna 
rustica, however, aopears to he a superics* hcst for prcK^agation of virus 
as the virus CMicentration in this olant was T«ore after 15 days as compared 
to others (Hf, 2.^). The cc»K:entration of tf>c virus decreases si^ arply 
after 30 oays and co»res down to a very low level after 60 days of inocu-
latimi. K, rustica in aibseqittMit experirr.ents, v/as used as f^cpapative 
host of Va" V. 
Fig. 2iJ. Concentration of Vaccaria mosaic virus in different 
hosts at varied days after inoculation. 
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Selection of extraction buffer 
Various buffers at specific pH and molarity ware used for extractlai 
of Va- V from ^ . rustica leaves. The data sumniarized in Table-2.I3, 
2.1^ and 2.15 indicate that phosphate buffer (0.1 "', p\\ 7.0) was »jperior 
over other buffers for extraction of virus from H^,. rustica. 
Table- 2.13. Extraction of Vai^ n? from infected leaves as influenced by 
differwit types of buffers. 
Averaj»e number of lesicms/ 
half-leaf Buffer pH ' olarity 
Phosphate 
Trte-MCl 
yk)ric acid-Borax 
Sodium citrate 
Clycii»-r^aO^ = 
Citrate-NaOM 
7.0 
7.0 
7.6 
7.0 
S.6 
7.0 
0.1 
O.I 
0.1 
C.I 
O.I 
0.1 
C«itrol (water) 
91 
•Based on IS half-leaves of C. amaranticolor. 
91 
128 
13« 
10^ 
U 2 
75 
Treated 
155 
I 2 i 
97 
121 
105 
7 
Table- 2.1'f. Effect of nsolarity of j^^phate buffer on extractiw* of 
VaVV. 
Molarity of ph<»S|^te 
buffer (pH 7.0) 
Average mjtvber of lesions/half-ieaf* 
Cwitrol (water) Buffer 
0.001 
0.01 
0.1 
0.2 
0.5 
202 
193 
129 
231 
152 
93 
lOS 
190 
177 
70 
•ftased on 12 half-leaves of C. an^ranticolor. 
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Table- ?.15. Effect of pH of phosfrfiate fsuffer on extraction of VaHV 
pH of |)hosf^ate Average mimbea- of fesJore/haif'leaf* 
buffer (0.1 M) ControJ (water) Buffer 
5.5 
6.0 
7,0 
7.5 
%.b 
S.5 
IM 
149 
172 
154 
1% 
im 
175 
amaranticolcH'. 
6t 
$^ 
195 
213 
22! 
132 
156 
Durir^ mediankal transml^lon of VaMV, addithxi of 0.1*^ -^ (w/v) 
sodium sulphite and disodium ethylene diamine t e^aace tk a d d WSl '^ '0 
in inoculum was fotnrid to increase tlw; rate of transmission. Hence, thwe 
additives were always mixed with buffer durir^ extractton of virus. 
Clarificatiw of N'. rustica extract 
Sap extracted from N. rustica In EB (0.1 h^ {^imf^te Niffer at 
pH 7.0 containing 0,1^ sodium Rjlphite plus 0.01 ¥ EDTA) was mixed 
with different organic solvents either alone or in different OKnbbiations 
and incu^t i i^ for 30 minutes at *•€ after stirring for 10 minutes. The 
a^ u^ecHis layer was separated by low ^jeed ceitrlftn^tion (6000 rpm for 
10 mlmites) and assayed on jC. afflaranticoky. Sap extracted from N rustiok 
in EB was used as cimtrol durif^ half-leaf assay ri^thod. 
Fig. 2.9. bifectivity of VaMV after treatment with different 
m^nic soivents. 
As Butanoi (S%) 
B= ChltMTofonn (20%) 
O Cartxm teti'achioritte (20%) 
A-fBs Equal mixture of butanol4<:hloroform 
(final 20%) 
B+Cs Equal mixture of chloroform + carbon 
tetrachloride (final 20%). 
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Table- 2.1^ Elfect of some (EM-ganic solvents on darifkattem of inlectious 
leaf sap containing VaMV. 
Skslvent 
Butam>l 
Cnkw^ofwrn 
Carb(»i 
te^achloride 
Equal mlxtire 
Urtanol * 
chlc»'olorm 
E<|tjal mixtio'e 
of carlxm 
tetrachloride + 
dUaroforni 
*r«ta based on 
Final 
percentage 
of axdvent 
(v/v) 
8 
20 
20 
20 
20 
Average fHimt«r of lesion^ 
hail-leaf« 
Control (FB) Tr<»ted 
82 
147 
130 
161 
206 
2* 
57 
»1 
20 
51 
1 IS half-leaves of C amaranticolM'. 
Lost of 
Infectivity 
(p<^centage) 
71 
61 
6S 
83 
75 
As se«i from T^le- 2,16, aU solvents viz^ Inmunolf chlcM f^orm, (srbon 
tetrachloride, l»ftanol + crhloroform and carbon tetrac^iodde * thUxrotarm 
were deleterious to vims cat»ir^ the loss of infecrtivity to the ext«»it 
of 71, 61, 6Z, SS and 75 pc^  cent, r^pectlvely when compared with infec-
tious sap prqjared in &B (Fig. 2.9). 
Prwdpitation of virus with Ew>lyethyiene glycol (PEG) 
In an effort to cwK:«»trate the clarified preparation obtained tiirwi^h 
low speed centrifugation (8000 rpm for 10 minutes), PEG (MW 8000) at 
different concentrations (4 to 10 per cent) was used with or without 
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1 per cent NaCl. The predpiute obtained in each case was st£^ >endted 
in EB and centrifuged at SOOO rpm for 10 minutes. The st i^ernatant after 
diluting it with EB to maintain original a>n(xntration of vln» was ino-
culated cm half-leaves of C, arnafanticolor, the other halves were inoculated 
with clarified preparation c^iained after low s^>«e6 c»ntrif^ation (SOOO 
rpm for 10 mtmites) for comparisons. 
The data have been compiled in Tabie- 2.17. 
Table- 2.17. Effect of PEG and NaCl on «je precipitation of VaMV from 
clarified {H'eparation. 
PEG 
(% w/v) 
tt 
4 
6 
6 
S 
S 
10 
10 
*Bai^ on 
NaCl 
(% w/v) 
1 
-
1 
-
1 
-
1 
-
Average mimber of lesions/half-leaf* 
Control Treated 
89 
67 
91 
5* 
10« 
75 
112 
S4 
20 
3 
14 
8 
10 
2# 
28 
13 
1 12 half-leaves of C. anmranticolor. 
Loss of 
infectivity 
Qsercentage) 
78 
96 
85 
95 
90 
95 
75 
85 
The nsnil^ embodied in Table- 2.17 show tiwt the precipitation/ 
s^i^ e^nsion of fNr«:ipitate in EB could not be achieved to the satisfactory 
level. Irrespective of the c»nc«mtration of PEG used with or without HaCl, 
the recovery of ihe virm did not exceeded more than 25 per c«it (Fig. 2,10). 
It ccmcluded that PEG b rat suitable for conommition of virus from 
clarified iMrepaintion. 
Fig. 2.10. Effect of PEG and NaC! on the predpltatiwt of 
VaMV. 
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FHarifiotion procedures 
The foUowing procedures were evaluated for purification of VaMV. 
Procedwe- I 
Macerate iOO g infected N. nistica leaves in 100 ml EB 
Squeeze throu^ mtolln c k ^ 
Centrifi^e for 10 min at 8000 rpm 
Pellet discard 
I 
SupemaUnt disou'd 
I 
fillet discard 
I 
Si^matant discvd 
Supernatant* 
Add S% (w/v) PEG (MW 6000) • 0^% 
(w/v) Naa whUe stirring and dissolve 
Keep for 1 hr at »•€ 
pntrifi^e tor 15 min at 10,000 rpm 
>ellet 
Suspend in EB (10 ml/100 ml initial 
extract) 
Centrifuge for 10 min at 8000 rpm 
Supernatant* 
Add 8% PEG (MW 60(K) and OJt% NaCi 
while stirring and dinolve 
Keep at <»*C for 1 hr 
entrifi^ for 15 min at 12,000 rpm r 
>ellet 
Qwitdw* 
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I 
I 
Pellet discard 
Suspended in EB (i ml/100 initial extract) 
Centrifuge for ID min at 8000 rpm 
SupMtiatant* (Siopected virus for EM 
and assay) 
*Assay for virus infectivity on jC. amaranticolor* 
Relative infectivity of virus at different steps of pwificatlwi was 
determined after assaying the sample obtained at each step on C, amaran-
ticolor. Data have been incorporated in Table- 2.18. 
Table- 2.18. Relative infectivity 4p VaMV at different steps of pwifi-
cation by Procedure- I. 
Steps of 
jsun'fvostron 
Clarification 
PEG precipitation- 1 
PEG preclpitation-2 
•Based on 8 leaves of C, 
Average mimber of 
lesiom/leaf* 
148 
30 
18 
amaranticolM*. 
Per cent relative 
infectivity 
100 
20 
12 
••Precipitate suspended in EB and diluted to original volume for virus assay. 
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ProceAre- H 
M«cerate 100 g Infected JN. rustlca leaves in 100 ml EB 
Pellet discard 
Pell^ discard 
I 
Supernatant discard 
I 
Pellet discard 
I 
Supernatant discard 
i& 
J 
Squeeze through muslin cloth 
Centrifi^e for 10 mln at SOOO rpm 
'Siq>ernatant* 
Add chloroform (20% v/v) and stir 
for 30 mln at «•€ 
Centrifuge for 10 min at 10,000 rpm 
St^ >ernatant* 
Centrifuge the stq>ematant loaded on 
20% (w/v) sucrose pad for 180 min at 
90,000 g 
I 
Pellet 
Dissolve in EB 
Centrift^e for 10 min at SOOO rpm 
Supernatant* 
Pellfct discard 
C^m-ifuge for 90 min at W,000 rpm 
(97,000 ^ 
Pellet 
Dissolve in EB 
(1 ml/100 ml initial extract) 
Centrifi^e for 10 min at 8000 rpm 
St^ }ernatant* 
(Kjspected virus for EM and assay) 
*Assay for virus infectivity on ^ « amarantlcolor. 
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Relative infectivity of Va''V at different stef^ of pta-ification by 
Procedire- n was ttetermined t«ii^ C, amarantlcoior as assay host, rjatt 
have been compiled in Table- 2.19. 
Table- 1.19. Relative infectivity of VaMV at different steps of purifi-
catiofi by Ftoceekire- II. 
StefMS of 
pi^lficatlon 
Clarificatiw 
Ojlwofcwm tr^itment 
Differential 
amtrifugation- I* • 
Differential 
centrifugation- 2** 
* Based on S leaves of C, 
Average number of 
leslons/l^if* 
123 
42 
30 
26 
ainarantia}lor. 
Per cent relative 
infectivity 
IOC 
3« 
24 
21 
• • Pellets obtained after high speed <^ntrifi^ation were di^olved in EW 
and diluted to orlfiinal volurr« for virus assay. 
15B 
ft"ocediMre- III 
>.'acerate 100 g infected N. rustica leaves in 100 ml EB 
Pellet discard 
iSdi Pellet discard 
Sitperrmtant 
Pellet discard 
Supernatant discard 
Squeeze throt^h mioiin cloth 
-Centrifuge tor 10 min at 8000 rpm 
Supematant* 
I 
Add 20% (v/v) chloroform am) stir for 
10 nrin at <»•€ 
I 
C«rtrift%e for 10 min at 10,000 rpm 
Add 8% (w/v) PEG (?^ W 8000) while 
stirring till PEG completely dissolve 
Keep at **€ foe 2 hr 
Centrifi^e for 20 min at 10,000 rpfn 
-Pellet 
Suspend in EB (10 R»I/100 ml of Initial 
extract) 
I 
Centrifuge for 10 niin at 8000 rpnj I 
-Si^ »ernatant» 
Pellet discard 
Centrifuge for % min at *5,000 rprri 
-Fillet 
I 
Suspend in 0.01 M m 
(1 rnl/IOO ml of initial extract) 
I 
Centrifuge fat 10 min at $000 ipm I 
-Si^ >ematant» 
(Suspected virus for E^ ^ and assay) 
•Assay fw virus infectivity ai C, airarantic<rf<y. 
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Data presented in Table- 2.20 show the relative infectivity of virus 
at (Afferent st^»s of purificaticm by Procedifl'e- HI. 
Table- 2.20. Relative infectivity of VaMV at <fifferefit steps of purifi-
cation by Procedjre- DI. 
Steps of 
{Mjrificatkm 
Clarification 
Chlorof«*m treatment 
PEG preciplution** 
Dlffermtial 
ojntrifugation** 
AtNurage number of 
lesions/leaf* 
165 
71 
34 
2S 
Per cent relative 
infectivity 
100 
*3 
21 
17 
* Based on S leaves of C, amaranticolor. 
** Pr«:ipitate and sediments su^ Msnded in EB and diluted to ordinal volume 
for virus lusay. 
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Procedure- IV 
Macerate ICK) g infected Jjj. natic* leaves in 50 ml EB 4- chilled chlorotform 
I 
S<^ M*a» tlutxigh mmltai cloth 
Centriftqse for 15 min at 8000 rpm 
Sinematant* 
I 
Add 10% (w/v) PEG (MW (000) stirring 
gently for 30 min 
Kept for 2 hr at 4«C 
I 
Centrifuge for 15 min at 10,000 rpm 
Pellet 
I 
Pellet discard 
I 
Supernatant discard 
Pellfet discard 
Stq>aiia tant disou'd 
I 
Pellet discard 
Suspend in 0.01 M EB (10 ral/100 ml 
of initial extract) 
Cen trifuge for 10 min at ZO(Hli rpm 
Supernatant* 
Centrifiq e^ for 90 min at #0,000 rpm 
(97,000 g) 
-Pellet 
Suspend In 0.001 M EB (1 ml/100 ml 
of iratial extivct) 
I 
Coitrifi^e for 10 min at 
SOOO rpm I 
-&4>ematant* 
(Subjected virus for EM mnd anay) 
*Assay for virus infectivity on C* amaranticolor. 
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Relative infectivity of vkm at different stefx of purification by 
Procetkire- IV was a»ayed on jC. amaranticolor. Data have been f>resented 
in Table* 2.21. 
Table- 2.21. Relative infectivity of VaMV at different steps of purificatton 
by Proce<fcflre» IV. 
Stepcof 
purification 
Clarification 
PEG precipitation** 
Differential 
centrift^ation** 
Average number of lesiom/ 
leaf* 
132 
32 
2# 
*Based on S leaves of C amaranticolor. 
Per cent relative 
infectivity 
100 
2* 
18 
**Precipitate UKI sedim«»its st^jended in EB and diluted to original volume 
for virus assay. 
Purification procedta'es I to IV did yield virus particles but their 
frequency (concentration) was too low as evidenced by electfon microscopy. 
The virus could, however, be pwiflcd by the Procec&ire- V. 
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Procedure" V 
Macerate 100 g infected jSU natka le«v» (Finally adopted procedure) 
inlOOmlEB 
I 
Squeeze throt^ muslin cloth 
Centrifuge for 10 min at 10,000 rpm 
Siqdeniatant* 
I 
Pellet discard 
I 
Pellet discard 
I 
Supernatant diacard 
I 
Pellet discard 
I 
Supernatant discard 
Add chloroform (20% v/v) • Triton X-100 
(2% v/v) 
I 
Stir for 30 min at ••€ 
I 
C«)trifuge for 15 min at 10,000 rpm 
S«4>ematant* 
Cmtrift^e for ISO min at 23,000 rpm 
(56,000 g) ov«r 20% (w/v) sycrose pad in 
tiM»es of 25.1 V swing out rotor in Bedcman 
.5-30 pr^tarative ultracentrifi^e 
Pellet 
Suspend in 0^1 M EB (10 ml/100 ml of 
initial extract) 
Centriftwe for 10 min at SOOO rpm 
J 
Supernatant* 
Centrlfuf^ e for 90 min at #5,000 rpm 
(I,2»,000 g ) 
Pellet 
I 
Resuspend in 0.01 M Efi 
(0.5 mi/100 ml of initial extract) 
Peilet discard 
* Anay for vims infecrtlvity on C amaranticcrfor, 
I 
Centrifuge for 10 min at 8000 rpm 
Siqiematant* 
^Purified virus for EM, UV absorption 
specrtnvn and assay) 
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Data presented in Table- 2.22 show the relative infectivity of virus 
at different Bt&p$ of purification by Procedure- V. 
Table- 2.22. Relative in^sctivity of VaMV a t iMSermt s t e ^ of pi«rificatim 
by ProoKlure- V. 
Steps of Average numbnr of Per cent relative 
purification lesioro/leaf* infectivity 
IQO 52 
27 
2« 
Clarification 
Chloroform • Triton X-100 
tr^tm^tt 
Differential 
centt i^fugation- 1* 
Differential 
centrifusation- 2* 
152 
55 
#1 
37 
*Dased on 8 l e i v e s of jC. amyantiarfor . 
**Sediments suspended in EB and diluted to original voiHme for virus 
assay. 
D«wity-gradlent centrifugatfaw <rf partially purified v l n a preparation 
Partially purified preparation of the virus isolate obtained as detailed 
earlier (ProccKJure- V) was loaded on a Iktear sucrose p a d i e n t and centri-
fu^ed at 23,000 rpm i36,WiO g) for 120 minutes. A visual examination 
of the gradient afto* the specified run ^ d not reveal any light scatterir^ 
bami. Therefore, fractions of 2 ml e a d i were taken out from the bottom 
of tiie ttiMs by a method described earlier \t$kng a fraction col lector. A 
pellet was also observed and this was suspended in EB diluted ten fold. 
Each fraction was inoculated on jC. amarantiorior leaves lor a s c o t a i n i i ^ 
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the prescvKX of vin» in the saunples throt^h inlectivity tests. Simultaneotsty, 
tiie samples were scanned for UV abSMtano; at 260 mn. Ttw dbta have 
been compiled in Table- 2.25. 
Table- 2.23. Infectivity and UV absorbance of the samf^ M (Stained from 
density gradient columns. 
Samples mmiber 
from bottcmt to top 
Av«rage number of UV absorbance at 
lesions/leaf* 260 mri (Optical Density) 
PeUet** 
1 
2 
3 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
1« 
15 
0 
0 
0 
0 
5 
36 
*5 
k2 
3 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0.01 
0.03 
0.02 
0.03 
0.09 
lA 
1.S 
1.6 
0J)5 
0.01 
0.06 
0.02 
0.02 
0.03 
0.01 
0.C1 
* Bas^ on % Xtasts oljC. amarantteolw 
**Su^ >emJed in EB diluted tenf<rid. 
Results as evident bo^ by UV al^Mtonce of ^le different samples 
(Fig. 2.11) as msU as the infectivity tests revealed that the sample 5, 6 ami 
7 contain vbtis, the maximum beti^ in 6tii nmple. The vin» amtaintr^ 
fracticms were pooled and dialyzed in at l^ist three dianges against Efi 
diluted tenfold. Ctmcentimtion of the virus was ftrtlttr M^ieved by «ie 
cycle of differential csntrifu^tion (#0,000 rpm for 90 minutes folfciwed 
by 10,{K}0 rpm lox 10 minute). 
F ^ 2.11. Ultraviolet absoq>tlon profile at 260 ran after 
centrifii^tion of a partiaUjr purified preparatltm 
in a 10-40% »icrose c^itity gradient column 
for 120 minutes at 23,000 rpm in a SW 25.1 rotor. 
I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 II 12 13 14 15 
Fraction no-
(from bottom to top ) 
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UV ABSORPTION SPECTRUM 
UV ^KCtrum <xf a iSltited purified pr^ Kunntion hu been pre^nted 
Fig. 2.12. btformation 6aived from aboorbance values are as trnfaNn 
Maxlmym MnorbMKX 
Slinirmtm Absoit^nce 
Absortonceat 260 
AlMKMtance at 280 
A260/A280 
A280/A260 
A max/A mill 
Nucleic add per amt 
(Glbbi and Harrison, 1976) 
262 tim 
2W nm 
0.71 
0.52 
1.36 
0.73 
1.2« 
ca. 12% 
ELECTRON MICROSCOPY 
Electttm iiiicr<»copy of purilkMJ {X'eparaticm was carried out u^^ 
pho^}hotwigstlc add (PTA) and iwansrl «»tete (UA) as stains bott\ at 
a amc«itratton df 2% (w/v). Iht pM ^  PTA mis maintained at 7JD white 
that of wai^l acetate at %.0. 
Grids w«re prepared and stained as detailed in Material and Methods. 
Exambwtkm of tiw gricb taider etectron mk»t»cope re>wated the fM'esence 
of polyhedral putides. !^eclm«tt pi^ared u^ng PTA iri^ owed de^ radfr* 
ttofi of vin» {»rticl«b> Hovevcsr, uranyl acetate gave a good osntiast 
wltiwut mty damage to partld«i (Fig. :M3). The stain pmetfated some 
particles whUe in majority of them it (fid not. The partictes remained 
infiurt and unaffected. A histogram dealing with the <flameter of the 
partides has been presented (Fig. 2.U) and the value of 27 nm has been 
caloitated as tiie size of vlrt» partktes. 
n g . 242. UV ^>ectnin} of purified pn^ratkm of Vacctria 
mosaic virus. 
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Fig. 2.i4» Size distribution of VaMV particles negatively 
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MOLECULAR WEIGHT OF COAT PROTEIN SUBLTNIT 
After electrophoresis in 10% polyacrylamide gets amtainir^ 0.1% SDS, 
virus protein formed a single band indicating a sii^le type of protein n^ Mmit 
in the vims particles. ITie molecular weight of the fM t^ein mbtmit tarattie 
estimated by interpolating Rf value of viral protein Into a graph prepared 
by simultaneous rtm of molecular weight markers (Fig. 2.15). Tht mol«»lar 
weight of protein stribtmlt has been estimated as ca. 3^ »000 * 500 dalt«» 
based on mean value <A tirree sq>arate cteterminatioin. 
CHARACTERISTIC OF VIRAL NUCLEIC AQD 
Isolation of viral nucleic acid 
Pr«|>aration of viral mjcleic acid Isolated t^ {^ nolHi^ orof<H'm method 
was atbout 17 per osnt infectious as compared to SI wh«n isolated at three 
separate occasioro. 
Data have been embodied in Table- 2.2#. 
Table- 2.2^. bifectivlty of isolated nucleic acid. 
Reolicate Average mwibw of lesions/half«leaf» 
SI Isolated nucleic acid 
I H 6 
11 34 7 
m 28 » 
*Based on 6 half-leaves of C. amaranticolor. 
Fig. 2.15. Estimation of molecular weight of coat protein 
subunit of VaMV by SDS-PAGE. 
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Fig. 2.14. UV spectrum of RNA of Vaccaria monic virus. 
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UV absorption spiKrtnfin of pirifi^ nucleic acid prtparition (Fig. 
2.16) had a peak at 256 nm and A260/A280 ratio of 2.0. 
Type at nucleic add 
Virus nudeic acid prttoit v i ^ n the virions was determined to be 
RNA by its positive reaction in orcinoi and negative reaction in diphenyla-
mlne tests. 
SEROLCXiiCAL RELATIONSHIP 
For estabiishbi^ the serotogical relationship of vims isolate from 
Vaccaria pyramidatat the antigens were prepared from ymmg leaves of 
infected frfwits having N§^ titfe of virus. The extract was prepared in 
PBS and different dliutiwis of this extract were tested. Besides, partially 
pirified virus havkig an optical <kimity (O.D.) of 0.5 at 260 nm was also 
tested. 
Antisera against ^Uettnt polyhedh'al vin»es were obtained from various 
sources as detailed in Materials and Metiiods. Tlie dilution of 1 ^ antiserum 
was maintibied to a level where maximum homok>goi» reactkms are 
preceptible. 
Table- 2.25. Heterologous reaction of VaMV witfi antisera to different 
polyhedral viruses. 
Antigen 
Antisera Sap from infected leavM in PBS Piarflally purified 
virus (OD« 0.5 at 
hi li5 hiO 260 nm) 
Arabis mosaic . . . 
Broad be«i 
mottle Vina 
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Bro»d bean stain 
virus 
Broad bean ttve 
mosaic vims 
Camatifxi mottle 
virus 
Cauliflower mosaic 
virus 
Cherry leaf roll 
virus 
Cherry ras$> leaf 
virus 
Cowpea mMaic virus -
Cucumber m<»alc 
virus (D type) 
Cucumber mosaic 
Virus (To type) 
Dandelion yellow 
mosaic vin» 
DorothMnthus 
yellow x^>t virus 
Lilac rir^ mottle 
virus 
Peach rosette 
mosaic virus 
Raspberry rii^sfwt 
virus 
Squash mosaic virus 
Strawberry latent 
Strawberry latont 
rif^spot Vina 
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Tobacco ringspot 
virus 
Tomato bimck rbng 
vims 
Tomato rir^pot 
virm 
No reaction 
Results of Table- 2^ indicate that the virus isolate Infecting W, 
pyramidata is serologicaUy <fistinct from viruses included In tiie present 
investigation. 
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D I S C U S S I O N 
The vin» isolate from V»ccari> pyramidata, tentatively named as 
VaMV could be transmitted by sap but not tiwxR^ af^ids and whitellies 
or via soil and seeds. VaMV has moderate host ran^^ and survives dilution 
of sap to 10" » heating at 62*C for 10 minutes taui a storage to€ 3 and 
5 days at 20-22*C and #*C, mpectively. VaMV was readily purified from 
systemically infected NicotJana rustica by clarifying the leaf extracts 
with 20% chloroform and 2% Triton X-100, sedimmtation ttu^M^h 20% 
nicrose pad followed by one cycle of differentfail cxntrif«^tion. Prepara-
tions were ftvther purified by d«)sity gradient c«ttrifugation in sucrose. 
Purified pr^Mratloia contained vlnn particles of ca. 27 nm witii A260/ 
A2S0 ratio of 1.3€. Based on ti^e UV data, the amount of raicleic acid 
in the virkm has been odculated as ca* 12%. The protein suitunit has 
molecular wei[^t of ca* M,000 t 500 daltons. The rdatiorahip ot VaMV 
with viruses recorded earlier on JV. pyramidata as also those which have 
been shown to infect JV. pyramidata during host range studies has been 
attempted keq>inf in view the above characteristics and serological studies. 
y* pyraroi<<»ta has been shown to be experimentally btfected by six 
rod shaped viruses viz., carnation latiMit (Haidcaart, 1970), daitfteen mmalc 
(Abo-ei-Nil eial.., i977| Rana et aU, 1983), carnation vein mottle (HaMcaart, 
197^), carnation necrotic fledc (bwuye, 197#), carnation strealc (Poupet 
et al^ 1975) and carnation yellow fiedc (Lawson ef^ aU, 1977) viruses. 
Kecpir^ in view ti>e polyhedral moq^logy of the isolate under investi-
gation, no comparison is needed with the aforementioned rod shaped 
viruses bekmgir^ to different groups. 
PoJj^ iedrai viruses ri^orted to infect W. pyramidata durif^ experl-
mental host rai^e studies include members of caulimovims group viz., 
carnation etched ring (Haldcaart, 197^ { Lawson et ajL, 1977)| two members 
of tomlHisvirus groi^ represented by cwnatlon Italian rii^ppot (Hollings 
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et aLt 1970) and camaticm mottle (Hollin|ss and Sume, 1964f Kemp, 1964; 
Hakicaart and Van Oiphen, 1971} virt»es} and a single men^ter oi diantfH>o 
virus group viz., carnation ringspot (Hakttaart, 1974). Besides, one imp'ot^ >ed 
polyhedral virus isolate named as carnation white rir^ virus also Uifects 
X* pyr*n>idata and Induces duiracteristic white rings (Hakkaart, 1974). 
VaMV does not need any comparison wi^ carnation etched rimf virus 
(cr.RV), a RwmbM' of ouilimovirus group on the basis of particle size. 
VaMV is ca. 27 nm in diameter while CERV U of 50 nm (fiiMaart, 1974; 
Lawson et al,^  1977). Besides, caullmovirtaes v e DNA containii^ viruses 
havif^ a dtaracteristk dimple In the centre with a viral protebi suiHmit 
of ca. 42,000 daltons (Slwph '^d and Lawson, 1981). Hwse characteristics 
further differentiate VaMV with CERV. Conclusive evidence that VaMV 
does not beloi^ to caulimovlntt group is its negative reaction with antiserum 
to cauliflower mosaic vin»- Stirasbowg strain in dotd>le diffurimi tests. 
It is worUiwhile to mention that serologiaU relationship exists between 
different members of caullmovirus group and stror^ serological reactions 
have been reported among aiuliflower mosaic, dj^a mosaic and carna-
tion etched ring vin»es (Shqrfwrd and Lawson, 1981). 
Carnation mottle (CaMV) end carnation Italian ringspot (CTRV) belong 
to tombtnvin» group (MartelU, 1981). VaMV appears to be (Afferent from 
titese viruses as the later are highly stable Jn vitro and have a high thermal 
inactivation and <filution end p<rfnts (Bosw^l and GIbbs, 1983). Besi(k», 
tiie differ«ices between VaMV and aforemaitioned vina^ also exist In 
A260/A280 ratio which is quite hi(^ in tombusvinnes indicating ca. 18% 
nucleic acid (B<»well and G U ^ 1983) as a>mpared to VaMV which has 
ca. 12% nucleic acid in the virion. Further, VaMV has a slr^le protein 
subtmlt as conH>ared to CaMV and CIRSV which show two bands dtring 
SOS-PAGE analysis of coat protein (Boswell and GiM>s, 1983). That, VaMV 
and CaMV are distinct viruses b further faidlcated by n^ative seroic^icai 
reaction between these viruses as abserre^ in the (M'esent investigation. 
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VaMV also seems to be different from camaticm rii |^spot (CRSV), 
a member of dianthovirus grot^ (Boswell and CibbSt 1983) bi several 
chanurteristics. Dlanthoviruses like tombiMvlruses mt(e highly stable in 
sap as compared to VaMV «^ich has a much lower stability in sap. Diffe> 
renoes between CRSV and VaMV also exist in A260/A280 ratio and mole-
cular weight of protein siAxmit. Moreover* CRSV is more than 30 nm 
in diameter (Boswell and QVBk^ 1983). 
Carnatim white t'vng (CWRV) and an ui^ouped virus have also be«i 
reported to infect Saponaria vaccarJa (V. pyramldata) dirtoig studies per-
tainit% to identifkation of virtMes affecting oumations (Haldcaart, 1974). 
VaMV tfiough almost similar in size of particles appears to be differoit 
from CWRV in symptomatology. VaMV produces light and dark green mosaic 
on y. pyramidata as agairat con^trlc white r l i^ and Une patterm induced 
by CWRV. 
Thtn it is j^ >parent from the above disci»sion that the isolate under 
investif^tion (VaMV) is differeit from those reported earlier. VaMV, there-
fore, appears to be a new record of a virus infectif^ V, pyramidata (S. 
vaoauria). 
Virtn diseases on JV. pyramidata have been reported from India by 
Azad (195 )^ and Verma (1974). Iliese virusM were incompletely studied 
and ti>e information available on tlntse isolates is limited to symptoma-
tology and transmission studies. However, saponaria leaf curi (Azad, 1954) 
and soapwort leaf Ctrl (Verma, 1974) appear to be the same on tite basis 
of symptoms. Verma (1974) reported ti»t leaf curl syn^toms of soapwort 
could be induced tluwjgh whitefiy trsramission but not by sap inoculation. 
Similarly, Azad (1954) also found that saponaria leaf curl ootdd be trans-
mitted by graft but not via sap inoculation. VaMV, tlujs am>ears to be 
different frwn these isolates since It is easily traramitted by sap inoculatton. 
A general comparison of ti>e isolate i»Hter invntigation (VaMV) with 
other virus groups is beii^ attempted in the following text with a view 
to see whether VaMV fits into any of the existing groups of Sf^ ierical 
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plant viruses. Ttw compftrison is by no mearo iMued on all the charact* 
eristics but on tfie major ones which dilferentiate the isolate under investi* 
gation with other virus gnutp*. 
Based on the particle size alone, VaMV can be distif^ uiarfwd from 
tomato spotted wilt virus, rc»virt» and fijivinn grou^ (B<»weU and GiM», 
1983). The pMTticles of these viruses are much bigger as compared to 
the isolate under investigation. 
VaMV differs from geminivirus«» (Goodman, 19S1) in havii^ sii^le 
pvtides and also from members of alfalfa m<»aic (Van R^enmortel 
and Pfaick, 1981) and ilarvina group (Fulton, 1981) whkd) have tivee or 
more sizes of particles. 
Members of maize chlorotic dwarf virus (Gii^ery et al,., 1981) and 
luteovirus grot^ is (Rochow and Duffus, 1981) ai^ jear to be differmt frcnn 
VaMV in transmission dwracteristics. While VaMV is tiraittmitted by sap 
inooiiation, t)w aforesaid virus(» are not trarttmlssible by sap an6 spread 
in nature through imects. 
S<^moviruses differ frcmi VaMV in havii^ a high stability in sap 
and in being transmitted by insects in perslstatt manner (Sel^al, 1981). 
On tht other hand, tobaca> necrosis virus (TNV) cwi be differentiated 
from VaMV in havli^ a hi^ stability In vitro and in being transmitted 
throui^ soil (Boswell and Gibbs, 1983^ Similarly, pea «»Mition mosaic vina 
(Hull, 1981) and bromovinises (Lane, 1981) are also tnumnitted by ai^ids 
in persistent manner w>d as such differ from VaMV which is not tnui»> 
mitted by aphids at all. 
Broad btmn wilt (Boswell and GU>bs, 1983) and cuctnnovinnet (Kaper 
and Waterworth, 1981) differ from VaMV In being transmitted through 
a^ riiids. Moreover, antiserum to cucumber mosaic vin» (CMV- D and CMV-
To types) did not react with VaMV. 
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!* Members of nepovirtises (Murant, 1911) resembie Va,MV in paurticle 
moqi^k^y and size. Koweveft the ma|or diffcrencac are in the motecular 
weight <d protein »^)uiits and in transmissicm characteristics. Nepovirtises 
are trMismitted throui2;h soil and have a high molecular weight {»t>tein 
suinmit associated wi^ virion (59,000 daitons). VaMV, <m Hm otiier har^ 
is not transmitted throi^h soil and amtaira protein mbtmits of ca. 3^ >000 t 
500 daltom. Moi^ yver, no st»-ol<^kal relationship of VaMV oxild be esta-
blis^ MMi witfi Mtveral members of nqpovinn groti^  viz., arabis iwisaic, dierry 
leaf roll, dtmrry rasp leaf, patch rcatette mosaic, Fu j^berry rif^ ;if>ot, straw-
berry latent rif^ t^ pot, tomato black ring, tomato rii^ [^ >ot and tobaKX»> 
rir^spot virtues dwing the preMmt investigation. 
Como- and tymo-vinaes which are eastty transmitted by sap and 
also through beetles have particles of ad>out 28 nm diameter. TNs members 
of these groiq» ii^ e moderately steble in sap. However, comovin»es have 
protein stdMKiits of two (fiffcs-ent molecular weight associated with virion 
(St3u:e>Smith, 1981) while tymovirt»es have a sir^le protein st^ HMiit bi 
the virion of cm, 20,000 ^ t w » (Ko«iig and Lesemann, 1981). Va^V, 
like tymo- and como-vinses is transmitted by sap inoculation but not 
through aphitte ^nd whi^lies. However, in ^res^it studies beetles were 
not used as vectors durii^ ttansniss^ tests of VaMV ami as «ich no 
comparison between VaMV ami members of afon»aid virus gro^» can 
be made on the basis of this particular chsracttH-istic. VaMV, failed to 
react with antisera to »!veral membcHf-s of comovirus grcM^ p viz., bttmd 
bean stain, broad bean true miMaic, cowpea mosaic and squaiA mosaic 
viruses. Fun'th^ -, comoviruses have two sizes of protein subunits imllke 
that of VaMV which has only one size of fM«tein strixmit associated with 
viricNn. 
The isolate un^r investigatitxt (VaM.V) n»embles tymovinoes in 
particle dwac^istics. PiMrifkHl vinis pref»niti«v oi VaMV stow«i 
fair number of empty particles as d»erv«d in most of tl« tymovinms. 
Nevertlwlen, a differeiKe in molecular weight of protein stirtHmit distin-
auialtes VaMV from tnembers of tyrr'ovirus grmip (Koenig and Lesemara^ 
I9P.I). 
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Thus, keq>ing in view the above discusdon, it is clear that on the 
basis of characteristics woriced out in the pnaent investigation, VaMV 
does not fit into wiy of ^te existing groiqjs of plant virusM. Furtiier 
studii^ with regard to genome d>aracteristics are needed te fully imder-
stand the various properties of the virus. VaMV h at present being left 
unclassified till ftrther investigation give some clue to its poss&le relation-
^ip with established groiq> of sfrfxn-ical plant vinues. 
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S U M M A R Y 
The work embodied in tiiis thesis has been divided in two sectiora. 
Section- I deftis with varioia aspects of DorotfieantNtt yeUow spot vhrm 
(DYSV) while Section- n incoiporates ^le worfc carried out on Vacxaria 
mosaic vinjs (VaMV). 
SECTION- 1 
DOROTHEANTHUS YELLOW SPOT VIRUS 
MAfN DISEASE i Yellow spot symptoms on the leaves, stem and sepals 
^^ PorotfxHMttNis bellidiformifc The infected plants remabi dwarf and 
produce very few distorted flowen witit faint coioiff'* 
HOST RANGE AND SYMPTOMATCM.OGY t The vims has a wide experi-
mental host rai^e, infecting 29 ;^>ecies in 6 dicotyiedonow famil i^ 
although at least 2* of these q>ecies are in tf»e families Omwpodiaceae, 
Fabaceae and Solanaceae* Systemic bright yellow spots are found in most 
of the members of family Sd»iaceae. Reuiily tranurtissible by inocula-
tion of $»pt tor exwnple to the followii^t 
Diagnostic mecies 
Nicotiana tabaawi var. Samwn NN, H, tabacum var. White ^rley, 
H* titttinosa and N, rustka. Bri^t yellow ^Msts/patdtet accompanied 
with i^ een or yellow/gre«i syst<»nic mosaic without mcrosis. 
Petunia hybrida, Physails minima and Solanwn nigrum. Vdn-dearlng 
followed by yellow spots and green or yelkHv/^reoi systemic mosaic* 
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Lyc<w>CTsicon «cul«itutn (twnato). Bright yellow spots followed by ^stemic 
bright yellow moiaic. Leaves exhibited ^we-strit^;!!^ with se^ N^ re stwitii^ 
of the plant. Necrosis of the Imves started from the top leadir^ to death 
of plants. 
Vicia faba (broad bean). Difftoed black necrotic lesiora and ringspots 
followed by systemic necrosis* 
TrJKonella foenum-gaceum. Black necrotic rif^s. 
CuctKnis sativus var. Long Green (cucumber). Otlorotic rkigs and line 
pattern on inoculated cotyledons. Bright yellow spots with yelk>w>green 
mosaic on emerging leaves. 
Chenopodiwn amaranticolor, C* album and C, quinoa. QUorotic or necrotic 
local lesion^ not systemic. 
yiSSL ungt^culata var. Improved Black. Blade pin-point necrotk: dots; 
not systemic. 
Upinus p<rfyphyllus. Black necrotic rif^spots with diffused mottllr^ and 
yellowir^. 
Dolichos iablab var. ^leem Mixed. Necrotic flecks* rii^spots and line 
pattern followed by veinal necr(»is. 
Propagation species 
Nicotiana tabacum var. Samsun NN is iuiuble for maintalnii^ culture 
and as a soiree of virus for purification. 
Assay species 
Chenopodhgn amaranticolor and C, <»iinoa are useful local lesion hosts. 
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TRANSMISSION BY VECTORS t Transmissible by Myzus pcrsicae in 
non-persistent mamwir but the vector is inefficient (3% trammissicMi). 
Virus can be acquired in 1-2 min. Not transmitted by seven other iqi^ ids 
and whitefiies. 
TRANSMISSION THROUGH SEED t Transmissible through seeds of 
Dorotheanthus beilidiformis (6%). Not seed4>ome in Nicotiana tabacum 
var. Samsun NN» hi, tai>acum var. White Buriey or H, rmtica. 
STABILITY IN SAP t In j^ l. tat»cum var. Samsun NN sap, the th«tnai 
inactivation point (10 min) is about 50*C, dilution md point about 10 
and infectivity is retained at 26-2S*C and #*C for 8 ta- and <(8 hr, 
respectively. 
PURIFICATION J Out of various procedures tried, the following proce-
dure yielded positive nmilts. Harvest Nia>tiana tabacum var. Samsun 
NN plants 13-13 days after inoculation and homc^enize each 150 g leaf 
material with 73 ml 0.5 M sodium citrate (pH 6.5) containing 0.005 K*. 
EDTA and 0.5% thioglycolUc add and 50 ml chilled chloroform. Centri-
fuge at 8000 rpm for 15 min. To the buffer phase, add PEG (MV 6000) 
to 10% while stirring gently and allow the mixture to stand at 4*C for 
1 hr. Centrlft^e at 12,000 rpm for 20 min and resuspend the sediment 
in 20 ml 0.005 M sodium borate buffer (pH 9) containing 0.005 M EDTA. 
Add Triton X-100 to 2% and stir for 30 min at «*C Clarify by centri-
fugation at 12,000 rpm for 10 min and st^ject the virus to two cycles 
of differential centrifi^ation (i,2<»,000 g for 90 and 120 mir^  8000 rpm 
for 10 min) and renispend the virus pellets in 0.005 M borate buffer (pH 9) 
containing 0.0005 M EDTA. 
PARTICLE STRUCTURE : Particles are isometric, about 21 nm in 
diameter with dark stained centres when moimted in uranyl aceUte. The 
particles disintegrate when stained in phosphotw^state (PTA) and contrast 
poorly. 
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PARTICLE COMPOSITION t 
RNA I About 15% ol particle weight (based on UV data A260/A280s 1.5). 
Protein t SuritHjnJts have molecular weight about 31,500 t 500 d« 
SEROLOGY t The virus is poorly immunogenic. Antisnm prepared by 
three intramuscular in|ections of antigen wi^ Freund's complete adjuvant 
(first and second injection) and Fr«jmd's incomplete adjuvant (third injec-
tion), over a period of 30 days, had titre in agar gel-diffwion test up 
to ls8. Granular precipitate produced in tube precipitin test. Reactions 
in gel-diffi»ion test were ob«Hrved when agarose (1%) was prepared in 
PBS or PBF. No reaction was observed when gel contained 0.5% SDS 
and criKJe antigen was prepared in water containij)^ 1.5% SOS. In gel-
diffusion tests, only one precipitin line was observed. 
RELATIONSHIPS t No serological relatioitthip was found with arabis 
mosaic, dierry leaf roll, cherry rasp leaf, peach rosette moaak:, raspborry 
ring^>ot, strawberry latent ring^t, tobacco rii^spot, tomato blade ring 
and tomato rir^spot (nepovirus group), broad bean mottle (bromovirus 
grot^), broad bean stain, broad bean trae mosaic, cowpea mosaic and 
squash mosaic (contovirus group), cucuntber mosaic 0 and To types (cucumo-
virus gro^>), cauliflower mosaic (caullmovinis gro(q>), lilac ring mottle 
(ilarvirus group) and dandeliwi yellow mosaic (ungroiq>ed) virus. 
AFFINITIES I Oorotheanthus yellow spot virta has sevoral prop<»ties 
similar to cucumovirus but no serologiod relationship was found with 
CMV (D and To types). Moreover, It has a protein sititnmit of ca. 51,500 ± 
500 d while cucumoviruses contain a protein subioiit of ca. 2<»,5(H} d in 
capsld. Nevertheless, in an earlier report CMV has been shown to contain 
a protein subunit of ca. 32,000 d. 
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SECTION a 
VACCARIA MOSAIC VIRUS 
MAIN DISEASE t Dark green imnaic on light green back growid on the 
leaves ol Vaccaria pyramldata* The Infected plants rema^ dwarf and 
prodtx:e distorted flowers with faint colow. 
HOST RANGE AND SYMPTOMATOLOGY i The virus has a moderate 
experimental hoat range, infecting 14 ^iecles in 7 cotyledonous families. 
Readily traiumissible by inoculation of sap, for example to the following! 
Diagnostic species 
Nicotiana rustica. Systemic light and dark gre«i m(»alc 
J .^ glutinosa. Leaf deformation, thread-like leaves are formed, and ena-
tions devel<^ on the lower surfaoe of the leaves, bi severe infections, 
raised dark green blisters develop accompanied t/ith severe mosaic. 
H, tiri&acum v«r. Samsun NN. Inoculated ieavin are symptomless, systemic 
infectim include faint light and daric gre«n mosaic. 
Spinacea oleracea (Spinach). Roundish chlorotic local lesiora witfi necrotic 
pii^ dsh botMidaryi not systemic. 
Cucumis melo. Systemk: light ai^ dark green mosaic 
AntirrMnum malus. Inoculated leaves are symptomless, vein-clearing 
lollenwd by m(»aic mottlii^ develop on new Uoivet* In severe infection, 
yellow patdies with green islancto develop on the l^ves. 
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Ctienopodium amarantlcolor and C, mwale. Numerous chlorotic/necrotic 
local lesions (large size in _C. mwmle) cfevel^ in #-<& days) not systemic. 
Vigna unguicuiata var. Chitla, Small necrotic dk>ts; not systemic* 
Propagation ^>ecies 
^'icotiana rustica/N* g;lutinosa are »iitabie for maintaining cul«i««s init 
^ . rustl<a is si4»eri<M' as a source of virus for fMMlfioition. 
Assay species 
Chenopodium amaranticoiw is suitable local lesion host* 
TRANSMLS5ION BY VECTORS i Hot transs^lssible by 6 species ot aphicfe. 
TRAi^ 'SMISSION THROUGH SEED t Not seed-borne in Vaccaria pyramidata, 
Nicotiana n»tica aiwi J^ [. tabacwn var. Samsun NN. 
STABILITY IN SAP t Infectivity in Nicotiana rustlca sap is kwt after 
-3 -4 
exposure to 10 rnln at 70»C DilutUm «H3 point is between 10 -10 
and longevity Jn vitro in JJf. rustica sap is 3-« days at 20-22»C or 5^-> 
days at **C. 
PURIFICATIOfv' s Out of various purification schen>es followed, the virus 
oould be purified by the followinp; i»t>ce<^ei 
«^ a^rvest Nicotiana rustlca plants 1«-16 {feys after inoculati(m and hocno-
genize each 100 g leaf material with 100 ml extraction Iniffer (0.1 * 
p h o s ^ t e buffer, pH 7.0 c<xitaining M% »xlium «ilphite and 0.01 f 
disodium ethyksie diamine tetracetic acid (EDTA). rentrifuge at 10,000 rptr 
for 10 min. To the sufiernatant, a<W chlorolm'm to 20% (vA-) and Triton 
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X-lOO to 2% (v/v) of the final vohtme and stir the mixture for 10 min 
at 4*C. Centrifuge at 10,000 rpm for 15 min and retain the supernatant 
fluid. Concentrate the virus by centrifi^ng at 5€,000 g for 180 min 
over 20% (w/v) sucrose pad in 25.1 W swii^ out rotor. Reauspend the 
pellets in 0.01 M extraction buffer and centrifu^ at low speed (SOOO rpm 
for 10 min) to remove liuoluble material. Final purification was adtieved 
by one more cycle of differentlaJ <»ntrifelation (l,2J^t(^ g for 90 mir^  
8000 ipm for 10 min) and resuspendir^ the virus pellets in 0.01 M extrac-
tion-buffer. 
PARTICLE STRUCTURE t Particles are isometric, about 27 nm in 
diameter and c«itrast well whm stained in uranyl acetate for electron 
microKopy ta OMnpared to f^ to^rfiotungstate (PTA). 
PARTICLE COMPOSITION J 
RNA t About 12% of particle weight (based on UV data A260/A280* 1.36). 
Rrotein t St^unlts have molecular weight about HfQOO t 500 d. 
SEROLOGICAL RELATIONSHIP t No relationship was found with arabls 
m<aaiCf dterry leaf roll, cherry ra^ leaf, ptiKh rosette mosaic, ra^)berry 
ringspot, straw berry lat«it rkigspot, tobaixo ringspot, tomato black ring 
and tomato ringspot (nepovirus groi;^), broad bean mottle Cbromovirus 
grovp), broad bean stain, broad bean true nK)saic, cowpea mosaic and 
squash mosaic (omiovirus groi^), ojcumber mosaic D and To typc» (cucwno-
virus groiq>), cauliflower mtMnlc (cauUmovirus grot4>), lilac ring mottle 
(Uarvirus group) ik^deUon yellow mosaic and dorotiieanthus yellow spot 
(ui^roup«0 vfauses. 
APFmiTIES I Vaccaria mosaic virus resembles tymoviruses in partkUe 
characteristics. Pi^paration haiw fair number of empty particles. However, 
a difference in molecular weight of protein subunit distinguishes it from 
members of tymovirus groiq>. 
